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Corporation of the City of Markham 

 ) HEARD: November 27, 2019 

PERELL, J. 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

A. Introduction  

 The Plaintiff, 1637063 Ontario Inc. operates as Markham Road Medical Centre. I shall [1]

refer to it as “the Medical Centre”. I shall refer to the Defendant, 2404099 Ontario Limited, as 

“JD Development”, because it operates as, or perhaps with, the JD Development Group.
1
 The 

Medical Centre and JD Development own abutting properties.   

 There is a system of easements that cross JD Development’s property. The easements extend [2]

to the boundary of the Medical Centre’s property (see sketches below). Some of the easements are 

perpendicular to the boundary and some are parallel to the boundary between the properties. JD 

Development is the servient owner, and the Medical Centre is the dominant owner in this system of 

easements.  

 Some of the easements that cross JD Development’s property are paved, and historically these [3]

                                                 
1
 JD Development Group are separate and distinct legal entities. JD Development Group has no ownership interest 

in 1637063 Ontario Inc. 
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easements have been used for vehicular and then pedestrian access to the Medical Centre’s property. 

The easements, however, could be used and arguably when they were granted, the easements were 

intended to be used for direct vehicular access to the Medical Centre’s property.  

 Here’s the nub. Both the Medical Centre and JD Development have submitted plans to the [4]

City of Markham to redevelop their properties. In the site plan of the Medical Centre, the easement 

that crosses Parts 4 and 5 of the system of easements of which the Medical Centre is the dominant 

owner is shown as paved and this easement would provide vehicular access to the Medical Centre’s 

property and its parking lot and garage. However, in the site plan of JD Development, the easement 

that crosses Parts 4 and 5 of the system of easements is shown as partially sodded, and this 

maintenance of the easement would not provide vehicular access to the Medical Centre’s property and 

its parking lot and garage. 

 On this motion, the Medical Centre seeks: (a) a declaration that it has an easement for [5]

vehicular and other traffic over Parts 4 and 5 of the system of easements; (b) a declaration that the 

Medical Centre has the ancillary right to pave, excavate, or use other means to use the easement over 

JD Development’s property for vehicular and other traffic; (c) an order that JD Development forthwith 

file an amended site plan with the City of Markham to depict the paving of Parts 4 and 5 of the system 

of easements; and (d) an Order restraining JD Development from removing the paving or in any other 

way interfering with the Medical Centre’s right to use the easement on JD Development’s property.  

 For the reasons that follow, I grant a declaration that the easement over Parts 4 and 5 of JD [6]

Development’s property may be used for vehicular traffic. I further declare that the Medical Centre 

has the right - at its own expense - to maintain the easement over Parts 4 and 5 of JD Development’s 

property and may pave the easement for vehicular traffic. I otherwise dismiss the Medical Centre’s 

motion. In particular, I do not order JD Development to forthwith file an amended site plan with the 

City of Markham to depict the paving of Parts 4 and 5 of the system of easements.  I do not order that 

JD Development share in the costs of maintaining Parts 4 and 5 of the system of easements.  

 I envision that JD Development will make a change to its site plan because it is now a matter [7]

of public record that Parts 4 and 5 of the system of easements that cross JD Development’s property 

may provide vehicular access to the Medical Centre’s property and that the easement may be at the 

expense of the Medical Centre be paved. 

B. Facts  

 The Pave or Not to Pave Dispute 1.

 Dr. Mohammed Rahman is the owner of the Medical Centre, which owns a property with [8]

a municipal address of 7160 Markham Road in Markham, Ontario. On April 14, 2003, Dr. 

Rahman purchased the property from Peter Toulis and Alexander Toulis, and on December 13, 

2010, Dr. Rahman transferred the property to the Medical Centre. Dr. Rahman has carried on his 

medical practice at the property for over 16 years.  

 JD Development is a real estate developer based in Markham, Ontario. On August 29, [9]

2014, JD Development purchased the properties adjacent to the Medical Centre municipally 

known as 7190 and 7200 Markham Road. The property was burdened by the system of 

easements.  

  Below is an aerial photograph of JD Development’s and the Medical Centre’s respective [10]
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 3 

 

properties. In the photograph, JD Development’s property is to the north (the top of the page) 

and its boundaries are: Marydale Avenue to the west, Denison Street to the north; Markham 

Road to the east, and the Medical Centre’s property to the south.  

 In the photograph, the Medical Centre is to the south of JD Development’s property, and [11]

it has street frontage on Marydale Avenue and 

on Markham Road, which is the municipal 

address for both properties.  

 At the present time, direct road access [12]

to the Medical Centre’s property is from 

Markham Road and not from the system of 

easements that cross JD Development’s 

property. 

 As noted above, there is a system of [13]

easements that cross JD Development’s 

property. JD Development is the servient 

owner, and the Medical Centre is the dominant 

owner of the system of easements.  

 The system of easements was   granted [14]

by 1191373 Ontario Inc. to Peter Toulis and 

Alexander Toulis, the Medical Centre’s 

predecessor in title on May 6, 1998 (five years 

before the property was acquired by Dr. Rahman). The Registered Instruments are LT 1268754, 

LT 1268755, LT 1268756, LT 1268757. The dispute in the immediate case is about LT 1268756. 

 There is also a reciprocal easement in favour of JD Development’s predecessor in title that is [15]

a parallel and along the border between the properties, but for present purposes there is no dispute 

about this easement. See Registered Instrument LT 1268758, which was also registered on May 6, 

1998.  

 Below is a sketch of the system of easements that crosses JD Development’s property for the [16]

benefit of the Medical Centre’s property.   

 

 The dispute in the immediate case concerns the [17]

portion of the system of easements known as Parts 4 and 

5. Parts 4 and 5 are an east-west path that is 

perpendicular to Markham Road and that extends into 

the Medical Centre property. The path is parallel to the 

boundary between the properties. The east-west path 

begins at Markham Road, but it does not extend as far as 

Markdale Avenue, because Part 6 of the system of 

easements is an easement just for the purpose of storm 

and sanitary sewers, water mains and pipes, gas pipes, 

hydro transmission lines and other utility lines of pipes 

under the land.  
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 In the registered instrument granting the easement for the benefit of the Medical Centre’s [18]

property on Parts 4 and 5 of the system of easements (LT 1268756), the language of the 

easement for Parts 4 and 5 of JD Development’s property states: “Right-of-way over the above 

land for vehicular and other traffic, which right-of-way is declared appurtenant to and for 

the benefit of the lands ...”. This easement imposes no obligations on the servient owner, and it 

does not include any obligation to construct or maintain the lands that are subject to the 

easement. There are no positive obligations on the servient owner and no arrangements for costs 

sharing between the dominant and servient owner.  

 For approximately 16 years, since May 1998, Parts 4 and 5 of the system of easements [19]

that cross what is now the Development Group’s property have been paved and have been used 

for vehicular access and then pedestrian access to the Medical Centre’s property. The Medical 

Centre has maintained the pavement on this part of the system of easements and it has made 

Parts 4 and 5 passable in the winter by removing snow and by salting the paved surface. To date, 

parts 4 and 5 of the system of easements has not been used for direct vehicle access to the 

Medical Centre’s parking lot. To date, direct vehicular access to the medical building on the 

Medical Centre’s property has been available from Markham Road by a driveway at the south 

end of the Medical Centre’s property.  

 Below is a photograph that is helpful in understanding how access has historically been [20]

made from the JD Development property to the Medical Centre property using the system of 

easements that burden the JD Development property.  

 

 As appears from the photograph, a vehicle [21]

could enter the system of easements from Denison 

Street to the north or from Markham Road to the 

east and have access to the boundary of the 

Medical Centre property. At the present, there is 

no direct vehicular access to the parking lot on the 

Medical Centre’s property from the easements. 

After parking the vehicle, the driver and his or her 

passengers could then - on foot - cross through the 

grass and treed grounds of the Medical Centre’s 

property to the Medical Centre’s building. There 

is a footpath shown on the photograph leading 

from Parts 4 and 5 into the Medical Centre’s 

property. 

 There was no evidence from 1191373 Ontario Inc., which granted the easement on what [22]

is now JD Development’s property. There was no evidence from Peter and Alexander Toulis, 

who were granted the easement that they conveyed to Dr. Rahman when they sold the Medical 

Centre property to him. With no evidence other than how the system of easements has 

historically been used, JD Developments submits that the purpose of the easement on Parts 4 and 

5 of the system of easements was to allow vehicular and other  traffic to access parts 4 and 5 of - 

JD Development’s property - not to allow vehicular access to the Medical Centre’s property.  

 To flash forward, and as I shall explain in some more detail below, the current dispute [23]

between the parties arises because in the last several years, the respective owners of the Medical 
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Centre property and of JD Development’s property have presented plans to the City of Markham 

to develop their respective properties. On JD Development’s proposed site plan portions of Parts 

4 and 5 of the system of easement are shown as grass rather than as pavement. This presents a 

problem for the Medical Centre, because its site plan development proposal requires direct 

vehicular access to the new medical building’s parking lot and parking garage on the Medical 

Centre property. 

 The Medical Centre has sought site plan approval and a building permit to construct a [24]

new 3-storey medical office building on its property. The development would have 43 grade-

level parking spaces and 36 underground parking spaces, all located at the rear of the medical 

office building. In the Medical Centre’s site plan access to the parking requires direct vehicular 

access from Parts 4 and 5 of the system of easements.  

 The City’s By-law 2017-26 (a by-law to establish standards for the maintenance and [25]

occupancy of property  in the City of Markham) requires that all driveways and parking areas on 

residential properties shall be maintained in a condition so as to afford safe passage by 

pedestrians and motor vehicles in inclement weather, including the removal of snow and ice. For 

non-residential properties, like the Medical Centre property, the By-law requires that any 

property used for vehicle traffic and for parking shall be: suitably surfaced and defined by a 

curb; kept free of dirt, surface dust and refuse; adequately lighted; and maintained in good 

repair.2 

 Below is a sketch of part of JD Development’s site plan that helps understand the [26]

problem about the respective site plan development proposals of JD Development and the 

Medical Centre.  

 

 More precisely, the sketch reveals that the problem is that the paved portion of the [27]

easement on the site plan submitted by JD Development (shown in dark grey) does not extend far 

enough to facilitate the Medical Centre’s development proposal. There is an 8.5 metre stretch of 

grass that precludes vehicular passage. For the purposes of the Medical Centre’s overlapping site 

plan (not shown) this grassy stretch would contravene the City’s By-law 2017-26.  

 Before returning to the factual narrative in the dispute between the Medical Centre and [28]

JD Development, it is convenient here to note that there is another development proposal that is 

part of the factual background. Marydale Property Limited owns the property that is to the south 

of the Medical Centre’s property. Marydale Property Limited also has applied to the City of 

Markham for redevelopment approvals, and it too has submitted a site plan for approval. 

                                                 
2
 By-law 2017-26, ss. 11 (1), 23 (6). 
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Marydale Property Limited’s development proposal is currently subject to an appeal to The 

Local Planning Appeal Tribunal (“LPAT”), which is the successor to the Ontario Municipal 

Board (“OMB”) in regulating land use planning matters.   

 Returning to the factual narrative, in July 2017, the Markham City Committee of [29]

Adjustments approved a minor variance for the Medical Centre property with respect to the 

parking, loading spaces, landscape, and front yard setbacks for the Medical Centre property. This 

approval was to facilitate plans to redevelop the Medical Centre property. There had been earlier 

plans to redevelop the property, but these plans were stillborn, and for present purposes nothing 

turns on the previous development plans for the Medical Centre property. 

 In August 2017, JD Development submitted an application for a zoning by-law [30]

amendment and site plan approval for its property for a proposed redevelopment for mixeduse 

stacked townhouses consisting of 269 units with 404 parking spots. JD Development's site plan 

dated August 2017 depicts a paved area extending along Part 4 and 5 of the system of easements. 

This draft site plan would not have been a problem for the Medical Centre’s development plans.  

 Before the obstinacy of the parties manifested itself, the site plans were complimentary. [31]

 However, obstinacy and animosity developed, after the City of Markham did not make a [32]

decision on JD Development’s proposed zoning by-law amendment within the statutorily 

prescribed time of Planning Act,
3
 in March 2018, JD Development filed an appeal to LPAT. The 

hearing for planning approvals is scheduled for August 2020. In the meantime, JD Development 

has continued discussions with the City and with neighbouring property owners.  

 On February 20 and April 4, 2018, at City Council meetings, Dr. Rahman of the Medical [33]
Centre voiced objections to JD Development's application for a zoning by-law amendment and 

for site plan approval.  

 Hao Zhang, JD Development’s representative and development manager reached out to [34]
Dr. Rahman to resolve the dispute. Dr. Rahman ignored Mr. Zhang’s to reach a truce.   

 In June 2018, JD Development amended its site plan application. It replaced the [35]

pavement on Parts 4 and 5 of the system of easements with grass.  JD Development’s new plan 

removed 8.5 metres of paving and replaced it with grass. This change would preclude vehicles 

from gaining direct access to the parking lot of the Medical Centre’s proposed site plan from 

Parts 4 and 5 of the system of easements.  

 Dr. Rahman and his corporation the Medical Centre believe that JD Development’s [36]

change to the site plan was retaliatory and coercive to put the Medical Centre under economic 

stress so that it would abandon its opposition to JD Development’s development plans. This is 

denied by JD Development.  

 In October 2018, JD Development submitted a further revision site plan. This site plan  [37]

persisted in having grass over Parts 4 and 5 of the system of easements. 

 On October 18, 2018, the City of Markham conditionally approved the Medical Centre’s site [38]

plan, and on October 31, 2018, the Medical Centre applied for a building permit in anticipation of 

receiving final approval of its site plan. 

 On November 28, 2018, JD Development learned that the Medical Centre was applying [39]

                                                 
3
 R.S.O. 1990, c. P. 13. 
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for party status at the LPAT Hearing of JD Development’s rezoning application. JD 

Development asserts that this was the first notice that it had that the Medical Centre opposed its 

development. Thus, it denies that its changes to its site plan were retaliatory.  

 JD Development further asserts it had legitimate justification for its change to the site [40]

plan. It submits that the pavement of the 8.5 metres was unnecessary and that maintaining this 

8.5 metres stretch of pavement would impose "immediate and long-term burdens" on JD 

Development and on future owners within the development. It believes that it should not have to 

pay for something that it is of no benefit to it. There is, however, nothing but a belief and no 

empirical evidence to substantiate the theory that maintaining a 8.5 metre stretch of pavement 

would impose any meaningful financial burden on JD Development, the servient owner of the 

system of easements.   

 The Medical Centre was granted standing at the LPAT hearing of its rezoning [41]

application, which is scheduled for August 2020. The Medical Centre raised numerous 

objections to JD Development’s townhouse development including: (a) the development was not 

compatible with adjacent existing and/or proposed developments, with respect to use, building 

height and transition, setbacks, mass and scale, traffic impact, and density; and (b) there is 

insufficient on-site parking for the development, such that there would be negative impacts on 

the adjacent public road right-of-way, as well as neighbouring properties; including, the Medical 

Centre’s property which it intended to redevelop for additional office uses. 

 On February 27, 2019, the City of Markham advised the Medical Centre and JD [42]

Development that there was a discrepancy between the two site plans because of the difference 

in the extent of paving of Parts 4 and 5 of the system of easements crossing JD Development’s 

property.  

 On March 12, 2019, the Medical Centre sought final approval of its Site Plan Application [43]

from the City. The Medical Centre wished to commence construction of the medical office 

building. 

 On March 13, 2019, the City advised that it required the discrepancy between the two site [44]

plans to be resolved before it would give final approval to the Medical Centre’s site plan.  

 The Medical Centre’s lawyers petitioned the City to reconsider its position and approve [45]

the site plan. The City’s position, however, was that it does not interfere in private matters 

concerning easement rights. It left it to the Medical Centre and JD Development to resolve their 

dispute.  

 On July 3, 2019, the Medical Centre’s lawyers requested JD Development to reconsider [46]

its position and to amend its site plan.  

 JD Development’s response was that there was no covenant, requirement, obligation or [47]

agreement that obliged it to construct a particular surface for Parts 4 and 5 of the system of 

easements and that it was under no obligation to maintain any particular form of surface for the 

system of easements. JD Development refused to amend its Site Plan Application or to agree to 

leave the existing pavement in place. 

 The Medical Centre submits that because of JD Development’s intransigence and [48]

because of JD Development’s unneighborliness, the Medical Centre is suffering significant and 

ongoing damages in excess of $1 million including, among other things delay in its project, an 

anticipated increase in construction costs, the potential loss of leasing agreements, loss of rental 
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 8 

 

income and management fees, and increased development charges due to the delays in starting 

construction. 

 JD Development denies that it is the cause of the Medical Centre’s problems. JD [49]

Development rather puts the blame on the Medical Centre for being intransigent and 

unreasonable. JD Development submits that the Medical Centre’s proposed use of the easement 

for its new building project extends the burden of the easement beyond what is legally 

permissible. It submits that Mr. Rahman was unreasonable and uncooperative in his discussions 

and meetings with Mr. Zhang to discuss the respective development proposals and about 

resolving the dispute about the easements. JD Development submits that the Medical Centre 

could have avoided the problem by changing the access on its site plan by shifting the driveway 

access 8.5 metres to the east; i.e. JD Development suggests that the Medical Centre resile itself 

to the sodding of a portion of Parts 4 and 5 of the system of easements and work around the 

problem.  

 The “Who Gets to Decide the Easement Dispute” Dispute 2.

 In its material for the motion now before the court, JD Development submitted that the [50]

Medical Centre has brought this motion to sidestep ongoing appeals before LPAT, the 

specialized planning tribunal with exclusive jurisdictions to hear land use planning matters. It 

submits that the dispute between the parties concerns the site plan discrepancy with respect to the 

use of the easement of Parts 4 and 5 of the system of easements. It submits that site plan disputes 

are a matter within the exclusive jurisdiction of LPAT. 

 Under section 41 of the Planning Act,
4
 jurisdiction with respect to site plan approval is [51]

conferred on the local municipality.  Under section 41 (12) and section 41 (12.0.1) of the 

Planning Act, LPAT has jurisdiction to hear all appeals from  the municipality's failure to 

approve a site plan application within 30 days, or any requirements or conditions imposed under 

section 41 (7), including the terms of any site plan agreement required thereunder. 

 Pursuant to sections 11 (1) of the Local Planning Appeal Tribunal Act,
5
 LPAT has [52]

exclusive jurisdiction in all cases and in respect of all matters in which jurisdiction is conferred 

on it by this Act or by any other general or special Act. Pursuant to s. 11 (2) of the Local 

Planning Appeal Tribunal Act, LPAT has authority to hear and determine all questions of law or 

of fact with respect to all matters within its jurisdiction, unless limited by the Act or any other 

general or special Act. Under s. 12 (1) of the Local Planning Appeal Tribunal Act, LPAT has 

authority to make orders or give directions as may be necessary or incidental to the exercise of 

the powers conferred to it.  

 In the immediate case, the site plans of JD Development and of Marydale Property [53]

Limited’s are under appeal to the LPAT, and, therefore, in its motion materials, JD Development 

submitted that the Court has no jurisdiction to deal with the dispute now before the court, which 

it submitted is a matter for the exclusive jurisdiction of LPAT. 

 In response to JD Development raising the matter of the exclusive jurisdiction of the [54]

LPAT as ousting the Superior Court’s jurisdiction to decide the dispute about the easement, the 

Medical Centre responded in its reply material for the motion by delivering an affidavit from 

                                                 
4
 1990, c. P.13. 

5
 2017, S.O. 2017, c. 23, Sched. I. 
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Dennis Wood, a senior member of the land use planning bar practicing before the OMB and now 

LPAT. Mr. Wood has over 44 years of experience appearing before municipal councils and land 

planning regulators and tribunals.  

 Mr. Wood deposed about the nature of the issues that are and can be decided by LPAT. [55]

He deposed that LPAT would leave it to the parties or the courts to resolve the dispute about the 

legal rights associated with the system of easements that burden JD Development’s property.  

 At the hearing of the motion, JD Development’s submitted that Mr. Wood’s affidavit [56]

should be discarded in its entirety as inadmissible evidence. JD Development submitted that Mr. 

Wood’s evidence did not qualify as admissible opinion evidence. JD Development further 

submitted that Mr. Wood should be disqualified as an expert because of partisanship that meant 

that he could not give an independent expert’s opinion.     

C. Discussion and Analysis 

 The “Who-Gets-to-Decide-Dispute” Dispute   1.

 There is no merit to JD Development’s argument that this court does not have jurisdiction [57]

to decide the dispute between the parties which is about the interpretation and enforcement of 

real property rights.  

 I do not need to refer to Mr. Wood’s evidence to decide that this court has the [58]

jurisdiction, not LPAT, to decide the dispute between JD Development and the Medical Centre 

concerning the interpretation of the rights and ancillary rights associated with the scheme of 

easements that cross JD Development’s property.  

 I shall not rely on Mr. Wood’s evidence, but I accept it as admissible and proper [59]

experiential evidence that is admissible and relevant to respond to JD Development’s case 

theory. I would not disqualify Mr. Wood’s on the grounds of partisanship any more than I would 

disqualify JD Development’s witnesses who deposed about the processing of development 

proposals by municipalities and by LPAT.  

 Here, it should be noted that it was JD Development that made a material issue about [60]

what matters are within the exclusive jurisdiction of LPAT, and it did it through the affidavit 

evidence of Ryan Mino-Leahan, a land use planner. Mr.  Mino-Leahan is a partner with KLM 

Planning Partners Inc., the planners hired by JD Development and by Marydale Property Limited 

to develop site plans.  

 I also shall not rely on Mr. Mino-Leahan’s evidence to determine what is essentially a [61]

legal matter but, his evidence is admissible on the same basis as Mr. Wood’s evidence is 

admissible.   

 Turning then to the merits of “Who-Gets-to-Decide-the-Dispute” Dispute between the [62]

parties, in my opinion, LPAT’s jurisdiction with respect to site plans does not give it jurisdiction 

to decide the property rights between a dominant and a servient owner. This limit on its 

jurisdiction has been recognized by LPAT or by its predecessor the OMB; the Board recognizes 

that its jurisdiction is to determine the proper land use for the subject lands and not to determine 
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the legal property rights of the landowners.
6
 

 In reaching this decision that the court’s jurisdiction has not been ousted, I appreciate that [63]

under s. 41 (12.1) of the Planning Act, that LPAT has the jurisdiction to determine the details of 

site plan approvals and associated agreements. Section 41 (12.1) states: 

Hearing 

(12.1) The Tribunal shall hear and determine the matter in issue and determine the details of the 

plans or drawings and determine the requirements, including the provisions of any agreement 

required.   

 In reaching this decision, I also appreciate that under s. 41(7) of the Planning Act, a [64]

municipality is empowered to require the owner of the land to agree to conditions to obtain site 

plan approval, including providing at no expense to the municipality vehicular loading and 

parking facilities, access driveways, driveways for emergency  vehicles, and the surfacing of 

such areas and driveways. And, I appreciate that under pursuant to sections 11 (1) of the Local 

Planning Appeal Tribunal Act, LPAT has exclusive jurisdiction in all cases and in respect of all 

matters in which jurisdiction is conferred on it by this Act or by any other general or special Act. 

Pursuant to s. 11 (2) of the Act, LPAT has authority to hear and determine all questions of law or 

of fact with respect to all matters within its jurisdiction, unless limited by this Act or any other 

general or special Act. Under s. 12 (1), LPAT has authority to make orders or give directions as 

may be necessary or incidental to the exercise of the powers conferred to it. None of these 

statutory provisions ousts the court’s jurisdiction. 

 While it may be the case that there is a complete code found in the Local Planning [65]

Appeal Tribunal Act and the Planning Act for the resolution of disputes about site plans, of 

which for present purposes it is not necessary for me to express any opinion, there is nothing 

expressed or implied in that code that would oust the court’s jurisdiction to decide property 

ownership disputes that might incidentally effect applications for site plans. In the immediate 

case, the dispute before the court is within the norms of what superior courts traditionally decide.  

 That the dispute in the immediate case is not a dispute within the exclusive jurisdiction of [66]

LPAT can be quickly demonstrated. In the immediate case, the issue of what use could be made 

of Parts 4 and 5 of the system of easements could have arisen if redevelopment plans were never 

even imagined by the landowners. Had there been no land use planning applications, it is 

undisputable that the Superior Court would have the jurisdiction to decide the dispute about the 

uses that could be made of the easements on JD Development’s property. There have been 

countless cases of this nature where superior courts interpret easements, particularly cases about 

rights-of-way and mutual driveways, and in these cases the court determine whether there has 

been a trespass or an interference with the use of an easement. 

 In the immediate case, had there been no appeals to LPAT and had the City of Markham [67]

approved both site plans conditional on the parties resolving the discrepancy in the plans about 

Parts 4 and 5 of the system of easements, the parties would have had to turn to the Court and not 

LPAT to resolve the dispute. 

 In my opinion, in the immediate case with appeals to LPAT, the jurisdiction of the courts [68]

                                                 
6
 Remicorp. Industries  Inc. v. Toronto (City), 2018 CanLII 25486 at paras. 4-5 (LPAT); Re Mount Pleasant 

Group of Cemeteries, 2006 CarswellOnt 7795 at para. 6 (OMB); MacDonald v. Richmond Hill (Town) (2001), 33 

M.P.L.R. (3d) 151 (OMB). 
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to determine what is a normative matter for superior courts to determine about property rights is 

not ousted by either the Local Planning Appeal Tribunal Act or the Planning Act. It takes very 

clear legislative language to oust the jurisdiction of a superior court and there is a core-

jurisdiction that cannot be out-sourced to an administrative tribunal.  

 I, therefore, conclude that this court has the jurisdiction to resolve the dispute between [69]

the parties. As I shall explain next, pursuant to the registered easement, the Medical Centre is 

entitled, at its own expense, to pave Parts 4 and 5 of the system of easements so that the 

easement can be used for vehicular traffic into its property. The court has the jurisdiction to 

make a declaration to this effect. However, I agree with JD Development that this court cannot 

direct it to amend its site plan to reflect the legal reality of the court’s declaration.  

 The court does not the substantive jurisdiction at common law or under any statute [70]

including the Planning Act to order a party to amend a site plan. That said, I have little doubt 

that JD Development will make this change to its site plan because it is now a matter of public 

record that Parts 4 and 5 of the system of easements that cross JD Development’s property may 

be at the expense of the Medical Centre be paved.   

 The Rights of the Dominant Owner  2.

 There is no dispute between the parties that there is an easement that encumbers JD [71]

Development’s property and that the Medical Centre is the dominant owner. The dominant owner 

of an easement is entitled to every reasonable use of the easement for its granted purposes.
7
 The grant 

of an easement also includes such ancillary rights as are reasonably necessary for the use or 

enjoyment of the easement.
8
 The dominant owner has the right to make reasonable 

improvements to the easement so that it can be used for its intended purpose.
9
 The dominant 

owner may exercise such ancillary rights as are reasonably necessary to the use and enjoyment of 

the easement which was contemplated by the grantor.
10

  

 Where an easement is created by express grant, the nature and extent of the easement are [72]

to be determined by the wording of the instrument creating the easement, considered in the 

context of the circumstances that existed when the easement was created.
11

 If the use of the 

easement remains of the same general nature, even if there is an increased burden on the servient 

owner by virtue of more frequent use, the more frequent use can reasonably be said to have been 

in the contemplation of the parties at the time of the grant.
12

 

 In Almel Inc. v. Halton Condominium Corporation No. 77,
13

  the Court of Appeal stated [73]

at para. 3: 

3. The governing principles are not in issue. Where a right of way has been created by express 

grant, the scope of permissible use depends on the words used. The circumstances existing at the 

                                                 
7
 Weidelich v. de Koning, 2014 ONCA 736. 

8
 Fallowfield  v. Bourgault, [2003] O.J. No. 5206 (C.A.). 

9
 Szymanski v Alaimo, 2016 ONSC 2527; Donald v. Friesen (1990), 72 O.R. (2d) 205 at paras. 36-38 (Dist. Ct.). 

10
 MacKenzie v. Matthews (1999), 46 O.R. (3d) 21 at paras. 8-14 (C.A.); Szymanski v Alaimo, 2016 ONSC 2527. 

11
 Fallowfield  v. Bourgault, [2003] O.J. No. 5206 at para. 10 (C.A.); Szymanski v Alaimo, 2016 ONSC 2527;    

Sunnybrae Springbrook Farms Inc. v. Trent Hills (Municipality) (2010),  98 R.P.R. (4th) 206 (Ont. S.C.J.). 
12

 Clarke v. Kokic, 2017 ONSC 6485, aff’d 2018 ONCA 705; Almel Inc. v. Halton Condominium Corp. No. 77, 

[1997] O.J. No. 824 at para. 8 (C.A.). 
13

 1997] O.J. No. 824 at para. 8 (C.A.). See also West High Development v. Veeraraghaven, 2011ONSC 1177. 
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time of the grant may also be looked at to construe the nature and extent of the rights conveyed. 

see Laurie v. Bowen, 1952 CanL11 10 (SCC), [1953] 1 S.C.R. 49. In the case of a general grant, as 

here, the permissible use is not limited to the original use. Although the owner of the dominant 

tenement cannot alter the type of use of the right of way beyond its original scope, the burden on 

the servient tenement can be reasonably increased so long as the use is of the same general nature, 

and it can reasonably be said to have been in the contemplation of the parties at the time of the 

grant. 

 As noted, the grant of an express easement also includes such ancillary rights as are [74]

reasonably necessary to use or enjoy the easement. However, to imply a right ancillary to that 

which is expressly granted in the easement, the right must be necessary for the use or enjoyment 

of the easement, not just convenient or even reasonable.
14

 

 The immediate case does not involve ancillary rights save with respect to maintaining the [75]

easement. The express grant of an easement in the immediate case is “for vehicular and other 

traffic” which has an unambiguous literal meaning. However, JD Development asserts that 

vehicular access will not be interfered with if it replaces the pavement upon which motor 

vehicles and other traffic typically pass to obtain access to a municipal urban property with grass 

upon which motor vehicles typically do not use to obtain access to a municipal urban property.  

 The purpose of the easement in the immediate case is obvious. Vehicular access is the [76]

purpose of the easement; it is not an ancillary purpose. With respect, it is risible to submit, as JD 

Development apparently submits, that when the wording of an instrument that expressly creates 

“a right-of-way for vehicular and other traffic” is considered in the context of the circumstances 

that existed in 1998 when Peter and Alexander Toulis and 1191373 Ontario Inc. created 

reciprocal rights-of-way over commercial properties, whose highest and best use was not yet 

achieved, that their purpose and the intent of the parties was to allow vehicular and other  traffic 

to access parts 4 and 5 of JD Development’s property - and not the Medical Centre’s property - 

and that their purpose envisioned planting grass and replacing the pavement of a vehicular right-

of-way. 

 How the landowners actually used the easement after it was created is irrelevant to [77]

determining what the intentions of the parties was at the time that the easement was created.
15

 

The interpretative issue is what did the parties intend was the purpose of the easement at the time 

it was created. In the immediate case, I conclude that the purpose of the easement is to provide 

direct vehicular access from JD Development’s property to and into the Medical Centre property.  

 Apart from the fact that grassing over a driveway or roadway into a non-residential property [78]

would violate the City’s property use by-law, common sense would tell a reasonable person that what 

JD Developments proposes to do by grassing over the existing pavement, if not spiteful, is, in any 

event, a substantial interference with the dominant owner’s right to use an easement described as 

“right-of-way over the above land for vehicular and other traffic, which right-of-way is 

declared appurtenant to and for the benefit of the lands ...”. 

 During cross-examinations, Mr. Zhang and Mr. Mino-Leahan, JD Development’s [79]

witnesses,  grudgingly admitted it is "not ideal" to drive over a lawn to access another person's 

property. Mr. Mino-Leahan conceded that he was not seriously suggesting that it would be  

acceptable for trucks and vehicles to drive over the sodded area to access the Medical Centre’s.  

                                                 
14

 Fallowfield  v. Bourgault, [2003] O.J. No. 5206 at para. 10 (C.A.). 
15

 Fallowfield  v. Bourgault, [2003] O.J. No. 5206 at para. 10 (C.A.). 
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 JD Development’s witnesses ought to have conceded that in the circumstances of the [80]

immediate case, grassing over part of Parts 4 and 5 of the system of easements was, practically 

speaking, the equivalent of constructing an obstacle to vehicular access to the Medical Centre 

property. As grudgingly conceded by JD Development’s witnesses, grassing over the right of 

way is not a matter of making the right of way less convenient to use for vehicular traffic, it 

would preclude it. 

 To be actionable, interference with an easement or right of way must substantially [81]

interfere with the dominant owner's ability to use the right of way for a purpose identified in the 

grant.
16

 Only after the extent of the easement has been determined should the court consider 

whether what was done constitutes a substantial interference with the intended use and 

enjoyment of the easement.
17

 There is no actionable interference with a right of way if it can be 

substantially and practically exercised for the purposes identified in the grant as conveniently 

after as before the occurrence of the alleged obstruction. 

 JD Development has yet to do it, because it has not achieved site plan approval, but if it [82]

were to sod the 8.5 metres of its servient property, then, in my opinion, it would be interfering 

with the Medical Centre’s rights under the system of easements that burden the servient property 

of JD Development.  

 In the immediate case, vehicular passage is not an ancillary use. In the immediate case, [83]

what would be an ancillary right is the Medical Centre’s right to maintain an easement granted 

for vehicular purposes. It is implicit in a grant of an easement intended to afford access to a 

property that the installation and maintenance of the right-of-way is a reasonably necessary to the 

use and enjoyment of the easement.
18

  

 Under the common law, neither the Medical Centre nor JD Development has an [84]

obligation to maintain or repair the pavement on the easement. However, the Medical Centre as 

the dominant owner has the right to enter onto the servient lands to carry out the necessary work 

to maintain and repair the pavement.
19

 The Medical Centre has exercised this right for 

approximately 16 years and neither JD Development nor its predecessors in title have ever 

complained or taken issue with the practice. The Medical Centre advised the court that it is 

prepared to continue to do so in the future.  

 Pausing here, that if it is granted site plan approval, the Medical Centre is prepared to [85]

maintain the pavement is a nice thing,  but under the City’s by-law, the Medical Centre would be 

obliged to do so in any event. The site plan agreement with the municipality likely will also 

impose maintenance obligations on Medical Centre. It is doing nobody but itself a favour if the 

Medical Centre maintains the paving on the easement on Parts 4 and 5 of the scheme of 

easements.  

 In its factum, the Medical Centre, however, goes farther and submits that if the servient [86]

owner JD Development or its successors in title, also proposes to use the easement, then JD 

Development should be required to contribute to the repair and maintenance costs of the 

easement.  

                                                 
16

 Middlesex v. 1510231 Ontario Inc. 2016, ONSC 6325; Weidelich v. de Koning, 2014 ONCA 736. 
17

 Fallowfield  v. Bourgault, [2003] O.J. No. 5206 (C.A.); Przewieda v. Caughlin, 2015 ONSC 3770 at para. 19. 
18

 MacKenzie v. Matthews (1999), 46 O.R. (3d) 21 (C.A.). 
19

 TSCC No. 1633 v. TSCC No. 1809 and Baghai Development Ltd., 2017 ONSC 1372 
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 With respect, this last submission by the Medical Centre has been a distraction and goes [87]

too far. Fairness and good neighborliness might lead to the result that the parties share costs and 

this result might be the outcome of the planning process with the intervention of the City of 

Markham or LPAT, but, as noted above, the common law does not impose any positive 

obligations on either the servient or the dominant owner to share the repair and maintenance 

costs of the easement. The Medical Centre’s insistence on costs sharing impeded any efforts to 

settle the dispute in the immediate case.    

 The Medical Centre should not have met JD Development’s intransigence about grassing [88]

the easement with intransigence over maintaining the pavement and ought to have rested its 

submissions with simply acknowledging that it will assume responsibility for the repair and 

maintenance costs for maintaining the easement over Parts 4 and 5 of the scheme of easements of 

which it is the dominant owner. 

 Thus, I conclude that the Medical Centre may use the system of easements to allow [89]

passage of vehicles directly into its own property. I further declare that the Medical Centre has the 

right - at its own expense - to maintain the easement over Parts 4 and 5 of JD Development’s property 

and may pave the easement for vehicular traffic.  

 The court has no jurisdiction to meddle with the municipality and LPAT’s jurisdiction to [90]

approve site plans.  

 The court does have the jurisdiction to grant injunctions to prevent a person from interfering [91]

with an easement, but to date there has been no interference. To date there has been a dispute about 

the depiction of an easement on site plans. There has been no construction and the obstruction is on 

paper and not on the ground. There has been no planting of grass. Patrons of the medical centre 

continue to use the easement as they always have. I see no purpose in granting an injunction qui timet.  

D. Conclusion 

 For the above reasons, I grant a declaration that the easement over Parts 4 and 5 of JD [92]

Development’s property may be used for vehicular traffic. I further declare that the Medical Centre 

has the right - at its own expense - to maintain the easement over Parts 4 and 5 of JD Development’s 

property and may pave the easement for vehicular traffic. I otherwise dismiss the Medical Centre’s 

motion.  

 To be more precise:  [93]

a. This Court declares that the Medical Centre has a valid and enforceable 

interest, easement or right of way for vehicular and other traffic as it relates to 

Part 4 and Part 5 of the property owned by JD Development, and  

b. This Court declares that the Medical Centre has the right to pave, excavate, 

and to use other means reasonably necessary to give effect to the easement for 

vehicular and other traffic. 

 I do not grant an Order that JD Development file an amended Site plan with the City of [94]

Markham to depict the paving of Parts 4 and 5. The court does not have the jurisdiction to make 

this order.   

 I do not grant an Order restraining JD from removing the paving or in any other way [95]

interfering with the Plaintiff s right to utilize the easement. Such an order is premature. At this 
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time, there is no reason to grant an injunction quia timet in anticipation of something that has not 

yet occurred.  

 If the parties cannot agree on the matter of costs, they may make submissions in writing [96]

beginning with the Medical Centre’s submissions within twenty days of the release of these 

Reasons for Decision followed by JD Development’s submissions within a further twenty days.  

I alert the parties that my present intention is not to make an award of costs. My present view is 

that each party should bear their own costs of this action to date.  

 

___________________ 

Perell, J.  

 

Released:  December 27, 2019 20
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On appeal from a judgment of Justice Silja S. Seppi of the Superior Court of Justice 

dated October 8, 2002. 

 

 

FELDMAN J.A.: 

[1]  I have had the benefit of reading the reasons of my colleague, Gillese J.A., who 

would dismiss the appeal. Respectfully, I am unable to agree. The following are the 

reasons why I would allow the appeal. 
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[2]  My colleague has set out the background facts relevant to this appeal. I will only 

review the facts in order to highlight the matters that are important for my analysis. 

BACKGROUND FACTS 

[3]  The appellants and respondents are next-door neighbours. Their houses are 

approximately four feet apart and linked underground. When the subdivision was 

developed, a mutual easement was granted by deeds giving each neighbour an easement 

for repairs over the two-foot wide strip of land adjacent to the other’s house that runs 

between their homes. The easements run from the front corners to the back corners of the 

houses. 1  The following is a sketch of the easements and the fence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                              
1    SUBJECT to a right in the nature of an easement in favour of the owners and occupants 

from time to time of PART 4 and PART 44 on Plan 43R-6275 their servants, agents and 

workmen, to enter in, over, upon and through PART 43 on Plan 43R-6275 at all 

reasonable times for the purpose of maintaining and keeping in repair the building 

erected on PART 4 on Plan 43R-6275.  

Together with a right in the nature of an easement in favour of the owners and occupants from 

time to time of PART 3 and PART 43 on Plan 43R-6275 their servants, agents and workmen, to 

enter in, over, upon and through PART 44 on Plan 43R-6275 at all reasonable times for the 

purpose of maintaining and keeping in repair the building erected on PART 3 on Plan 43R-6275. 
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[4]  In June 2002, the appellants built a fence that separates the front yard of their 

house from the front yard of the respondents’ house. The fence, which is on the 

appellants’ side of the lot line, begins at the sidewalk and ends two and one half inches in 

front of the land that is subject to the easement. The fence is built entirely on the 

appellants’ property that is not subject to the easement. 

[5]  The mutual easements between the parties’ houses were created with the 

subdivision and exist between sixty-four of the seventy-eight homes on the street. The 

configuration of these homes is that on one side there is open space, and on the other side 

between the homes there is the four-foot strip which is subject to the mutual repair 

easement.  

[6]  Access to the backyards of the homes is available on the non-easement side of 

each home. However, a predecessor in title to the respondents constructed a patio and 

deck at the back of their home on the open side, very close to the lot line, with the 

consequence that the respondents cannot access their backyard with equipment from that 

side of the house. 

[7]  The respondents brought an application for a declaration that the fence interferes 

with access to the easement for equipment wider than two feet, and for an injunction 

restraining the appellants from obstructing the easement or access to the easement. 

[8]  The application judge’s endorsement is reproduced below: 

The issue is whether the fence constructed by the [appellants] 

on their own property constitutes an obstruction of the 

[respondents’] use of a registered easement over a 2’ strip of 

the [appellants’] land between their 2 houses. The easement 

allows the [respondents], their servants agents and workmen 

to enter in, over, upon and through the property for the 

purpose of maintaining and keeping the [respondents’] 

building in repair. The test is whether the fence, as 

constructed, substantially interferes with the easement’s 

legitimate use. Both properties have the same easement rights 

over the other with the result that the width of the 

maintenance and repair space between the houses is a total of 

4 feet. The construction of the fence reduces the 

[respondents’] access to the easement from a 4 foot width to 
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about a 26” width. A 28” wheelbarrow does not fit through 

any more, nor would any other maintenance and repair 

equipment that is wider than the reduced access point. The 

construction of the immovable 6 foot high section of the 

fence substantially interferes with the [respondents’] 

legitimate use of the easement. Using a wheelbarrow for 

needed brick or mortar repair is a reasonable exercise of the 

[respondents’] legitimate easement rights. Access by normal 

maintenance and repair equipment, as needed, which may 

well be wider than 26” should not be blocked. 

In the result, there will be a declaration in accordance with 

Paragraphs 20, 21 and 22 of the [respondents’] factum, and an 

order that the 6’ high portion of the [appellants’] fence be 

forthwith removed or, in the alternative, modified so as to 

make it sufficiently portable to allow the [respondents] an 

unobstructed and unfettered access of a minimum of 4 feet to 

the subject easement. 

The other relief claimed in the application and 

counterapplication are directed to a trial of the issues, 

pleadings, filings and disclosure to be as per the Rules of 

Civil Procedure [emphasis added].  
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ISSUES  

[9]  Three main issues are raised in this appeal: 

(1) Did the grant of the easement to the respondents include an ancillary right 

to extend the easement to allow them to cross over the property of the 

appellants in front of the granted easement, in order to enter onto the four-

foot strip with equipment wider than two feet? 

 

(2) If the easement is not extended by an ancillary right, could a fence 

constructed wholly on the appellants’ property and not on land that is 

subject to the easement, constitute in law, an obstruction of the 

respondents’ reasonable use of the easement? 

 

(3) Did the application judge err by finding that the fence substantially 

interferes with the respondents’ right to make reasonable use of the 

easement? 

ANALYSIS 

 

1. Ancillary Rights 

[10] Where an easement is created by express grant, the nature and extent of the 

easement are to be determined by the wording of the instrument creating the easement, 

considered in the context of the circumstances that existed when the easement was 

created. This principle is set out in Halsbury’s Laws of England, vol. 14, 4th ed. (London: 

Butterworths, 1980) at p. 26, para. 54: 

The nature and extent of an easement created by express grant 

primarily depend upon the wording of the instrument. In 

construing a grant of an easement regard must be had to the 

circumstances existing at the time of its execution; for the 

extent of the easement is ascertainable by the circumstances 

existing at the time of the grant and known to the parties or 

within the reasonable contemplation of the parties at the time 

of the grant, and is limited to those circumstances. 

[11] In interpreting the meaning and intent of an express easement, the concept of 

ancillary rights arises. The grant of an express easement includes such ancillary rights as 

are reasonably necessary to use or enjoy the easement. However, to imply a right 
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ancillary to that which is expressly granted in the easement, the right must be necessary 

for the use or enjoyment of the easement, not just convenient or even reasonable. 

Halsbury’s explains the concept at p. 10, para. 20, in the following way: 

The express grant of an easement is also the grant of such 

ancillary rights as are reasonably necessary for its exercise or 

enjoyment. The ancillary right thus implied must be necessary 

for the use and enjoyment, in the way contemplated by the 

parties, of the right granted; it is not sufficient that such an 

ancillary right would be convenient, usual, common in the 

district or reasonable. The most usual example of such an 

ancillary right is the right of the dominant owner to enter the 

servient tenement and execute such repairs upon the subject 

matter of the easement as are reasonably necessary for the 

enjoyment of the easement. The dominant owner is entitled to 

protect his right to enter and repair by preventing the doing on 

the servient tenement of anything which would materially 

interfere with or render more expensive or difficult the 

exercise of the right, and the court will restrain such an 

interference by injunction. It is no defence to proceedings by 

the dominant owner to show that he may still exercise his 

right if he only expends more money or exercises greater 

skill.   

[12] The classic example of an ancillary right was articulated by Parker J. in Jones v. 

Pritchard, [1908] 1 Ch. 630 (Ch.D.) at 638, where he stated: 

Once again, the grant of an easement is prima facie also the 

grant of such ancillary rights as are reasonably necessary to 

its exercise or enjoyment. Thus the grantee of an easement for 

a watercourse through his neighbour’s land may, when 

reasonably necessary, enter his neighbour’s land for the 

purpose of repairing, and may repair, such watercourse. 

[13] The example demonstrates the necessity. Without the ancillary right to get to the 

watercourse, the grantee of the easement would have no physical access to that 

watercourse. Therefore, the grantee has the right to enter his neighbour’s land, when 

reasonably necessary, to get to the watercourse and effect repairs. 
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[14] In Goodhart v. Hyett (1883), 25 Ch.D. 182 (Ch.D.),2 the owners of a house had an 

easement for the supply of water from pipes on the adjoining land. An injunction was 

granted restraining the construction of a house on the adjoining land over the water pipes 

because it would interfere with the first owner’s ancillary right to go onto the adjoining 

property to repair the pipes. The court noted that although it might still be possible to 

repair the pipes with a house over them, it was not practical and would not allow the 

enjoyment of the easement as before. 

[15] In the present case, the first issue for the application judge was to interpret the 

extent of the easement based on the wording of the grant, the circumstances at the time 

the grant was made, and the potential application of the ancillary rights doctrine. 

[16] The wording of the clause granting the easement is clear in delineating the 

physical boundaries of the grant. The easement extends only to the front corners of the 

respective houses, but not beyond. As worded, the easement does not grant any right to 

the respondents to enter the easement from the appellants’ property in front of the 

easement; as worded, the respondents can only enter the easement from their own 

property. 

[17] The purpose of the easement is unambiguous. It grants the respondents a right for 

them, their servants, agents and workmen, to enter in, over, upon and through the two-

foot wide strip of land belonging to the appellants immediately adjacent to the appellants’ 

house, commencing at the front corner of the appellants’ house and ending at the back 

corner, for the purpose of maintaining and keeping their house in repair. Contrary to the 

submission of the respondents that they need access to the easement to bring their 

lawnmower to the backyard, the easement is not intended to be used to gain access to the 

backyard for gardening or other purposes.  

[18] Moreover, because the grant of the easement occurred at the time of the planning 

and construction of the homes in the subdivision, it is the intention and circumstances at 

that time that govern. Therefore, the fact that at some point following the grant of the 

easement the respondents or their predecessors built a deck and patio at the back of their 

house obstructing their access to their backyard on the non-easement side of their house 

is irrelevant in construing the nature and extent of the easement. 

                                              
2 This case was cited with approval by Strong J. in a similar factual context in Wheeler v. Black (1887), 14 S.C.R. 

242.  
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[19] Once the wording of the grant has been interpreted in the context of the 

circumstances that existed at the time it was deeded, the next question is whether there 

are any ancillary rights, not included in the wording of the granted easement, that are 

reasonably necessary for the respondents to be able to exercise their use of the easement.  

[20] The respondents’ position is that they cannot make effective use of the easement 

without being entitled to access it from the area in front of it on the appellants’ property. 

They say they need to have an entry way wider than two feet onto the easement from the 

front of the two houses, so that the easement as granted necessarily includes an area on 

the appellants’ property beyond the front corner of their home.  

[21] In my view, there is neither a legal nor factual basis for this claim. 

[22] As demonstrated by the cases referred to above, an ancillary right arises where it is 

necessary to give effect to the rights granted by the easement. Where, for example, there 

is an easement across one’s backyard for hydro wires, the hydro utility has the ancillary 

right to enter the yard in order to maintain the wires. Without the ancillary right, there 

would be no ability to access the wires. 

[23] However, just because it may be more convenient to have an ancillary right that 

extends an easement, if it is not necessary for the effective use of that easement as 

granted, it will not form part of the easement.  

[24] Furthermore, the courts have been particularly loath to imply an ancillary right 

that would have the effect of enlarging the dimensions of a granted easement onto land 

not included within its described boundaries. The recent decision of this court in 

Drumonde v. Moniz (1997), 105 O.A.C. 295, is an example of that reticence.  

[25] That case involved a mutual driveway between two homes that extended into the 

backyards where the parties each had a garage. The full driveway was six feet, eleven 

inches wide. Drumonde’s son liked to turn his large car around at the back of the 

driveway and drive out facing forward.  In effecting the turn-around manoeuvre, he 

would encroach on a portion of Moniz’s yard with part of his car.  Moniz decided to build 

a fence wholly on his own property in the backyard beside the driveway to prevent this 

encroachment. Drumonde sought to enjoin Moniz from erecting the fence. The trial judge 

granted the injunction. 
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[26] On appeal, this court held that the trial judge erred in fact and in law, and granted 

a remedy to which Drumonde was not entitled. The evidence given by Drumonde’s son 

was that it was extremely tight for him to turn his car around in the driveway and that his 

left side mirror was millimetres away from the driveway wall. Austin J.A. considered the 

situation as described above, including the age and location of the houses, and concluded 

that the houses were built when cars were much smaller.  He also found, at para. 15, that 

using the driveway of that size to turn around a large car “with one inch clearance on 

either side does not make a great deal of common sense.”  

[27] The court held that the plaintiff was confined to the use of the easement as 

granted, and could not encroach on his neighbour’s yard. As a result, there was no reason 

why the defendant could not erect a fence on his own property beside the driveway, 

which fence did not obstruct the driveway itself.  Austin J.A. held, at paras. 18-21: 

The fundamental error in the judgment below, in my 

respectful view, is the finding that the erection of a fence on 

land owned by the defendants and unencumbered by a right-

of-way would constitute an obstruction of the plaintiff’s use 

of the right-of-way. The fence would be entirely on the 

defendants’ property. As a result, it would be physically 

impossible for it to interfere with any legitimate use of the 

right-of-way. The two are mutually exclusive. 

The plaintiff has a right to use a strip of land six feet, eleven 

inches wide and seventy feet long. He has no legal right to 

encroach, at road level, at a level one foot above grade or four 

feet above grade, beyond the width of that strip, with the 

bumpers, grille, doors or any other part of his vehicle. 

   . . . . . 

The proposed fence would not be in the right of way; it would 

be beside the right-of-way. Consequently, the fence, provided 

it is built entirely on the defendants’ land, and provided it 

goes straight up and does not overhang the mutual driveway, 

could not obstruct the right-of-way; neither could it obstruct 

lawful use of the right-of-way. 

[28] Although it clearly would have been more convenient for the plaintiff to have 

access to a wider turning circle than was provided by the dimensions of the granted 
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easement, the court refused to find that it was necessary for the reasonable use of the 

easement. If there was no extension of the easement beyond its granted boundaries, then 

it followed that a fence that did not obstruct the easement as granted could not be 

enjoined. 

[29] Importantly, Austin J.A. also noted that counsel were unable to cite any case in 

which relief was granted in similar circumstances.3 He held that the English Chancery 

case of National Trust for Places of Historic Interest or Natural Beauty v. White, [1987] 

1 W.L.R. 907 (Ch.D.), relied on by the trial judge, did not support the trial judge’s result. 

Austin J.A. noted, however, that the trial judge in National Trust, at 914, made a 

comment that was relevant to the Drumonde case.  He referred to the case of Todrick v. 

Western National Omnibus Co. Ltd., [1934] Ch. 190 (Ch.D.), as standing for the 

proposition that, “it could not have been within the contemplation of the parties at the 

time of the grant that a way that was only 7 ft. 9 ins. wide should be used for omnibuses 

7 ft. 6 ins. wide, leaving only 1 1/2 ins. clearance on each side.”  

[30] A case not referred to by Austin J.A., where the court reached a different 

conclusion than Austin J.A. did in Drumonde on the intent of a grant is V.T. Engineering 

Ltd. v. Richard Barland & Co. (1968), 19 P. & C.R. 890 (Ch.D.). In that case, the 

landlord leased an industrial building at the back of its property to the tenant together 

with a right of way over a winding roadway leading from street to the tenant’s premises.  

The tenant used the roadway to transport large steel beams from its premises in large 

trucks. The landlord wanted to construct a building up to and over the roadway leaving it 

effectively as a covered tunnel with pillars at intervals along the road to hold up the roof. 

Issues arose regarding both the tenant’s use of the vertical and lateral swing space from 

the road. In considering the issue of the tenant’s right to lateral swing space, Megarry J., 

at 895, stated: 

I can well see that on the grant of a right of way the grantor 

must accept that over the way granted he cannot thereafter 

exercise rights which materially interfere with the enjoyment 

of the easement. It may perhaps be that he must allow some 

degree of tolerance for wide loads, so that he cannot fence or 

build up to the very edge of the way granted, but must leave a 

freeboard of a foot or two, particularly if there are bends in 

the way. But that is very different from saying that the grant 

of a way may in effect sterilise a strip of land of indefinite 

depth on each side of the way, depending on the loads and 

                                              
3 In fact, the only case that does so is the Wisconsin case of Hunter v. McDonald, 254 N.W. 2d 282 (Wis. 1977) and 

cases that have followed it. 
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methods of loading from time to time adopted. This seems to 

me to go far beyond any necessary or reasonable expectation 

or implication; and quite apart from the absence of authority 

on the point, it seems to me that such a right would or might 

subject the grantor to a quite unjustifiable burden. I 

accordingly reject such a claim. 

[31] Contrary to the conclusion reached by the court in Drumonde, in the 

circumstances of the right of way granted in V.T. Engineering, Megarry J. was satisfied 

that the granted right of way included, in effect as a necessary ancillary right, the right to 

encroach to the extent of a foot or two over the side of the road to accommodate the wide 

loads carried by the tenant’s trucks, particularly because there were bends in the road 

necessitating such encroachment. In that case, it appeared that the trucks would not be 

able to negotiate the turns with their loads without some limited encroachment. As a 

result, the proposed pillars right at the edge of the road would interfere with what the 

court found to be the tenant’s reasonable use of the easement, as extended by the 

necessary ancillary right. 

2. Substantial Interference 

[32] Some confusion has arisen regarding the application of the doctrine of substantial 

interference as a result of a misinterpretation of the English Court of Appeal case of 

Pettey v. Parsons, [1914] 2 Ch. 653 (Ch.D.), which was cited by the trial judge in 

Drumonde as authority for the proposition that: 

[A] party sharing a right-of-way may fence his property only 

if such fencing does not substantially interfere with the 

adjoining owner’s reasonable enjoyment of the right-of-way 

as created.  

[33] In Drumonde, Austin J.A., at para. 22, cleared up the confusion. The confusion 

arises because the statement is correct where, as in Pettey, a fence is erected by a party on 

the part of the party’s land that constitutes the easement.  However, it does not apply in 

circumstances as existed in Drumonde, where the fence is erected on the part of the 

party’s land that is not subject to the easement. Many cases, like Pettey, address what 

structures a party may erect on an easement itself, as a party is not precluded from 

placing some chattels or erecting a fence or gate on an easement, as long as what is done  

does not substantially interfere with the other party’s use of the easement that was 

granted to that party. See for example, Mackenzie v. Matthews (1999), 46 O.R. (3d) 21 

(C.A.), National Trust, supra, Ledrew v. Geist, [1988] O.J. No. 852 (Dist. Ct.), Lafferty v. 
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Brindley (2001), 8 R.P.R. (4th) 279 (Sup. Ct.), varied on other grounds, [2003] O.J. No. 

4256 (C.A.), Celsteel Ltd. v. Alton House Holdings Ltd., [1985] 1 W.L.R. 204 (Ch.D.), 

Keefe v. Amor, [1965] 1 Q.B. 334. That, of course, is a completely different issue than 

what a party may do on the part of its own land that is not encumbered by the easement.  

[34] For example, the Ontario case of Lewis v. Wakeling (1923), 54 O.L.R. 647 (C.A.), 

referred to by Austin J.A., was also a situation where the defendant had a right of way 

over an adjoining strip of the plaintiff’s property, seven feet by eighty feet, and the 

plaintiff wanted to erect a boundary fence on the right of way to separate the two 

properties. Again, the issue was the constraints on the right of the owner of the servient 

tenement (i.e., the parcel of land part of which is subject to a right of way) to build a 

fence on the portion of the land that is subject to the right of way. The plaintiff was 

entitled to do so, as long as the defendant had reasonable access to the right of way 

through a gate. 

[35] Similarly, in the recent Ontario Court of Appeal case of MacKenzie v. Matthews, 

supra, the issue also involved the right of the owner of the servient tenement to erect a 

boundary fence on the easement itself, and whether such a boundary fence would amount 

to a substantial interference with those who had the right to use the easement.  Matthews 

was not a case where the owner of the servient tenement wanted to erect a fence on the 

part of his land that was not encumbered by the easement (as in the present case).   

[36] Interestingly, National Trust, supra, and Matthews were quite factually similar 

cases. Each concerned access by the owner of the dominant tenement from an easement 

to an area that was adjacent to the easement but not on the servient tenement, which areas 

were used, in one case, for parking vehicles and, in the other, for a vehicle turn-around 

area from the easement. In both cases, the court prohibited the owner of the servient 

tenement from constructing a fence on the easement that would have blocked access to 

the adjacent vehicle use area.   

[37] The 1977 Wisconsin case of Hunter v. McDonald, supra, which was referred to in 

the Ontario High Court case Rice v. Bleta, [1986] O.J. No. 136 (H.C.), appears to be 

inconsistent with both the English and Canadian jurisprudence, and has been the subject 

of some thoughtful criticism.  See Note, Easements – Nuisances  – Right of Convenient 

Use, 1977 Wis. L. Rev. 1226. I would not follow the Hunter case. 

3. The Findings of the Application Judge 
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[38] In the present case, the respondents are effectively claiming an ancillary right to 

enter the easement by crossing over the appellants’ property situated in front of the 

easement.  The effect of their claim is that the easement extends beyond its described 

boundary at the corner of the appellants’ home an indefinite distance to allow the 

respondents to bring three to four-foot wide pieces of equipment into the space between 

the homes for the purpose of effecting repairs. The fence erected by the appellants on 

their own property effectively prevents such trespassing. Of course, if the respondents 

have a valid ancillary right to cross the appellants’ property to enter the easement, then 

they would not be trespassing.  

[39] The application judge described the issue before her as whether the fence the 

appellants constructed on their own property “constitutes an obstruction of the 

[respondents’] use of a registered easement over a 2’ strip of the [appellants’] land 

between their 2 houses.” She stated that the test was “whether the fence, as constructed, 

substantially interferes with the easement’s legitimate use.” The application judge 

assumed that the construction of the fence reduced the access to the easement, without 

first considering the applicability of the ancillary rights doctrine. 

[40] In my view, the application judge erred in law by characterizing the issue and the 

test in this way. The application judge began with the issue of substantial interference 

before considering the meaning and the extent of the easement. 

[41] Only after the extent of the easement has been determined should the court 

consider whether what was done constitutes a substantial interference with the intended 

use and enjoyment of the easement. Where there is no ancillary right to expand the 

easement beyond the dimensions described in the grant, then as this court stated in 

Drumonde, at para. 18, a fence constructed on one’s own property and not on the 

easement itself cannot constitute an obstruction of the use of the easement by the other 

party: “[I]t would be physically impossible for it to interfere with any legitimate use of 

the right-of-way.” 

[42] In my view, there is no basis to conclude that the easement as granted includes the 

ancillary right to enter the easement by crossing over the appellants’ property that lies in 

front of the easement beside the appellants’ house. I reach that conclusion for several 

reasons: 
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  The wording of the easement is clear and unambiguous and defines the easement 

with precise dimensions. There is no basis on the wording of the easement to 

imply an extension of the defined boundaries. 

 The easement was so described in the context of houses that were built four feet 

apart, i.e. in full knowledge of the limitations on access that were created by the 

placement of the houses and the dimensions of the mutual easement. 

 The easement was not intended as a pass-through for equipment to the backyard. 

At the time of the grant, there was ample space to bring any backyard equipment 

including for gardening around the other side of the house. 

  Although in the current circumstances it might be more convenient for the 

respondents to bring a wheelbarrow that is wider than two feet onto the easement 

without tipping it sideways, it is not necessary to do so. There is no evidence to 

suggest that the two-foot opening is not wide enough to accommodate ladders, 

smaller wheelbarrows and other equipment that may be necessary to effect 

repairs.  

 It is worth noting that the extent and effect of the mutual easements, as granted, is 

the same for both neighbours: neither can enter the easement between the houses, 

either from the front or from the backyard, with a piece of equipment wider than 

two feet, without permission from the other to cross over a portion of the other’s 

property.  

CONCLUSION 

[43] I would answer the three issues raised on the appeal as follows: 

1. There is no basis for implying a right necessarily ancillary to the 

easement granted to the respondents, extending the dimensions of the 

easement to the appellants’ property in front of the easement for the 

purpose of allowing the respondents to bring equipment wider than two 

feet onto the easement.  

 

2. Because the easement is not extended by an ancillary right, the fence 

constructed by the appellants on their own property that is not subject to 
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the easement cannot, in law, constitute an obstruction of the 

respondents’ right to the reasonable use of the easement granted to 

them. 

 

3. The application judge therefore erred when she found that the fence 

constructed by the appellants constitutes a substantial interference with 

the respondents’ right to make reasonable use of the easement. 

[44] I would therefore allow the appeal with costs fixed at $3,500. 

Signed: “K. Feldman J.A.” 

  “I agree Janet Simmons J.A.” 
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GILLESE J.A. (Dissenting): 

[45] Claude Bourgault and Mary Feltmate, the appellants, live next door to Susan 

Fallowfield and Kenneth Fallowfield, the respondents.  Their houses are separated by a 

four-foot wide strip of land.  The parties’ joint property line runs down the middle of the 

four-foot strip of land. 

[46] The four-foot strip of land is subject to mutual easements for the maintenance and 

repair of the parties’ homes. 

[47] The appellants built an immoveable fence that has the effect of partially blocking 

the respondents’ access to the four-foot strip of land.   

[48] The respondents applied for an order requiring the appellants to remove that part 

of the fence that blocked access to the easement.  The applications judge made the order 

on the basis that the fence constituted an obstruction that substantially interfered with the 

respondents’ legitimate use of the easement.   

[49] The appellants appeal on the basis that, as the fence is built entirely on their own 

property, the fence cannot constitute an obstruction of the easement.  Alternatively, they 

argue that even if the fence does obstruct the easement, it does not substantially interfere 

with the respondents’ legitimate use of the easement.   

[50] For the reasons that follow, I would dismiss the appeal. 

BACKGROUND 

[51] The appellants and the respondents live next door to one another.  They do not get 

along.   

[52] Their houses are approximately four feet apart.  Their joint property line runs 

down the middle of the four-foot strip of property between their houses.  The parties have 

matching easements over the two-foot-wide strips of land that they do not own.  The 

easements run for only the length of the houses. 
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[53] The respondents’ easement is stated to be: 

a right in the nature of an easement in favour of the owners 

and occupants from time to time of PART 4 and PART 44 on 

Plan 43R-6275 their servants, agents and workmen, to enter 

in, over, upon and through PART 43 on Plan 43R-6275 at all 

reasonable times for the purpose of maintaining and keeping 

in repair the building erected on PART 4 on Plan 43R-6275. 

[54] The appellants built a fence that is situated entirely on their own property; no 

portion of the fence is on the land that is subject to the easements.  The fence begins at 

the front sidewalk and runs parallel to the property line.  (It is 3 inches within the 

appellants’ side of the joint property line.)  The fence ends approximately 2.5 inches 

before the four-foot strip of land between the parties’ houses over which the easements 

run. 

[55] The fence is uneven in height.  That portion of the fence that begins at the front 

sidewalk is approximately three feet in height but, at the end of the fence that lies closest 

to the easements, the fence is six feet high.    

[56] When the respondents bought their property in 1987, there was a wooden deck on 

the west side.  It remains in existence.  The four-foot strip of land is on the east side of 

their property.  There is no easement on the west side of their property.  Because of the 

deck, the respondents can access their backyard only from the east side of their home. 

[57] The appellants have access to their backyard from both sides of their property.  

Since construction of the fence, they use the east side of their property for access to their 

backyard.   

[58] The applications judge found that the fence reduced the respondents’ access to the 

easement from a four-foot width to about a twenty-six inch width.  She further found that, 

as a result of the reduced access, the respondents could no longer take their twenty-eight 

inch wheelbarrow onto the easement nor could they bring in any other maintenance or 

repair equipment that is wider than the reduced access point.  She held that using a 

wheelbarrow or other such maintenance equipment for needed brick or mortar repair was 

a reasonable exercise of the respondents’ legitimate easement rights and ordered the 

appellants to remove that portion of the fence that blocks access to the easement or to 
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modify the fence so as to make it sufficiently portable that access could be had as 

necessary.   

[59] The appellants argue that they are entitled to retain the fence because it lies 

entirely upon their own property.  The errors that they allege the applications judge made 

form the issues for resolution on this appeal.  

THE ISSUES  

[60] Three issues must be determined in this appeal.  Did the applications judge err:   

(1) in law, in holding that the appellants’ fence could constitute an obstruction of 

the easement? 

(2) in fact, in finding that the fence substantially interferes with the respondents’ 

legitimate use of the easement? or, 

(3) in the relief ordered? 

Issue #1 – Does the fence constitute an obstruction of the easement? 

[61] The appellants argue that the applications judge erred in law in holding that their 

fence, which was erected wholly on their own property, could constitute an obstruction of 

the respondents’ easement.  They rely on the following passage from this court in 

Drumonde v. Moniz, [1997] O. J. No. 4812 at para. 18: 

The fundamental error in the judgment below, in my 

respectful view, is the finding that the erection of a fence on 

land owned by the defendants and unencumbered by a right- 

of-way would constitute an obstruction of the plaintiff’s use 

of the right-of-way.  The fence would be entirely on the 

defendants’ property.  As a result, it would be physically 

impossible for it to interfere with any legitimate use of the 

right-of-way.  The two are mutually exclusive. 

[62] The respondents, on the other hand, point to this court’s more recent decision of 

MacKenzie v. Matthews (2000), 46 O.R. (3d) 21, 180 D.L.R. (4th) 674, (1999), 28 R.P.R. 

(3d) 1, in which both the reasoning and the result appear to conflict with that in 

Drumonde.   
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[63] A close examination of the two cases is warranted. 

[64] In Drumonde, the parties lived next door to one another for a number of years.  

They shared a driveway, each house being subject to an easement in favour of the other.  

In 1990, Drumonde’s son bought a larger car and replaced his single garage with a two-

car garage.  The son preferred to turn his car around before entering the driveway so that 

he could turn onto the street facing forward.  In performing this manoeuvre, he generally 

drove over a part of the Moniz’ backyard.  The Moniz’ intended to build a fence along 

their property line immediately south of where the mutual driveway ended.  If the fence 

were erected, Drumonde’s son could no longer pass over Moniz’ property.  Expert 

evidence established that the son could continue the same manoeuvre and turn his car 

around before entering the driveway, if he drove very slowly and carefully. 

[65] Drumonde brought an application to enjoin Moniz from building the fence on the 

grounds that the fence would interfere with his use of the mutual driveway.  The trial 

judge granted the injunction, finding that the fence would constitute a substantial 

interference with Drumonde’s use of the right of way. 

[66] On appeal, this court reversed the decision.  Austin J.A. wrote, at paragraphs 14, 

19, 21 and 26: 

The area of concern here is one faced by citizens every day of 

the week: using ordinary care and ordinary sense, can the 

driveway be navigated without undue difficulty? … The fact 

that the son had been using the driveway for four years at the 

time of the trial, with no damage to anything other than his 

patience, suggests strongly that the answer to the question is 

“yes”. 

… 

The plaintiff has a right to use a strip of land six feet, eleven 

inches wide and seventy feet long.  He has no legal right to 

encroach . . . beyond the width of that strip, with the bumpers, 

grille, doors or any other part of his vehicle. 

. . . 
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The proposed fence would not be in the right-of-way; it 

would be beside the right-of-way.  Consequently, the fence, 

provided it is built entirely on the defendants’ land, and 

provided it goes straight up and does not overhang the mutual 

driveway, could not obstruct the right-of-way; neither could it 

obstruct lawful use of the right-of-way. 

. . . 

There has been no limitation to, or obstruction of, the 

plaintiff’s access from his property into the right-of-way by 

the defendants.  I would therefore allow the appeal and set 

aside the judgment below.   

[67] In Mackenzie v. Matthews, the respondents owned two islands across the lake from 

the mainland.  The respondents had access to their island properties by means of a right 

of way over the applicants’ land.  The applicants sought a declaration that they were 

entitled to erect a fence on the western boundary of their property.  At first instance, the 

respondents (and other authorised users of the right of way) were declared to have the 

right to access a portion of the land adjacent to the right of away for purposes of “vehicle 

turnaround” and it was held that the applicants had no right to fence the western 

boundary of their property to preclude access to the vehicle turnaround.  

[68] This court upheld the applications judge but varied the judgment to permit the 

applicants to build a fence with an unlocked gate which would enable the respondents to 

use the vehicle turnaround.  In so holding, the court adopted the principle found in 

English law that an owner’s right to erect a fence on his or her own property is not 

absolute but, instead, is subject to a neighbour’s easement rights. 

[69] Sharpe J.A. wrote (at paragraphs 8, 13 and 14):  

I also agree with the applications judge that “the grant of an 

easement includes a grant of ancillary rights which are 

reasonably necessary to the use and enjoyment of the 

easement which was contemplated by the grantor”.  The 

easement was specifically intended to afford owners of the 

islands access to their properties by boat and the installation 

and maintenance of a dock is implicit in such an easement…  

I agree that the installation and maintenance of a dock is an 
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ancillary right that is reasonably necessary to the use and 

enjoyment of the easement in question:  see Jones v. 

Pritchard, [1908] 1 Ch. 630 [(Eng. Ch. Div.)] at p. 638…; 

Smith v. Morris, [1935] O.R. 260 [(Ont. C.A.)] at pp. 264-

265… 

. . . 

The appellants [the servient owners] also rely on the common 

law right of an owner to fence his or her property: Lewis v. 

Wakeling (1923), 54 O.L.R. 647 (C.A.).  They say that this 

right allows them to fence the western boundary of their land, 

and precludes the respondent island owners from accessing 

the vehicle turnaround area on the Matthews property.…   

 

I have found that access to and from the vehicle turnaround is 

a reasonable ancillary use.  Such use benefits no right or 

interest other than the easement itself.  In my view, it follows 

that the appellants’ common law right to fence their property 

has been limited by the easement to the extent necessary to 

afford the respondents access to and from the vehicle 

turnaround.   

[70] Based on Mackenzie v. Matthews, the fence in question is an obstruction as it has 

the effect of interfering with the respondents’ access to the easement.   

[71] While the two cases appear to conflict, in my view they do not.  There are two 

parts to a determination of whether the fence in this case is an obstruction:  first, is the 

fence an obstruction in law and second, is it an obstruction in fact.  In my view, 

Mackenzie v. Matthews speaks to the first part of the analysis whereas Drumonde 

addresses the second.   

[72] Drumonde was decided on the basis of reasonable use -- that is, whether the fence 

was actually an obstruction.  The Drumondes could still use the right of way as intended 

although, when driving larger cars, they had to be more careful and drive more slowly.  

In that sense, the Moniz’ fence did not obstruct or interfere with the Drumondes’ use of 

the right of way; the fence merely prevented the Drumondes from driving over the 

Moniz’ property.  In other words, in Drumonde, the court was dealing with whether an 

ancillary right would attach to the easement not whether an ancillary right could attach to 
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the easement.  The court found, on the facts of that case, the fence did not obstruct the 

easement, given its legitimate use.  Thus, I do not read Drumonde as standing for the 

proposition that a fence built entirely on the servient owner’s property can never obstruct 

an easement; rather, the court found that on the facts of the case, the fence did not 

obstruct the easement.  

[73] On the other hand, I see the case at bar as posing the same question as that 

considered by this court in Mackenzie v. Matthews, namely, whether the fence in law can 

constitute an obstruction.  In both the case at bar and in Mackenzie v. Matthews, the 

proposed fence would have the effect of interfering with ancillary rights.  In Mackenzie v. 

Matthews, the ancillary right was use of the vehicle turnaround.  In the case at bar, it is 

passing over the appellants’ property to gain access to the easement.  Both are ancillary 

rights necessary for the reasonable enjoyment of the easement and are interfered with by 

the fence.   

[74] Although there are very few decided cases on point, in my view the weight of 

authority supports the position that this court adopted in Mackenzie v. Matthews.  In so 

concluding, I rely on the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in Wheeler v. Black 

(1887), 14 S.C.R. 242 and four cases decided in Ontario:  Lewis. v. Wakeling (1923), 54 

O.L.R. 647 (C.A.), Rice v. Bleta, [1986] O.J. No. 136 (H.C.), Ledrew v. Geist, [1988] 

O.J. No. 852 (Dist. Ct.) and Lafferty v. Brindley, [2001] O.J. No. 5936 (Sup. Ct.), varied 

on appeal on an unrelated issue [2003] O.J. No. 4256 (C.A.). 

[75] In Wheeler, the plaintiffs had obtained, by deed, a right of draining their property 

through an alley on property belonging to the defendants.  The defendants built a barn 

over the drain.  When the drain needed repairs, the plaintiffs brought an action in which 

they sought an order requiring the defendants to demolish the portion of the barn that 

diminished their use of the drain. 

[76] Ritchie J., writing for the majority, held that the barn materially interfered with the 

plaintiffs’ means of access to the drain.  He affirmed the judgment given by the court 

below that required the defendant to demolish the part of the barn that covered the drain, 

thereby enabling the plaintiffs to repair the drain as easily as they could have when the 

drain was not covered. 

[77] In a concurring judgment, at p. 245, Strong J. held: 
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The law governing this case is precisely identical with the law 

of England as appears by the case of Goodhart v. Hyett…  

That decision is entirely in point, and the law it lays down is 

precisely similar to that of the Province of Quebec.    

[78] In the English case of Goodhart v. Hyett (1884), 25 Ch. D. 182 (U.K.) referred to 

by Strong J., the plaintiffs lived in a house that was located approximately 300 yards 

from ‘The Bottomless Pit’, a deep spring of water.  The spring was located on the 

defendant’s land.  Pipes passed from the spring over the defendant’s land and supplied 

water to the plaintiff’s house and grounds.  The defendant wished to build a house over 

the land under which the pipes ran.  The plaintiffs obtained an injunction preventing him 

from building the house in that location.  The court held that the right to have the pipes as 

an easement across the land carried with it the right to enter on the land to do that which 

was necessary to preserve the right.  In response to the defendant’s argument that 

building the house would not make it impossible for the plaintiffs to enter and repair the 

pipes but only more difficult, the court said this at p. 187: 

… the fact that the Plaintiffs would continue to have the right 

to do it is not enough.  They must have the opportunity and 

the means of doing it; and the question is whether anything 

which the Defendant is doing will practically and really in 

any way obstruct the doing of what the Plaintiffs are entitled 

to do …(emphasis added) 

[79] Using the test as framed in Goodhart, the question for resolution in this appeal is 

whether the appellants’ fence “practically and really in any way obstruct[s]” the 

respondents’ right to use the easement for the purposes of maintaining and repairing their 

home.  In my view, there can be no question but that the fence is such an obstruction.   

[80] Both the result and the reasoning in Wheeler and Goodhart apply in the instant 

case.  Thus, the respondents are entitled to have the fence altered so that they may have 

the same access to the easement that they did prior to the building of the fence.   

[81] As previously indicated, in my view the jurisprudence of this province is to the 

same effect. 
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[82] In Lewis v. Wakeling, a majority of this court held that the plaintiff was entitled to 

erect a fence on the boundary of his land only if the fence had a gate or gates in it that 

gave the defendant reasonable access to his right of way.  

[83] In Rice v. Bleta, the parties were neighbours who shared a mutual driveway.  The 

defendant built a fence, on his property, that ran alongside the driveway but which fell 

outside the right of way.  The plaintiffs brought an application for an interim injunction to 

have the fence removed, on the basis that it impeded their use of the driveway.  The 

plaintiffs deposed that the property could not be used, that their van could just barely get 

through the right of way without scraping the side of the house and that one of the 

mirrors on the passenger side had to be removed in order for their vehicle to ease through 

the space to be parked at the rear of their residence.   

[84] The motions judge granted the interim injunction and ordered the defendant to 

remove his fence within seven days.  The motions judge cited this court’s decision to the 

effect that property owners do not “have an unbridled licence to wreak havoc on their 

neighbours”: Pugliese v. National Capital Commission (1977), 17 O.R. (2d) 129 (C.A.) at 

p. 19 (QL), appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada dismissed [1979] 2 S.C.R. 104.  He 

also referred to the American case of Hunter v. McDonald, 254 N.W. (2d) 282 (1977), 

(Supreme Court of Wisconsin) for the proposition that a servient owner may be enjoined 

from obstructing the use of an easement even when the obstruction does not physically 

encroach upon the easement.  

[85] In Hunter v. McDonald, a servient owner placed rocks, posts and fence posts 

alongside a right of way (a roadway) in order to slow down the dominant owner’s 

vehicles that allegedly were speeding.  The obstructions were on the servient owner’s 

own property and did not encroach upon the easement.  On appeal, the Supreme Court of 

Wisconsin affirmed the trial judge’s order for the removal of the obstacles on the basis 

that they interfered with the dominant owner’s reasonable use of the right of way.  The 

Supreme Court wrote, at page 285: 

[A]n easement ‘is a permanent interest in another’s land with 

a right to enjoy it fully and without obstruction …’.  While 

the owner of property subject to an easement may make all 

proper use of his land including the right to make changes in 

or upon it, nevertheless such owner may not unreasonably 

interfere with the use by the easement holder. . . .  This oft-

repeated statement of the servient owner’s rights and duties 

virtually always phrases his duty in terms of protecting the 
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easement holder’s right to use the easement for the purpose 

for which it was created. 

. . . 

At 28 C.J.S. Easements, para. 96, it is stated, 

 

An obstruction or disturbance of an easement is 

anything which wrongfully interferes with the 

privilege to which the owner of the easement is 

entitled by making its use less convenient and 

beneficial than before.  Obstructions or 

disturbances are unauthorized and constitute 

nuisances. 

 

 . . .Thus, physical encroachment upon the property of the 

complaining landowner is not required.  We conclude that 

even if the rocks, posts, fence and fence posts do not 

physically encroach upon the easement, these items may 

nevertheless unreasonably obstruct the use of the easement to 

which the plaintiffs are entitled. 

[86] In Ledrew v. Geist, the servient owner built a steel fence along the westerly edge 

of his property.  The fence blocked the dominant owner’s access to a right of way along a 

lakeshore.  The dominant owner applied for an interim injunction enjoining the servient 

owner from interfering with his easement rights.  The interim injunction was granted; the 

servient owner was “enjoined from interfering with the rights of way of the applicants in 

any way”.  The decision is brief and the facts not entirely clear.  However, the decision 

supports the proposition that a fence built on a servient owner’s property, and not on the 

easement itself, may be ordered removed if it impedes access to a dominant owner’s right 

of way. 

[87] In Lafferty v. Brindley, a servient owner had placed wrecked cars on a right of way 

in order to prevent his neighbours from parking there.  The motions judge ordered the 

cars removed on the basis of both property law and the law of nuisance.   
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[88] The principle underlying these cases is that voiced by Masten J.A. in Smith v. 

Morris, [1935] O.R. 260 (C.A.) at 264 when granting judgment to a dominant owner, 

albeit in a different context: 

While the burden imposed on the servient tenement is not to 

be increased by the action of the owner of the dominant 

tenement, regard must be had to the fact that the predominant 

idea is that the dominant tenement shall really enjoy the 

easement granted, not as a mere theoretical right on paper, 

but by a real physical enjoyment of the right conferred.  

(Emphasis added.) 

[89] The English jurisprudence is to the same effect.  In Celsteel Ltd. v. Alton Homes 

Ltd. [1985] 1 W.L.R. 204 (Ch. Div.), the defendants proposed to build a car wash on part 

of a driveway over which the plaintiffs had a right of way.  The car wash would have had 

the effect of reducing the width of a driveway from 9 metres to a width of 4.14 metres.  

As this was a substantial interference with the plaintiff’s right of way, an injunction was 

issued restraining the construction of the car wash.   

[90] The applications judge referred to Keefe v. Amor [1965] 1 Q.B. 334, a decision of 

the English Court of Appeal in which it was held that obstacles on a servient owner’s 

property are actionable where such obstacles impede the user of the strip from the 

“exercise of the right granted as from time to time is reasonably required by the dominant 

tenant” (at p. 217).  

[91] He referred also to the case of Pettey v. Parsons, [1914] 2 Ch. 653 (C.A.) in which 

a servient owner was permitted to build a fence across an easement, provided it contained 

a gate and did not interfere with the easement’s reasonable use by the dominant owner.   

[92] In addition, the English case of V.T. Engineering Ltd. v. Richard Barland & Co. 

Ltd. (1968), 19 P. & C.R. 890 (Ch.D.) held that an ancillary right can attach to an 

easement where the ancillary right would affect the use that the servient owner can make 

of his or her land that is not subject to the easement.  

[93] In V.T. Engineering, the defendant had leased part of its premises to the plaintiff 

and had retained the other part of the premises for its own use.  The lease included a grant 

of a right of way “at all times and for all purposes” over a roadway on the landlord’s part 

of the property leading to the tenant’s part of the property.  The plaintiff tenant was in the 
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business of creating large metal structures and used the right of way to bring in materials 

and to transport the large metal structures from the leased premises once they were 

produced. 

[94] At some point during the lease, the defendant landlord wanted to extend the 

building it occupied on the part of the premises that it had retained for its own use.  The 

landlord proposed extending its building over the right of way but offered to create a 

tunnel through the extension so that the tenant could continue to use the right of way.  

The proposed extension would not be built on the ground covered by the right of way, but 

would be built up to both edges of the right of way, and would be built in the airspace 

over the ground covered by the right of way.  The tenant objected as it would not provide 

the tenant with enough room, horizontally or vertically, to take the large metal structures 

away from the premises.  The court referred to the objection as one regarding “swing 

space” and considered it both as an objection regarding vertical “swing space” and as an 

objection regarding horizontal or lateral “swing space”.   

[95] What is relevant for our purposes is the court’s treatment of the plaintiff’s 

objection regarding lateral swing space because, as in the case at bar, a construction close 

to the edge of the easement, while not on the easement, was interfering with the owner of 

the dominant tenement’s ability to swing equipment over land not subject to the easement 

in using the easement.  The question before the court in V.T. Engineering, like the 

question before this court, is whether the grant of an easement can include an ancillary 

right for the owner of the dominant tenement to take an object over the land belonging to 

the servient owner that is not subject to the easement.   

[96] The court dealt with this issue in the following manner: 

Let me take lateral swing space first, and assume as an 

example the grant of a right of way over a roadway eight feet 

wide.  Let me further assume that there is no wall or hedge on 

either side.  If there is an implied right of lateral swing space, 

the servient owner can never erect any wall or building 

abutting on the roadway lest it interfere with the dominant 

owner’s rights.  The dominant owner is, on this view, entitled 

not only to ingress and egress over the eight feet road, and to 

occupy it with stationary vehicles being loaded or unloaded, 

but also to have a strip on either side of the roadway, of 

indefinite dimensions which depend on the size and 

manoeuvrability of the goods which he or some successor in 
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title of his may later choose to receive on the dominant 

tenement or despatch from it, kept free from any obstruction 

which might hinder the loading or unloading. 

 

I can well see that on the grant of a right of way the grantor 

must accept that over the way granted he cannot thereafter 

exercise rights which materially interfere with the enjoyment 

of the easement.  (pp. 894-95)   

[97] In conclusion on this point, in my view, the case at bar falls within the narrow 

class of cases in which ancillary rights can affect the use that the dominant owner can 

make of his or her land that is not subject to the easement. 

Issue #2 – Does the fence substantially interfere with the respondents’ legitimate use 

of the easement? 

[98] The test for determining whether the fence, in fact, obstructs the easement is 

whether the fence substantially interferes with the respondents’ reasonable use of the 

easement. 

[99] As this court stated in MacKenzie v. Matthews at para. 12: 

There is no mechanical way to determine what constitutes an 

unreasonable demand upon an easement.  Each case depends 

upon both a proper construction of the instrument creating the 

easement and the factual circumstances:  see:  Laurie v. 

Winch,… [1952] 4 D.L.R. 449 (S.C.C.) at p. 455; National 

Trust for Places of Historic Interest or Natural Beauty v. 

White, [1987] 1 W.L.R. 907 (Ch.D.) at 913.  It is important to 

consider the language of the conveyance creating the 

easement, its purpose and the circumstances of its creation, 

the history of its development in conjunction with the vehicle 

turnaround, and the circumstances of its use.  

[100] After setting out the test, the applications judge concluded: 
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Both properties have the same easement rights over the other 

with the result that the width of the maintenance and repair 

space between the houses is a total of 4 feet.  The 

construction of the fence reduces the applicants’ access to the 

easement from a 4 foot width to about a 26” width.  A 28” 

wheelbarrow does not fit through any more, nor would any 

other maintenance and repair equipment that is wider than the 

reduced access point.  The construction of the immovable 6 

foot high section of the fence substantially interferes with the 

applicants’ legitimate use of the easement.  Using a 

wheelbarrow for needed brick or mortar repair is a reasonable 

exercise of the applicants’ legitimate easement rights.  Access 

by normal maintenance and repair equipment, as needed, 

which may well be wider than 26” should not be blocked.   

[101] The appellants say that the applications judge erred in finding that the fence 

reduces the respondents’ access to the easement from a four-foot width to a width of 

approximately twenty-six inches because “the Respondents have never had more than 

approximately 2 feet of legitimate access” to the easement.   

[102] I cannot accept this argument.  The respondents clearly have a right of access over 

the two-foot portion of the four-foot strip that they own.  In addition, they have a right of 

way (for the purposes specified in the easement) over the two-foot portion of the four-

foot strip that the appellants own.  Thus, prior to the construction of the fence, the 

respondents had legitimate access to the whole four-foot strip of land between the parties’ 

houses.  The applications judge correctly concluded that the fence reduced the 

respondents’ access from a width of four-feet to a width of approximately twenty-six 

inches. 

[103] Next, the appellants argue that the applications judge erred in finding that forcing 

the appellants to use repair and maintenance equipment with a maximum width of 

twenty-six inches is a substantial interference with the legitimate use of the easement.  

They make the following points in support of this argument:  (1) there was no evidence 

that there are no wheelbarrows available that are less than twenty-six inches in width or 

that normal maintenance and repair equipment is wider than twenty-six inches; (2) the 

respondents should be able to gain access to the easement from the other side of their 

house; and, (3) the applications judge failed to give appropriate weight to the animosity 

between the parties and the resultant heightening of the appellants’ privacy interest in the 

fence.  
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[104] The standard of review that this court is to apply to the applications judge’s factual 

findings and inferences drawn from the facts is that of palpable and overriding error.  

Questions of mixed fact and law involving the application of a legal standard to a set of 

facts will generally also be subject to a standard of palpable and overriding error.  See 

Housen v. Nikolaisen, [2002] 2 S.C.R. 235.   

[105] It cannot be said that the applications judge made a palpable and overriding error 

in concluding as she did.  There was evidence upon which the applications judge could 

reach her conclusions.  She properly considered the language and purpose of the 

easement and the circumstances of its use.  The respondents’ affidavit evidence 

established that they have used the easement from the time that they purchased their 

home in 1987, and that they use it for the purposes set out in the easement and for such 

things as taking their lawnmower to the backyard.  The easement provides the only 

outside access to their backyard.  It is the means by which they maintain and repair their 

home and the easement itself.  They deposed that they need to repair their home, 

including repairing their chimney and bricks along the easement which they say have 

been damaged by the appellants.  Pictures of the damaged bricks were attached to their 

affidavit.  They can no longer push their lawnmower to mow the front yard without 

tipping it over and spilling gasoline in order to get around the fence.  As found by the 

trial judge, they can no longer take a twenty-eight-inch wheelbarrow onto the easement.  

Their evidence demonstrates that they can no longer enter the easement for the purpose of 

maintaining and keeping in repair their home or the easement as they cannot bring in the 

equipment necessary to maintain the building.   

[106] The evidence also establishes that when the respondents became aware that the 

appellants intended to build a fence, they told the appellants of their concerns and their 

need to be able to take appropriate equipment over the easement.  Their requests that the 

fence be built in a fashion that would not interfere with their use of the easement have 

been in vain. 

[107] The appellants submitted no contrary evidence nor did they conduct cross-

examinations upon the affidavit.   

[108] The fact that an empty wheelbarrow can be tilted sideways in order to gain access 

is no answer where the purpose of the easement is to permit “repair and maintenance” of 

the respondents’ home; a wheelbarrow will have materials in it if it is being taken onto 

the easement in order to effect repairs to the house.  Repair and maintenance equipment 

can be more than twenty-six inches in width.  Even if the applications judge was not 
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entitled to take judicial notice of that fact, the respondents’ evidence is sufficient to 

justify her finding.  

[109] The fact that there is no gate on the west side of the respondents’ property is 

irrelevant.  The easement is on the east side of the respondents’ home.  It is the easement 

(coupled with ownership of their own two-foot portion of the strip) that is to provide the 

respondents with the necessary access to effect repairs to their home.  I note, again, that 

the deck on the west side of the respondents’ home was in existence at the time they 

purchased the house so the respondents have never been able to gain access to their 

backyard or to the easement from the west side of their property. 

[110] Finally, in view of the record, the applications judge must have been aware of the 

animosity between the parties.  The alternate form of relief ordered shows that the 

applications judge was cognizant of the appellants’ privacy concerns as her order enables 

the appellants to retain the fence while providing the respondents with reasonable access 

to the easement. 

Issue #3 – Did the applications judge err in the relief granted? 

[111] The applications judge ordered the appellants to remove the portion of the fence 

that blocks access to the easement or, alternatively, to modify the fence so that access can 

be had when necessary.  

[112] The appellants submit that the order could not have been made, as the respondents 

had not specifically sought it. 

[113] In the Notice of Application, the respondents sought a declaration that the 

appellants could not construct a fence that would have the effect of interfering with 

access to the mutual registered easement and an injunction restraining the appellants from 

obstructing access to the easement.  In addition, they specifically asked for an order 

requiring removal of the portion of the fence that blocked access to the easement.  

Although modifying the fence to allow access was not specifically requested, in my view 

it is responsive to the appellants’ privacy concerns and is encompassed by the broader 

form of relief sought by the respondents.   

[114] The appellants also argue that the relief granted amounts to a prescriptive 

easement over their land because it gives the respondents the right to use a part of their 
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land beyond that governed by the express terms of the easement.  Enabling the 

respondents to have an unobstructed right of access to the easement is not tantamount to 

giving them a prescriptive easement over a portion of the appellants’ land; the 

respondents’ entitlement is limited to those ancillary rights that are reasonably necessary 

to enable them to use the easement for the purposes for which it was granted.  See, for 

example, Matthews v. Mackenzie in which this court varied the relief given at first 

instance to permit the appellants to erect an unlocked gate at the point where the 

proposed fence would meet the right of way. 

CONCLUSION  

[115] Accordingly, I would dismiss the appeal with costs to the respondents fixed in the 

amount of $3,800, inclusive of GST and disbursements. 

Signed: “E.E. Gillese J.A.” 

 

 

 

 

 

Released:”JS” DECEMBER 19, 2003 
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Supreme Court of Canada 
Laurie v. Winch, 1953 1 S.C.R. 49 
Date: 1952-10-07 

Nettie Laurie (Plaintiff) Appellant; 

and 

Perry Winch (Defendant) Respondent. 

1952: May 2, 5; 1952: October 7. 

Present: Kerwin, Kellock, Estey, Locke and Cartwright JJ. 

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO. 

Easement—Right of Way—Grant silent as to dominant tenement, location and termini of way, 
nature and extent of rights conveyed—Evidence admissible for purpose of construing grant. 

Circumstances existing at the time of a grant may be looked at, not only for the purpose 
of ascertaining the intention of the parties as to the dominant tenement, and as to the location 
and termini of a right of way granted, but also for the purpose of construing the conveyance 
as to the nature and extent of the rights conveyed. Waterpark v. Fennell 7 H.L.C. 650 at 678, 
683; Cannon v. Villars 8 Ch. D. 415; Pettey v. Parsons [1914] 2 Ch. 653 at 667; Canada 
Cement Co. v. FitzGerald 53 Can. S.C.R. 263; White v. Grand Hotel [1913] Ch. 118; Todrick 
v. Western National Omnibus Co. [1934] 1 Ch. 191 at 206; Robinson v. Bailey [1948] 2 All 
E.R. 791 at 795. 

S owned two adjacent farms A and B. Lake Simcoe bounded A on the west and B 
bounded it on the east. S subdivided A into lots. Lot 33 adjoined B and lot 17 had served as a 
lane whereby access was gained to the lake from B by passing along a lane on B over lot 33 
to lot 17. S sold farm B and purported to grant a “perpetual right of way” over lot 33 to the 
purchaser “his heirs executors and assigns” to be binding on S his “heirs executors and 
assigns”. B and lot 17 were later sold en bloc and the successor in title to this land subdivided 
B, laying out a road on the site of the old farm lane and, in selling lots, purported to convey a 
right of way over lot 33. 

Held: On the construction of the grant in the light of the authorities that 1. The dominant 
tenement intended by the parties was the farm B and not lot 17. 2. The existence of the farm 
lane over lot 33 between the gates on the farm and lot 17 and the non-user in connection with 
the farm of any other part of lot 33 indicated that the way granted was over the existing farm 
lane and the width of the way was limited to the width of the farm gate for the purpose of 
access from the farm gate to the gate on eastern boundary of lot 17. 3. As it could not be said 
it was within the contemplation of the parties that the farm would always remain a farm, there 
was nothing to restrict the plain words of the grant to the use being made of the farm lane at 
that time, and further, that upon the severance of the dominant tenement into several parts, 
the easement attached to those parts. Codling v. Johnson 9 B. & C. 934; Newcomen v. 
Coulson 5 Ch. D. 141. 

Judgment of the Court of Appeal for Ontario [1951] O.R. 504, reversed in part. 
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APPEAL from a judgment of the Ontario Court of Appeal1, reversing a judgment of 
McRuer C.J.H.C.2, declaring that no right of way existed on certain land. 

[Page 50] 

G.N. Shaver Q.C., F.W. Bartrem Q.C. and G.M. Paulin, for the appellant. 

N.L. Matthews Q.C., Beatrice E. Lyons and G.W. Gorrell for the respondent. 

The judgment of Kerwin, Kellock, Estey, Locke and Cartwright JJ. was delivered by: 

KELLOCK, J.:—The appellant is the owner of lots 18, 19 and 33 on registered plan 103 which 

fronts on the easterly side of a road known as the Lake Shore Road skirting the easterly 

shore of Lake Simcoe in the Province of Ontario. The respondent is the owner of lots on plan 

320 which adjoins plan 103 to the east. Plan 103 consists of thirty-two lots, numbering from 

south to north, fronting on the east side of the Lake Shore Road, and also a long narrow lot, 

number 33, which adjoins the easterly limits of the other lots and fronts on the north limit of a 

road called the Mahoney Side Road which, in turn, runs east and west to the Lake Shore 

Road along the southerly limits of the two plans. Lots 1 to 32 are fifty feet in width, while lot 33 

is thirty feet. The attached sketch sufficiently indicates the situation. 

 

                                            
1
 [1951] O.R. 504; [1951] 3 D.L.R. 81. 

2
 [1950] O.R. 626; [1950] 4 D.L.R. 577. 
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When plan 103 was registered in or about the year 1910, the lands covered by both plans, as 

well as other land to the east, were owned by one O.B. Sheppard, the lands now covered by 

plan 320 and the land to the east being in the 

[Page 51] 

occupation of a tenant, John T. Smith, who was engaged in farming operations thereon. 

Subsequently, Sheppard conveyed the farm to Smith and his wife as joint tenants. 

The farm fronted on the north side of the Mahoney Side Road, but there had been in use for 

some time prior to the conveyance to the Smiths a farm lane running in an easterly and 

westerly direction from the farm buildings located some distance north of the side road, 

across the farm, over lot 33 to lot 17, plan 103, and thence to the Lake Shore Road. This lane 

was used as a means of access to and from the farm buildings. 

The farm was fenced off from plan 103 by a wire fence running along the easterly boundary of 

lot 33, the only opening in it being a gate opposite lot 17 where the farm lane met the east 

limit of lot 33. There was also a gate opposite in the east limit of lot 17, while there was 

another gate in the west limit of lot 17 where the lane entered Lake Shore Road. 

Lots on plan 103 were from time to time disposed of by Sheppard, usually together with a 

right-of-way over lot 33. Sheppard conveyed lot 17 on September 9, 1924, to one Lascelles, 

reserving to himself a right-of-way over the entire lot “for all purposes and at all times.” At this 

time Sheppard remained the owner of lot 18 immediately to the south, as well as lot 33. On 

November 29, 1924, Lascelles conveyed lot 17 to the Smiths, subject to the above-mentioned 

right-of-way. Subsequently, on September 21, 1925, Sheppard executed the following deed: 

In consideration of the sum of one dollar the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged I 
hereby give to John Smith of the Township of North Gwillimbury in the County of York 
and Province of Ontario his heirs executors and assigns a perpetual right of way over 
Lot thirty-three (33) Plan one hundred and three (103) registered said Lot & Plan being 
in the Township of North Gwillimbury in the County of York and Province of Ontario. This 
is to be binding on my heirs executors or assigns. 

In 1941 the Smith farm, as well as lot 17, plan 103, was conveyed (the latter subject to the 

right-of-way already mentioned) to the predecessor in title of the respondent, together with “a 

perpetual right-of-way over lot No. 33 according to plan No. 103”. The registration of plan 320 

followed on March 30, 1946. This plan shows a street known as Lakeview Road overlying the 

site of the westerly 
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[Page 52] 

portion of the old farm lane, but this street is sixty-six feet in width, whereas that of the lane 

was about fifty feet between its fences. 

This action was commenced by the appellant to restrain the respondent and certain other 

owners of lots on plan 320 from entering upon lot 33, and in the alternative, from using lot 33 

to any greater extent than the same was actually used prior to the year 1945. The action was 

tried by the Chief Justice of the High Court who held that the conveyance of 1925 from 

Sheppard to Smith was a personal license only, but that if it amounted to the conveyance of 

an easement, Smith acquired nothing more than the right to pass over the portion of lot 33 

between the gates already mentioned, and for the purposes only for which the lane was in 

fact used at the time of the grant. The only one to appeal to the Court of Appeal was the 

defendant Winch. As to him, the trial judgment was set aside and the action dismissed 

although the Chief Justice of Ontario would have restricted Winch’s right-of-way over lot 33 to 

that part between lot 17 and the point on the east limit of lot 33 where the gate had been. 

The appellant seeks to restore the judgment of the learned trial judge on the ground that the 

conveyance of 1925 was a personal license only. In the alternative, the appellant seeks a 

declaration that (1) the right-of-way granted to Smith was limited to the purposes for which the 

lane was at that time used, and (2) that by reason of the filing of plan 320 and the sale of lots 

according thereto, there was such a change in the circumstances as amounted to an 

extinguishment of that easement. 

The basis upon which counsel founds his argument that the conveyance of 1925 amounted to 

nothing more than a personal license, is that there is no dominant tenement named in the 

conveyance. It is therefore said that the conveyance amounts to a grant of an easement in 

gross, something unknown to the law, with the consequence that the grant is to be construed 

as a personal license only. 

It is to be observed that in the case at bar, there is in the deed of 1925 not only no mention of 

a dominant tenement but, apart from the words “over lot thirty-three,” there is no indication as 

to the termini of the “right-of-way” granted by the instrument. The grantee of the right, John 

[Page 53] 
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Smith, together with his wife, were owners as joint tenants, both of lot 17, plan 103, and of the 

farm lands to the east. To my mind, in addition to the silence of the instrument of 1925 with 

respect to any dominant tenement, there is also, when the terms of the grant are applied to 

the existing circumstances, ambiguity as to whether the right-of-way was intended to be 

granted over the entire length and breadth of lot 33 or over some lesser part of it only. It is to 

be noted that the lot extended some 700 feet north of the northerly limit of the farm lane and 

ended in a cul-de-sac. 

As stated by Lord Chelmsford in Waterpark v. Fennell3: 

Parol evidence is generally admissible to apply the words used in a deed, and to identify 
the property comprised within it. You cannot, indeed, show that the words were intended 
to include a particular piece of land, but you may prove facts from which you may collect 
the meaning of the words used, so as to include or exclude land, where the words are 
capable of either construction. 

Lord Wensleydale, in the same case, at p. 683, said: 

In the course of the long and elaborate discussion which this case underwent in the Irish 
Court, some observations were incidentally made which are liable to be misunderstood 
as to the limits within which parol evidence is receivable to explain deeds, as if it could 
be done only in cases of doubt… The construction of a deed is always for the Court; but, 
in order to apply its provisions, evidence is in every case admissible of all material facts 
existing at the time of the execution of the deed, so as to place the Court in the situation 
of the grantor. 

In Cannon v. Villars4, Sir George Jessel M.R. said at p. 419: 

In construing all instruments, you must know what the facts were when the agreement 
was entered into. 

In Goddard on Easements, 8th edition, p. 381, the author says that 

Under ordinary circumstances the owner of a private right of way is entitled to enter the 
way at one and the same place only, and not at any other; for instance, if a way to a field 
runs by the side of the field, the dominant owner is not entitled to alter the position of the 
gate through which he has been accustomed to pass from the field to the way, and to 
make a new entrance at a fresh place. 

At p. 382 the author says with respect to a way originating by express grant: 

.... if the deed is silent as to the place of entry, surrounding circumstances must be taken 
into consideration to throw light on the intention of the parties. 

[Page 54] 

                                            
3
 (1859) 7 H.L.C. 650 at 678, 683. 

4
 (1878) 8 Ch. D. 415. 
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In Pettey v. Parsons5, Swinfen Eady L.J. at p. 667 said: 

It is a question of construction in a deed granting a right of way whether the way that is 
granted is a way so that the grantee may open gates, or means of access to the way, at 
any point of his frontage, or whether it is merely a way between two points, a right to 
pass over the road, and is limited to the modes of access to the road existing at the date 
of the grant. In each case it is a question of construction. 

In South Metropolitan Cemetery Co. v. Eden6, the right-of-way there granted was for the 

benefit of the dominant tenement “or any part thereof,” and this was also the situation in 

Cooke v. Ingram7, as well as in Pettey v. Parsons, supra. In Sketchley v. Berger8, it was made 

plain by the deed that the grantee of the easement was entitled to enter at any point where 

the right-of-way touched his lands. 

In Deacon v. South Eastern Railway9, the defendant had granted to the plaintiff certain lands 

under a railway arch, 

together with a right of way to the said arch to and from Villiers Street. 

At the date of the grant and for eight years thereafter, there was only the one way by which 

the plaintiff could get from the land so granted to Villiers Street, and this he used. It was held 

by North J. that the right-of-way being undefined by the deed, the right to define was vested in 

the grantor, and he having defined the way, could not thereafter open a new way and require 

the grantee to use it. 

In Canada Cement Co. v. Fitzgerald10, the respondent had conveyed part of his farm to the 

appellant reserving 

the right to pass over for cattle, horses and other domestic animals for water going to 
and from Dry Lake. 

A well defined way across the land conveyed had been used by cattle from the plaintiff’s farm 

in going to and returning from Dry Lake for many years before and after the grant, and it was 

held by this court that the fact that the location and width of the passage over the land 

conveyed were not defined in the deed did not render it void for uncertainty, but that the way 

was sufficiently established by the evidence of the existing circumstances. 

                                            
5
 [1914] 2 Ch. 653. 

6
 (1855) 16 C.B. 41. 

7
 (1893) 68 L.T.N.S. 671. 

8
 (1894) 69 L.T.N.S. 754. 

9
 61 L.T.N.S. 377. 

10
 (1916) 53 Can. S.C.R. 263. 
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In the light of these authorities, I think, in the first place, that the dominant tenement intended 

by the parties to the deed of 1925 was the farm and not lot 17. The fact that that lot, although 

also owned by the Smiths, was subject to a right-of-way appurtenant to lot 33 indicates, I 

think, that it could not have been intended that the easement created by the instrument of 

1925 was intended to be appurtenant to a lot which was, at that time at least, sterile so far as 

building upon it was concerned. 

In the second place, as pointed out by the learned Chief Justice for Ontario, the right-of-way 

granted was “a” right-of-way, and the situation existing at the time, namely, the existence of 

the farm lane over that part of lot 33 between the gates and the non-user in connection with 

the farm of any other part of lot 33 indicates, in my opinion, that the way granted was over the 

site of the existing farm lane. I think this conclusion is very strongly reinforced by the 

existence of the fence along the entire easterly limit of lot 33, which indicates clearly that the 

only place of entry upon lot 33 from the farm which the grantee was intended to have was at 

the gate in the easterly boundary of the lot. It follows that the width of the way was limted to 

the width of such gate. In admitting that he had no other point of access to lot 33 from plan 

320, I think the respondent was well advised. 

The words “over lot thirty-three” are just as capable of referring to that part of the lot north of 

the old lane as to that part of the lot to the south. It is not suggested that Smiths had ever 

made use of the northerly part of the lot or that its use could have been of benefit to the farm. 

Similarly, with respect to any user by the Smiths of the southerly part of the lot, I think, with 

the learned Chief Justice of Ontario, there is no evidence of such user. The only suggestion is 

that contained in the following evidence of an adopted daughter of Smith who had lived with 

him on the farm. She testified as to the use of the farm lane to and from the Lake Shore 

Road, and then gave the following evidence in answer to a leading question as to the use of 

lot 33 down to the side road: 

Q. Did you ever have any occasion to travel on Lot 33 down to what was known as the 
Mahoney Side Road at that time? 

A. Yes, I have travelled down there. 

[Page 56] 

Q. Did any other people use it in that way? 

A. Anyone that wanted to, used it … anyone that I know of. 
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Such evidence does not, in my opinion, indicate any user in connection with the farm or justify 

a conclusion that the parties to the conveyance of 1925 had reference to anything more than 

the one right-of-way over lot 33 for the purpose of connecting the western gate of the lane on 

the farm with the eastern gate of the lane on lot 17. The farm fronted on the side road and 

thus communicated with it directly. The lane was a means of communication between the 

farm buildings and the Lake Shore Road. There was little or no utility so far as the farm was 

concerned, in going to or from the farm buildings to the side road by means of lot 33. 

With respect to the nature and extent of the easement granted, it is to be observed that the 

grant is one of a right-of-way simpliciter with no express restriction as to use. Just as the 

circumstances existing at the time of the grant may be looked at for the purpose of 

ascertaining the intention of the parties as to the dominant tenement and as to the location 

and termini of the way, the circumstances may also be looked at for the purpose of construing 

the conveyance as to the nature and extent of the rights conveyed. 

In White v. Grand Hotel11, while the easement there in question was the subject of an express 

grant, there was no documentary evidence of its exact terms. The action was by the owner of 

the servient tenement to limit the user of the way, the dominant tenement having been 

changed from a private residence, at the time of the grant, to a hotel. It was held, that there 

being no limitation to be found in the grant in the nature of the width of the right-of-way or 

anything of that kind, full effect must be given to the grant and the way could not be restricted 

to such use as existed at the time of its execution. Hamilton L.J., as he then was, pointed out 

that the dominant tenement, although used as a private dwelling house at the time of the 

grant, might be, with the consent of a third person, as in fact it had been, turned into a house 

which could be used for the purpose of trade. The decision on this point was upheld by the 

House of Lords. 

[Page 57] 

In South Eastern Railway Co. v. Cooper12, Warrington L.J. used the following language at 

p. 226: 

There is no question that if this were a grant of a way from one person to another, the 
grantee would be entitled to use it for any purpose without reference to the purpose for 

                                            
11

 [1913] 1 Ch. 118; 110 L.T. 209. 
12

 [1924] 1 Ch. 211. 
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which the dominant tenement was used at the date of the grant, and notwithstanding 
that the burden on the servient tenement was thereby increased. 

In Todrick v. Western National Omnibus Co.13, Farwell L.J. at the trial said, at p. 206: 

In considering whether a particular use of a right of this kind is a proper use or not, I am 
entitled to take into consideration the circumstances of the case, the situation of the 
parties and the situation of the land at the time when the grant was made: see United 
Land Co. v. Great Eastern Ry. Co.14, and in my judgment a grant for all purposes means 
for all purposes having regard to the considerations which I have already mentioned. 

It was held by the Court of Appeal in Todrick’s case15 that having regard to the width of the 

land over which the right-of-way there in question was granted, it was not within the intention 

of the parties to the grant that it should be used for heavy omnibus traffic. 

In Robinson v. Bailey16, Lord Greene M.R. referred to the language of Farwell L.J. in Todrick’s 

case, supra, and said at p. 795: 

While not in any way dissenting from that statement as a general proposition, I would 
like to give this word of caution, that it is a principle which must not be allowed to carry 
the court blindly. Obviously the question of the scope of the right of way expressed in a 
grant or reservation is prima facie a question of construction of the words used. If those 
words are susceptible of being cut down by some implication from surrounding 
circumstances, it being, to construe them properly, necessary to look at the surrounding 
circumstances, of course they would be cut down. Todrick’s case is a very good 
example of the sort of application of the rule which Farwell J. was enunciating. 

In Robinson’s case the court found that there was no limitation upon the language of the grant 

to be implied from the nature of the land over which the right was granted, but rather the 

contrary, and although the dominant tenement in question in that case was at the date of the 

grant subject to restrictions, those restrictions, like the situation in White’s case17, could have 

been gotten rid of by the consent of a third party. 

[Page 58] 

In the case at bar, while the Smith lands were, at the date of the grant, being used for 

agricultural purposes, there was no reason why they might not subsequently be subdivided 

into building lots as had been the case with the original part of the farm with respect to which 

plan 103 had been registered, and I cannot think that it is to be said that it was within the 

contemplation of the parties to the conveyance of 1925 that the farm would always remain a 

                                            
13

 [1934] 1 Ch. 190. 
14

 L.R. 10 Ch. 586 at 590. 
15

 [1934] 1 Ch. 561. 
16

 [1948] 2 All E.R. 791. 
17

 [1913] 1 Ch. 118; 110 L.T. 209. 
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farm. I think, therefore there is nothing in the circumstances to restrict the plain words of the 

grant to the use being made of the farm lane at that time. Further, upon the severance of the 

dominant tenement into several parts, the easement attached to those parts; Codling v. 

Johnson18, Newcomen v. Coulson19. 

I would therefore allow the appeal to the extent indicated. The farm lane having been 

obliterated and the gates having disappeared, I would, if the parties cannot agree, direct a 

reference to define the location of the right-of-way. The appellant should have her costs in this 

court and the respondent should have his costs in the Court of Appeal. 

Appeal allowed in part. 

Solicitors for the appellant: Hollinrake & Bartrem. 

Solicitors for the respondent: Mathews, Stiver, Lyons & Vale. 

 

                                            
18

 (1829) 9 B. & C. 933. 
19

 (1877) 5 Ch. D. 133. 
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[1]            Cattle roaming freely over the servient tenement of the respondents
are, at the very moment, upon the incorporeal hereditament of the
petitioners.  Oblivious to the nuances of the law applicable to the land
beneath their hooves they impede travel upon the hereditament, and innocently
deposit upon it what they, being cattle, will.
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BACKGROUND TO THE PRESENT APPLICATION

EVENTS AFTER JUSTICE LOO’S DECISION

[2]            Would a fence quiet the dispute?  Perhaps.  Does the access easement
permit fencing:  that is the question.

[3]            A longstanding issue between the parties was determined in this
proceeding by the judgment of Loo J. dated April 12, 2000.  That issue was
whether the Lunds and the Dalys (together, the “petitioners”) had the right
to pass through the respondents’ property in order to gain access to their
properties from a public highway.  Loo J. found that the petitioners have an
easement over the respondents’ property which permits them a private road
access to their property (the “access road”).

[4]            The interests affected by the issues in this proceeding include those
of the parties, and, indirectly, those of Mr. Storey, the owner of an
adjacent parcel of land (the “Storey property”).  The Storey property is to
the west of the respondents’ property.  The Lund property is to the north of
the Storey property.

[5]            Highway 16 passes through the respondents’ property, which is located
on the stretch of highway between Smithers and Hazelton.

[6]            The access road enters the respondents’ property in a northerly
direction, at a right angle from Highway 16.  It continues 130 feet from
Highway 16 then curves to the left.  It then runs parallel to Highway 16,
curves right, and proceeds to a point of intersection with the property line
between the Storey and respondents’ properties.  From that point, the access
road continues north, within the respondents’ property, up to the Lund
property.  The Daly property is accessed through the Lund property.

[7]            It appears from the aerial photographs in evidence that the access
road runs for approximately 900 feet from Highway 16 to the Storey property
line, then runs north along that property line for another 1500 feet before
it enters the Lund property.

[8]            In her oral Reasons for Judgment, Loo J. described the petitioner’s
application as seeking:  “… a declaration that an easement registered under
charge number 34461D on September 10, 1969, is a valid and subsisting
easement and includes the right of the Lunds and the Dalys to establish and
maintain roadways and utilities”.  (para. 5)

[9]            Loo J. concluded that the easement:  “… allows the grantee including
the [petitioners] to construct, operate, maintain, and remove one or more
roads adequate for vehicular passage and the right to pass and repass on it,
with or without motor vehicles, on or over the lands of [the respondents]”. 
(at. para. 14)

[10]        Loo J. made the following observation:  “I suspect that there are a
lot of other issues that are going to come out or fall out of this decision. 
I do not know what it is the parties propose to do.  Whether they want to
reapply or to start another action, I am not certain.  Now, do you want to
take some time to discuss where you want to go from here?”

[11]        The matter concluded with an order that the parties were at liberty to
apply to the court for further orders and directions.

[12]        Madam Justice Loo’s observations were prophetic.

[13]        On June 11, 2001, the respondent Barbara Miles observed the Lunds
finishing the installation of a cattle guard[1] on their access road,
approximately 130 feet from Highway 16.  This cattle guard is a grid
structure, measuring approximately eight feet wide.  It extends across the
width of the access road.  The earth underneath the grid structure is
excavated.
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FACTS

1.   The Grantors hereby grant unto the Grantee in perpetuity the
full and free right, liberty and easement for the Grantee, its
successors and assigns and its agents, servants, workmen and other
persons authorized by it:

(a)   To construct, operate, maintain and remove a flume or
pipeline on or over the Grantors Lands;

(b)   To construct, operate, maintain and remove an emergency
drainage pond on or over the Grantors Lands;

(c)   To construct, operate, maintain and remove one (1) or more
roads adequate for vehicular passage and the right to pass and
repass thereon, with or without motor vehicles, on or over the
Grantors Lands;

(d)   To carry out soil tests and drilling tests on or over the
Grantors Lands; and

(e)   Generally to do all acts necessary or incidental to the
business of the Grantee in connection with the foregoing.

[14]        On confronting the Lunds, Barbara Miles was informed of their
intention to construct a fence along the east side of the access road.

[15]        On July 20, 2001, the respondents filed a Notice of Motion seeking a
mandatory injunction to require the removal of the cattle guard, and an
injunction to restrain the Lunds from installing their intended fence.  The
Lunds filed a Notice of Motion on November 14, 2001, seeking an injunction to
restrain the respondents from interfering with the cattle guard and the
construction of a fence.

[16]        These applications came on for hearing in Smithers on January 9,
2002.  In the course of the hearing, counsel for the parties agreed that the
court should determine the issue whether the Lunds had the right under the
easement to construct a cattle guard and fence, rather than deal with the
cross applications for injunctive relief.  Counsel for the parties were
satisfied that this determination could be made based on the affidavit
evidence filed by the parties in support of their respective applications.

[17]        At the time the easement was granted, the Storey property and the
respondents’ property were owned by Laurence Storey and Isabella Storey.  The
easement, dated February 7, 1969, was granted by the Storeys (“the grantors”)
to Climax Molybdenum Corporation of British Columbia Limited (“Climax”).

[18]        The respondents are the successors in title to the grantors of a
parcel of land subdivided out of the property which constituted the servient
tenement under the easement (the “servient lands”).  They acquired this
property in 1988.

[19]        The petitioners are the successors in title to Climax of the property
(“the Climax property”) which constituted the dominant tenement.  They
acquired the Climax property in May, 1993.

[20]        Climax had acquired the Climax property for purposes ancillary to its
proposed mine on Hudson Bay Mountain.

[21]        The easement serving the Climax property provides for the following:

[22]        After the easement was granted Climax permitted the grantors, and
other members of the Storey family, to use the Climax property for cattle
pasture until Climax required it for its mining purposes, for which privilege
the grantors paid $100.00 annually to Climax.

[23]        The mine on Hudson Bay Mountain was never opened.
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ISSUES

1)   is the installation of cattle guards on the access road permitted on
the terms of the 1969 easement?

2)   is the fencing of the access road permitted on the terms of the 1969
easement?

[24]        There is no evidence that Climax made any use of the easement.

[25]        After they acquired the Climax property the petitioners commenced the
use of an existing access from the respondents’ property to Highway 16 as the
exit point for their access road, which runs from their property through the
respondents’ property.

[26]        The Lunds constructed a dwelling on their property in 1997 and have
resided there since then.

[27]        The affidavit evidence reveals the history of dealings as between the
petitioners and the respondents in relation to the access road.  There are
conflicts on the evidence over the existence and content of agreements made
between the parties from time to time in relation to the access road and the
extension of electrical and telephone services from Highway 16 to the
petitioners’ property.  Any legal issue that might arise out of findings of
fact based on that evidence is rendered moot, at least in relation to the
present application, by the judgment pronounced by Madam Justice Loo.  She
held that the petitioners have the right under the easement to the access
road, but not to take utilities from Highway 16 to their property.

[28]        The Storey property, as it was before the grant of a portion of that
property to the respondents in 1988, has been used for grazing cattle since
the 1920’s.  That use has continued up to the present on both properties.

[29]        Mr. Storey and the respondents have an arrangement under which cattle
roam freely over both of their properties.  Cattle from the respondents’
property have access to a water hole located at the south end of the Storey
property.

[30]        The Storey and respondents’ properties are fenced along Highway 16. 
There is a gate at the entrance to the access road.  It is located just over
one car length from the shoulder of the highway.

[31]        Highway 16 is a busy provincial highway.  Entrance and exit manoeuvres
to and from the petitioners’ access road can be dangerous.  Entry
necessitates braking to almost a full stop while on the highway, and exit
requires movement onto the highway from a full stop.  The danger is greater
in winter, as ploughed snow takes up the shoulder of the highway, and the
road surface becomes slick with ice and compacted snow.  These dangers would
be reduced if the gate, which serves the same purpose as a cattle guard, was
removed.

[32]        As the access road is not fenced, the petitioners frequently encounter
cattle on the road and must either await their departure or manoeuvre around
them.  The situation is more difficult if a bull is encountered.  Moreover,
cow and bull manure create minor obstacles along the access road, and soil
the vehicles passing through.

[33]        A fence would prevent cattle from wandering onto the access road.  It
would also prevent cattle from roaming freely from the north east portion to
the south west portion of the respondents’ property, which is bisected by the
access road.  The cattle would be denied their accustomed access to the
watering hole at the south end of the Storey property.  Access to the
watering hole is through a gate at the south end of the fence that runs along
the boundary between the Storey and Lund properties.

[34]        The issues are as follows:
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3)   if fencing is permitted, must provision be made for the movement of
livestock across the access road?

DISCUSSION AND RULING

1.(c) To construct, operate, maintain and remove one (1) or more
roads adequate for vehicular passage and the right to pass and repass
thereon, with or without motor vehicles, on or over the Grantors
Lands;

…

  (e) Generally to do all acts necessary or incidental to the
business of the Grantee in connection with the foregoing.

1)   the continuity between the historical and present use of the
servient lands, comprised of the whole of the Storey and respondents’
properties, and

2)   the acceptance by Climax of the use of the servient lands for cattle
pasture after the grant of the easement in 1969, and

3)   the continued use of the servient lands for cattle pasture after the
petitioners acquired the Climax property and the rights of Climax under
the easement.

[T]o count as an easement, the grant cannot confer a right to
possession or control of the servient lands to an extent that is
inconsistent with the possessory rights of the servient owner: 
“[t]here is no easement known to the law which gives exclusive or
unrestricted use of a piece of land.  A grant of the exclusive or
unrestricted use of land beyond all question passes the ownership of
that land.”

Fencing

[35]        The issue whether the easement remains in force and permits the access
road has been determined by the decision of Madam Justice Loo.

[36]        The matter presently for determination is whether the easement, on its
terms, permits the petitioners to construct cattle guards on, and fencing
along, the access road.  The petitioners place complete reliance on the terms
of the easement.  They do not advert to dealings between them and the
respondents subsequent to their acquisition of the property in support of
their claim.

[37]        In particular, the petitioners rely on the terms of the easement which
allow the holder:

[38]        The respondents say that a determination of the present issue requires
that account be taken of the following facts:

[39]        In the course of the hearing, Mr. Greene, counsel for the petitioners,
advanced the proposition that the easement confers to the petitioners all
rights of possession and control that can be exercised within the servient
lands.  It is contended that the entry of the respondents on the servient
lands would amount to trespass.  This proposition was said to apply
irrespective of whether the petitioners in fact use the lands for a purpose
provided for in the easement document.

[40]        The petitioners do not assert title based on the 1969 grant; their
claim is to an easement.  The proposition advanced by Mr. Greene does not
accord with the law of easements.  Professor Bruce Ziff, in Principles of
Property Law, 3rd ed. (Toronto:  Carswell, 2000), says, at p. 341:

[41]        If a fence was constructed along the whole of the access road within
the easement, the customary usage of the servient lands would be adversely
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The requirement that easements be non-possessory raises both
theoretical and practical concerns.  The rationale of this limitation
is that easements that bestow possessory rights may sterilize the
servient lands.  However, non-possessory easements can create the
same problem.  For example, it is well accepted that once an easement
has been granted, the servient lands cannot be altered so as to
interfere with the enjoyment of the easement.  Moreover, all
easements involve some degree of possession-taking, however ephemeral
this may be in some instances.  And it is not clear as to what counts
as the servient lands for these purposes:  the entire tract owned by
the servient owner, or only the place where the easement is actually
being enjoyed.  Given all of this uncertainty, it is not surprising
to find that this principle has been applied unevenly.  One route out
of the maze would be to reduce the inquiry to an assessment of
whether or not the easement creates a ‘substantial interference’ with
the servient property, and not to focus narrowly on possession
alone.  (Emphasis added.)

affected, as cattle would no longer be able to roam freely over the whole of
the servient lands.

[42]        This practical outcome does not determine the outcome in law.  An
easement may authorize a taking of possession which may affect the use of the
servient lands, yet remain valid as an easement.  The complexity of the
relationship between the rights of an easement holder and those of the holder
of the servient lands is revealed by the following passage from Ziff, supra,
at pp. 341-2:

[43]        It is apparent that this easement was intended, when granted in 1969,
to permit its holder to use the grantor’s land for a variety of purposes. 
None of the purposes listed in paragraph one of the easement would
necessarily result in the appropriation by the holder, Climax, of all
possible uses of the land by the holder of the servient lands.  The permitted
uses are not of a nature that would require the exercise of exclusive
possession of all or any portion of the lands to the total exclusion of the
grantor and his successors in title.  A flume or pipeline (subsection 1(a))
may be a permanent structure, as may a road (para. 1(c)).  Such uses could
coexist with other uses.  There is no evidence that the creation of an
emergency drainage pond (para. 1(b)) would necessarily exclude all other
uses.

[44]        Moreover, if the proposition set out above from Professor Ziff is
accepted, the servient lands may not be the entire tract owned by the
servient owner, but only the place where the easement is actually being
enjoyed.  If this is so, then the servient owner has the unrestricted use of
the remaining land within the land encompassed by the grant, provided that he
does not alter the land in a way that interferes with the enjoyment of the
easement.

[45]        The easement does not, on its express terms, bar nonconflicting uses
by the servient owner.  It cannot be construed to exclude all uses by the
servient owner, as that would amount to an exercise of possession
inconsistent with the nature of an easement.  The same proposition applies if
the degree taking of possession by the easement holder pursuant to the terms
of the easement would substantially interfere with the servient lands.

[46]        What constitutes a substantial interference would depend on all
relevant circumstances, including the use of the servient lands at the time
the easement was granted, and the extent to which some interference with the
servient lands is unavoidable if the uses provided for in the easements are
to be enjoyed.

[47]        Fencing the whole of the access road would prevent the passage of
cattle between the portions of the respondents property which is bisected by
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Cattle Guards

COSTS

“H.A. Slade, J.” 
The Honourable Mr. Justice H.A. Slade

These Reasons for Judgment were released from the Smithers Registry on
February 25, 2002 and are date stamped accordingly.

 

[1] Cattle guards are commonly used at entry points to private roads which
access public roads and highways.  The presence of a cattle guard avoids the
need for a gate, as cattle and other livestock will not cross over this
structure.

the access road.  I find that, in the present circumstances, the bisecting of
the servient lands that would result from the fencing of the whole of the
access road would be a substantial interference and inconsistent with the
scope of the rights granted by the easement.  The provision in the easement
for a road may be exercised in accordance with its intent without creating an
obstacle to the use of the servient lands for cattle pasture.

[48]        The petitioners may fence that portion of the east side of the access
road that runs immediately adjacent and parallel to the property line that
separates the Storey and the respondents’ properties.  That property line is
adjacent to the western side of the access road, and is presently fenced.  I
so find on the basis that fencing is incidental to the maintenance of the
access road and would not, at this location, substantially interfere with the
servient lands.

[49]        I find that the installation of a cattle guard at or near the
intersection between Highway 16 and the access road is incidental to the
right of the petitioners under the easement to construct, operate, and
maintain a road for vehicular passage on or over the respondents’ lands. 
Such structures are commonly used in cattle country to facilitate the
unobstructed entry from public highways to private access roads that pass
through fenced properties.

[50]        The petitioners may, and must, install fencing from the cattle guard
to Highway 16, on both sides of the access road.  This will prevent cattle
from entering the highway to the south of the cattle guard.

[51]        The petitioners may also install a cattle guard at the point at which
the access road meets the property line dividing the Storey and respondents’
properties.  This will prevent cattle from entering the access road where it
runs adjacent to the property line.

[52]        Fencing is not permitted between the existing cattle guard located
approximately 130 feet north of Highway 16, and the point at which the access
road meets the property line dividing the Storey and the respondents’
properties.

[53]        There will be no award of costs at this time.  The parties may make
written submissions as to costs.  The petitioners will serve their
submissions on the respondents, who will respond within fourteen days of
service.  There will be no right of reply.
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1. OVERVIEW 

[1] The appellant, Beth Markowski, owns a cottage near Lake Waseosa. Her 

property is not directly on the waterfront but she has a right-of-way over a beach 

that leads to Lake Waseosa for “all the usual purposes”. 

[2] The respondents, Dwayne and Kathleen Verhey, own two adjoining lots, 

including the beach over which the appellant has a right-of-way. 

[3] The key issue on this appeal is whether the “usual purposes” entitles the 

appellant to bring boats across the right-of-way using a motor vehicle. 

[4] The appellant claims it does. 

[5] The respondents accept that the right-of-way allows the appellant to 

access Lake Waseosa “for various activities such as swimming and boating” but 

deny that she is allowed to bring boats to and from the shore using a motor 

vehicle. They take the position that the right to bring boats across is limited to 

small boats that can be portaged across the right-of-way. 

[6] In the originating proceedings, the appellant brought an application 

seeking a declaration about the extent of her rights pursuant to the right-of-way. 

The appellant claims she has a right to cross the beach as well as to use the 

beach for recreational purposes. She claims this includes the right to launch and 

retrieve watercraft using mechanical power as may be necessary. She 

challenges the portion of the application judge’s decision holding otherwise. 
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[7] For the reasons that follow, the appeal is dismissed. 

2. THE PROPERTIES IN QUESTION 

[8] In 2016, the appellant bought a cottage lot described as Pt Lt 10 Con 12 

Chaffey Part 2, RD999. Her lot is not on the waterfront. 

[9] In 1997, the respondents, Dwayne and Kathleen Verhey, bought two lots 

described as Pt Lt 10 Con 12 Chaffey, Parts 3 and 6, RD999. One of those lots, 

Part 6, is on the waterfront. 

[10] None of the parties to the appeal are parties to the original instruments that 

created the lots or the right-of-way in dispute. 

[11] Before 1969, Parts 2 through 6 formed part of a larger parcel of land that 

was acquired by Frederick Rhoads and used by members of the Rhoads family. 

The family built four cottages on the parcel and used the beach as a common 

recreational area. 

[12] In 1969, the parcel was formally subdivided into four cottage lots, an 

access road, and a beach lot over which the cottage lots had a right-of-way. 

Parts 2 and 3 are two of the cottage lots. Part 6 is the beach lot. The lots were 

conveyed to the Rhoads children in 1970; all but Dale Rhoads have since sold 

their lots. 

[13] All of the cottage lots, apart from Part 3, have a right-of-way over Part 6. 

The right-of-way was created in 1970 when the lots were conveyed to the 
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Rhoads children. The deed to the appellant’s property contains a right-of-way “for 

all the usual purposes, in, over, along and upon” the waterfront property at Part 

6. 

[14] The appellant’s lot (Part 2) and the respondents’ lots (Parts 3 and 6) are 

shown on the reference plan attached to these reasons as Appendix A. 

3. THE APPLICATION JUDGE’S DECISION 

[15] The application judge reviewed the meaning of the words “the usual 

purposes” in the right-of-way and the history of how the Rhoads family used what 

is now Part 6. 

[16] He noted that the historical uses of a right-of-way are informative, though 

not determinative, of the meaning to be attributed to the phrase “the usual 

purposes”. The application judge held that the phrase “for all the usual purposes” 

should be interpreted to “refer to the purposes of the right of way not … the 

purposes to which Part 6 was being put at the time of the grant.” Otherwise, the 

grant would confer “an ownership interest in Part 6” when what was conveyed 

was a right-of-way. He concluded that the uses “must be those appurtenant to 

the easement, not the land itself. That is to say, the right to gain access to Lake 

Waseosa over Part 6.” 
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[17] The application judge then attempted to distinguish between the historic 

uses that would have required permission from the owner of the beach and those 

that were part of the right-of-way and therefore would not. 

[18] He found that launching and retrieving large boats was an activity that 

would have only been done with the express or implied permission of the owner 

of the beach and as family members, not as part of the right-of-way: 

I … find that the daily use the owners of Parts 2, 4, and 
5 made of their right to cross the beach included 
swimming, and its related activities such as building 
sand castles, and sunbathing and perhaps the use of 
canoes or kayaks. This was done without the express 
permission of Frederick when he was alive or Paul 
[Rhoads, who received title to Parts 3 and 6 after 
Frederick’s death]. However other activities such as … 
launching and retrieving large boats … would have 
been extended family activities or extraordinary ones 
that would have been done with the permission of the 
owner of the beach lot. It was in this context that the 
grants of easement over Part 6 were made. 

[19] He therefore held that the right-of-way included the following uses as part 

of “the usual purposes”: 

A. Regular access to Lake Waseosa for the purpose of 
swimming or related aquatic activities, 

B. Use of that part of the beach directly adjacent to the 
swimming area during such activities, 

(i) for children’s recreational activity. 

(ii) temporary storage of towels, clothing, 
beach chairs etc. while the users of such 
items are present on the beach, and 
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C. Launch and retrieval of small craft capable of being 
carried or dragged across the beach without resort to 
mechanical power, but not the storage of such craft. 

4. THE APPELLANT’S GROUNDS OF APPEAL 

[20] The appellant’s notice of appeal claims the application judge made 

palpable and overriding errors in Part C of his order by restricting the appellant’s 

right to bring boats across the right-of-way on Part 6 in the following ways: 

a) He limited ingress and egress to “launch and 
retrieval of small craft capable of being carried or 
dragged across the beach without resort to 
mechanical power”; 

b) He found that historical uses such as launching 
and retrieving large boats “would have been 
extended family activities or extraordinary ones 
that would have been done with the permission of 
the owner of the beach lot”; 

c) He limited ingress and egress to “what amounts 
to pedestrian travel … with no evidence to 
suggest a limitation to pedestrian travel or to 
pedestrian travel with small crafts that can be 
dragged or carried”; and 

d) He limited ingress and egress to pedestrian travel 
notwithstanding uncontradicted evidence that the 
right-of-way included the launching of boats as of 
right. 

[21] The appellant claims the order unduly limits her use of the right-of-way to 

pedestrian traffic thereby rendering the basic right of ingress and egress “almost 

useless”. 
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[22] In her factum, the appellant claims the application judge also erred in Parts 

A and B of his order by “limiting the right to use of land based on inadequate 

language, such as ‘children’s recreation’ rather than general recreation”. This 

issue was not raised in the notice of appeal. The only relief sought in the notice 

of appeal is that the restriction in Part C be set aside in whole or in part. 

[23] Rules 61.08(2) and (3) of the Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 

194, read as follows: 

(2) No grounds other than those stated in the notice of appeal or 
cross-appeal or supplementary notice may be relied on at the 
hearing, except with leave of the court hearing the appeal. 

(3) No relief other than that sought in the notice of appeal or cross-
appeal or supplementary notice may be sought at the hearing, 
except with the leave of the court hearing the appeal. 

See also Eton Construction Co. v. R. (1996), 28 O.R. (3d) 321 (C.A.). 

[24] The notice of appeal addresses only Part C and the issue concerning the 

transportation of boats by motor vehicle across the right-of-way. Even after the 

issue was raised by the respondents, no leave was sought to raise the issues in 

Part A or B of the order. In any event, there was ample evidence to support the 

application judge’s findings in respect of the use of the right-of-way being 

restricted to swimming and related aquatic activities and bringing items onto the 

beach to engage in those activities. 
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[25] As a result, the appellant is restricted to seeking the relief in her notice of 

appeal in respect of Part C of the application judge’s order. 

5. ANALYSIS OF THE ISSUE 

[26] A right-of-way created by express grant is an easement that allows the 

grantee and their successors in title to cross the grantor’s land for a purpose 

related to the better enjoyment of the grantee’s land: Anne La Forest, Anger & 

Honsberger Law of Real Property, loose-leaf, 3rd ed. (Carswell, 2006), at 

§17:20.30(a). 

[27] The “nature and extent of a right-of-way depends on the proper 

construction of the language of the instrument creating it”: Canadian Pacific Ltd. 

v. Paul, [1988] 2 S.C.R. 654, at p. 671. 

(1) The Words in a Grant 

[28] The first step in determining the rights that form part of a right-of-way is to 

interpret the grant according to the intention of the parties based on the words 

themselves: Fallowfield v. Bourgault (2003), 68 O.R. (3d) 417 (C.A.), at para. 10; 

Smith v. Morris, [1935] 2 D.L.R. 780 (Ont. C.A.), at p. 782. 

[29] The grant of an express easement may also include ancillary rights 

provided they are reasonably necessary to use or enjoy the right-of-way. 

However, to imply a right ancillary to a right-of-way, “the right must be necessary 
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for the use or enjoyment of the easement, not just convenient or even 

reasonable”: Fallowfield, at para. 11. 

[30] In Boone v. Brindley (2003), 179 O.A.C. 50 (C.A.), at para. 2, this court 

held that to determine what is reasonably necessary to the enjoyment of a right-

of-way, one should also look at: 

the language of the conveyance creating the easement, 
the purpose and circumstances surrounding the 
creation of the right of way, the history of its 
development and the circumstances of its use. 

[31] The grant of a right-of-way in this case reads as follows: 

TOGETHER WITH A RIGHT OF WAY, in common with 
all others entitled thereto, for all the usual purposes, in, 
over, along and upon ALL THOSE PARTS of Broken 
Lot 10 in Concession 12 of the said Township of 
Chaffey, designated Parts 1 and 6 on a plan of survey 
on deposit in the Registry Office for the Registry 
Division of the District of Muskoka as RD-999. 
[Emphasis added.] 

(2) Determining the Purpose of the Grant of the Right-of-Way by 

Examining the Historic Use and Circumstances 

[32] Where the words in the grant of the right-of-way are unclear, the historic 

use and circumstances surrounding the use of the property subject to the 

easement are particularly important to understand the nature and extent of the 

rights conveyed: Square-Boy Limited v. The City of Toronto, 2017 ONSC 7178, 

at para. 33; Laurie v. Winch, [1953] 1 S.C.R. 49, at p. 56. 
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[33] As in this case, the court in Square-Boy Limited was asked to interpret the 

meaning of the words “right-of-way in, over, along and upon the lands herein 

described … for all purposes”. Sanfilippo J. did a thoughtful and comprehensive 

analysis of the interpretation of the meaning and purpose of such a right-of-way. 

[34] In Square-Boy, the right-of-way covered a former parking lot Square-Boy 

sold to the City of Toronto that had previously been used to access Square-Boy’s 

premises. 

[35] Sanfilippo J., like the application judge in this case, referred to the 

purposes of the right-of-way, not the purposes to which the property was being 

put at the time of the grant. Sanfilippo J. held that: 

The parties disagree about the meaning of the term “for 
all purposes”. The parties submit that the phrase “for all 
purposes” can mean one of two things: (i) for all the 
purposes for which the City Property was used at the 
time the easement was granted in 1971, as is submitted 
by Square-Boy; or (ii) for all the purposes related to a 
right-of-way which, in the City’s submission, does not 
include a right to park but rather includes only a right to 
pass over to gain access or egress, otherwise known as 
a right to “pass and repass”. 

I do not accept Square-Boys’ submission on this point, 
as to do so would entitle Square-Boy to all the vestiges 
of ownership that it enjoyed over the Front Parking Lot 
before it became the City Property. This cannot be the 
case. Even a robust right-of-way does not provide rights 
that are tantamount to ownership. 

Rather, I accept the City’s submission to the extent that 
“for all purposes” was intended to describe the Right-of-
Way which always remains a right-of-way. I find, 
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however, that the term “for all purposes” means that the 
Right-of-Way is to be interpreted in a manner that 
includes all of the purposes for which it was agreed 
upon, created and granted to encompass which, in the 
context of this case, includes the right to permit parking 
to access commercial premises of the Property. 
[Emphasis added.] 

[36] In this case, the appellant also brought an application seeking a ruling in 

respect of the meaning of the words “for all the usual purposes” in the right-of-

way. 

[37] The parties agree that the application judge properly construed the phrase 

“all the usual purposes” in the right-of-way to permit access to Lake Waseosa “for 

various activities such as swimming and boating”. 

[38] The application judge accepted that Ernest Norton made an informal 

arrangement with his friend Frederick Rhoads under which Frederick Rhoads 

acquired the property without taking title. Frederick Rhoads and his children built 

four cottages on the parcel. These cottages are located on what are now Parts 2, 

3, 4, and 5 in Appendix A. 

[39] After Ernest Norton died, his son William subdivided the lots and 

transferred the lots to Frederick Rhoads’ children in accordance with Frederick 

Rhoads’ wishes. The deeds to Parts 2, 4, and 5 all came with a right-of-way over 

Part 6. 
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[40] In support of her application, the appellant included two affidavits from 

Dale Rhoads, the son of Frederick Rhoads and owner of Part 4, that described 

the historical uses of the beach on Part 6. 

[41] In his first affidavit, Dale Rhoads described the use of the beach by his 

family members as follows: 

The beach was the gathering spot for all to recreate 
together. We swam, built sand castles, sunbathed, 
launched our boats, had bonfires, etc. The extended 
Rhoads family have many memories of the wonderful 
times we spent together at our “family compound”. 

[42] He went on to say that the beach was “created for, and used by the entire 

family”. 

[43] While Dale Rhoads referred to launching their family boats, he offered no 

description of the boats launched, or how they were launched. He did not say 

whether family members required Frederick's permission to do so. Moreover, the 

appellant provided no evidence of the use of motor vehicles to cross the right-of-

way to launch large boats at the time of the grant. 

[44] The respondents note that over time, the various lots surrounding Part 6, 

except for Part 4, were sold to third parties unrelated to the Rhoads family. The 

respondents purchased Parts 3 and 6 on March 5, 1997 from Frederick Rhoads’ 

youngest child, and the appellant purchased Part 2 on January 20, 2016 from a 

third party, with a right-of-way over Part 6. 
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[45] The respondents produced a letter written on May 24, 1997, just after they 

purchased Parts 3 and 6. The letter was sent to the prior owner of the appellant’s 

lot advising that there was a chain across the right-of-way on Part 6 that was 

locked. In the letter, Dwayne Verhey said: 

Dale Rhoads … advises that [the chain] is there to 
prevent the public from launching [and] retrieving boats 
from the beach. He explained that this has been a 
problem in the past, causing damage [and] erosion due 
to spinning tires in the sand by inadequate tow vehicles. 

[46] This letter is evidence that the restriction on vehicular access existed 

before the respondents purchased Parts 3 and 6. Their only predecessor on title 

owned the property since 1970 when the right-of-way was granted until the 

respondents purchased the lots. 

[47] It appears that their predecessor on title exercised control over the beach 

to restrict vehicles from crossing by placing a chain and lock over the passage. 

This suggests that this restriction is not inconsistent with the right-of-way granted 

to him. 

[48] Neither the appellant nor her affiant Dale Rhoads disputed the existence of 

the lock and chain or the stated reasons for putting them across the road. 

[49] The statement in the letter that the former owners of Part 2 could be 

provided a key or cut the chain is evidence of permission in 1997, not a grant 

pursuant to the right-of-way. 
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[50] I note that there is no such restriction discussed in respect of pedestrian 

traffic. 

[51] Accordingly, there was uncontradicted evidence upon which the 

application judge was entitled to rely, that there were restrictions on the right to 

bring motor vehicles across the right-of-way by the owner of the right-of-way at 

the time of the grant in 1970 but no such restriction preventing pedestrian traffic. 

[52] Thus, while some family members might have been involved in launching 

and retrieving large boats, the uncontradicted evidence in the letter suggests this 

would have been done with the permission of the owner of the beach lot not as a 

right flowing from the grant of the right-of-way. 

(3) Conclusion 

[53] The standard of review to be applied to the application judge’s findings of 

fact and mixed fact and law is one of palpable and overriding error. Findings of 

fact and inferences from those facts should not be disturbed unless they are 

clearly wrong, unreasonable, or unsupported by the evidence: Housen v. 

Nikolaisen, 2002 SCC 33, [2002] 2 S.C.R. 235, at paras. 23, 26, and 36. 

[54] An easement “for all the usual purposes” is not an ownership right. It is a 

right to use the property in the way agreed to by the grantor. Any included 

ancillary rights must be reasonably necessary to use the right-of-way: Fallowfield, 

at para. 11. 
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(a) Whether the Application Judge’s Reasons Preclude Meaningful 

Appellate Review 

[55] I do not accept the appellant’s submission that the application judge’s 

reasons preclude meaningful appellate review. The application judge correctly 

articulated the law in respect of rights-of-way. He then applied the law to the facts 

and considered the language of the conveyance creating the right-of-way and 

history of use, to determine the purpose of the grant of the right-of-way and 

intention of the grantor. 

[56] The application judge accepted that Frederick Rhoads intended to grant a 

right-of-way to provide regular access to Lake Waseosa to allow the owners of 

Part 2 to swim and engage in related aquatic activities. He also held that the 

right-of-way includes the right to transport small boats by foot over the property. 

However, he held that the right-of-way does not include allowing the owners of 

Part 2 to drive motor vehicles across Part 6 to tow their boats to and from the 

water. 

(b) Whether the Application Judge Made Palpable or Overriding Errors 

[57] Nor did the application judge make any palpable or overriding errors in his 

decision. 
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[58] The appellant had the onus of proof but adduced no evidence to support 

her assertion that the easement includes a right to bring motorized vehicles 

across the right-of-way to transport boats. 

[59] Dale Rhoads’ affidavits in support of the appellant’s application does not 

state that the grantor intended to allow motor vehicles to cross the right-of-way to 

tow boats to water. The appellant acknowledges that “[t]here is nothing specific 

about boat size or type in any evidence” but states that the reasonable inference 

was that all types of boating should be permitted under the right-of-way. Contrary 

to the appellant’s assertion, the fact that the application judge may have been 

able to draw different inferences from the evidence does not show a palpable 

and overriding error in his decision. 

[60] Moreover, there was uncontradicted evidence before the application judge 

that a chain with a lock was put over the right-of-way by the owner who had 

owned the property from the time of the grant. No evidence was offered to 

respond to and/or refute that evidence or the assertion that this was done to 

restrict access over the right-of-way by motorized vehicles as there was a 

concern that they were causing damage to the beach. 

[61] The letter in which the former owners of the appellant’s property were told 

they could obtain a key to unlock the chain or take it down, is evidence of 
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permission given to a party in 1997, not a right intended to be bestowed by the 

grantor or a right flowing from the grant of the right-of-way. 

[62] While the application judge did not explicitly refer to the respondents’ 1997 

letter, there was uncontradicted evidence in the letter to support his conclusion 

that there were restrictions on motor vehicles driving over the right-of-way on the 

beach at the time the first grantee owned the property. 

[63] Finally, I do not accept that the application judge erred by “caus[ing] the 

right of way to be limited to pedestrian traffic only” without any argument to that 

effect being raised by the parties. The application judge was not asked to, nor did 

he, rule broadly on the means by which the appellant may travel across the right-

of-way. He properly restricted himself to the issue raised in the notice of 

application – whether the right-of-way included the “use of Part 6 as a beach for 

recreational purposes”. He accepted that one of these recreational purposes was 

launching boats but restricted the right to launch large boats that needed to be 

towed using a motor vehicle. 

[64] Deference is owed to the decision of the application judge and there is 

evidence to support his conclusion that the easement was granted to enable the 

owners of Part 2 ingress and egress, to engage in swimming and other related 

activities, to transport boats by foot to and from the water, but not to bring 

motorized vehicles over the land to transport boats to and from the lake. 
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6. DISPOSITION 

[65] For these reasons, the appeal is dismissed. 

[66] On the agreement of the respondents, the order is amended to correct a 

typographical error in the reference from “the easement over Part 2 Plan RD-

999” to “the easement over Part 6 Plan RD-999”. 

[67] As the successful party on appeal, the respondents may serve and file 

brief costs submissions of no more than 5 pages within 10 days of this judgment 

being released. The appellant may serve and file her submissions within 10 days 

of receipt of the respondents’ submissions. 

Released: July 22, 2020 (“P.L”) 
 

“J.A. Thorburn J.A.” 
“I agree. P. Lauwers J.A.” 

“I agree. Grant Huscroft J.A.” 
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Ontario Reports 
 

Court of Appeal for Ontario, 

Sharpe, Pepall and Hourigan JJ.A. 

May 30, 2017 
 

138 O.R. (3d) 109   |   2017 ONCA 443 

Case Summary  
 

Real property — Easements — Abandonment — CN reserving access easement to itself 

when it sold property to R Inc. in 2002 — CN transferring its interest in rail corridor lands 

(including access easement) to Metrolinx in 2010 — Neither CN nor Metrolinx using 

access easement — Application judge erring in finding that easement had been 

abandoned by implied release — Non-use not establishing abandonment in absence of 

evidence of intention to abandon — Three instruments that referred to easement and that 

were registered on title in 2002, 2003 and 2010 being evidence of absence of intention to 

abandon easement — Application judge also erring in finding that easement had been 

extinguished by operation of law — Lack of use and lack of need not amounting to 

extinguishment by operation of law — Application judge erring in ordering that access 

easement be relocated. 

CN sold property to R. Inc. in 2002, but reserved to itself an access easement and a 

maintenance easement that provided access for maintenance of railway tracks. The deed, which 

included the easements, was registered on title. In 2003, R. Inc. and CN entered into an 

easement agreement which provided that, upon the written request of CN, R Inc. was to apply 

for and use its best efforts to obtain consent to an easement on another part of the property from 

the Committee of Adjustment, and grant that easement to CN. The easement agreement was 

registered on title. CN never made a written request under the easement agreement. In 2010, 

CN transferred its interest in rail corridor lands (including the access easement and the 

maintenance easement) to Metrolinx. The transfer was registered on title. Neither CN nor 

Metrolinx ever used the access easement. Metrolinx brought an application for a declaration that 

the access easement was valid and an injunction requiring R Inc. to remove certain 

encroachments on it. R Inc. sought a declaration that the easement had been abandoned or 

extinguished or, in the alternative, that it be relocated. The application judge allowed R Inc.'s 

application and dismissed Metrolinx's application. Metrolinx appealed.  

 

Held, the appeal should be allowed. [page110]  

 

The application judge erred in finding that the access easement had been abandoned by implied 

release. Non-use coupled with an intention to abandon an easement may demonstrate implied 
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release. On its own, non-use is insufficient. Inclusion of an easement in a conveyance supports 

the absence of an intention to abandon. The application judge failed to consider that the three 

registrations on title in 2002, 2003 and 2010 represented evidence of the absence of an 

intention to abandon the access easement. Moreover, easement rights may have value. There 

was no evidence as to why CN or Metrolinx would have intended to abandon such rights and 

there was no evidence of any consideration that flowed from R Inc. to CN in exchange for any 

release.  

 

The application judge also erred in finding that the access easement had been extinguished by 

operation of law. Lack of use and lack of need do not amount to extinguishment by operation of 

law.  

 

The application judge erred in ordering the relocation of the access easement. Section 61(1) of 

the Conveyancing and Law of Property Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. C.34 and s. 119(5) of the Land 

Titles Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. L.5 require that a valid covenant exist over which the court can 

exercise its jurisdiction. As he had found that the access easement had been abandoned, the 

application judge erred in finding that there was a covenant over which the court could exercise 

its jurisdiction. He also failed to consider that the jurisdiction to modify an easement is to be 

exercised with the greatest of caution and that an order should seldom be granted if prejudicial 

to the adjacent landowner.  

 

Bost Properties Inc. v. Highland West Developments Inc., [2002] O.J. No. 477, 48 R.P.R. (3d) 

83, 112 A.C.W.S. (3d) 585 (S.C.J.); Fyfe v. James, [2006] O.J. No. 325, [2006] O.T.C. 88, 42 

R.P.R. (4th) 221 (S.C.J.), consd  

 

Other cases referred to 

 

2108133 Ontario Inc. v. Kabcan Foods Ltd., [2009] O.J. No. 951, 80 R.P.R. (4th) 194 (S.C.J.); 

Almel Inc. v. Halton Condominium Corp. No. 77, [1997] O.J. No. 824, 98 O.A.C. 72, 69 A.C.W.S. 

(3d) 561 (C.A.); Baker v. Harris (1929), 64 O.L.R. 513 at 514, [1929] O.J. No. 77, [1930] 1 

D.L.R. 354 at 355 (C.A.); Crossley and Sons Ltd. v. Lightowler (1867), L.R. 3 Eq. 279; George 

(Re) (1926), 59 O.L.R. 574, [1926] O.J. No. 72, [1927] 1 D.L.R. 155 (C.A.); Jones v. Cleanthi, 

[2007] 1 W.L.R. 1604; Kileel and Kingswood Realty Ltd. (Re), [1979] N.B.J. No. 307, 108 D.L.R. 

(3d) 562, 28 N.B.R. (2d) 352, 63 A.P.R. 352, 1 A.C.W.S. (2d) 136 (C.A.); Liscombe v. Maughan 

(1928), 62 O.L.R 328, [1928] O.J. No. 44, [1928] 3 D.L.R. 397 (C.A.); Lywood v. Hunt, [2011] 

O.J. No. 1286, 2011 ONCA 229, 2 R.P.R. (5th) 15, 199 A.C.W.S. (3d) 1344, affg (2009), 97 

O.R. (3d) 520, [2009] O.J. No. 2101, 83 R.P.R. (4th) 51 (S.C.J.); National Guaranteed Manure 

Co. v. Donald (1859), 157 E.R. 737; Ontario Lime Co. (Re) (1926), 59 O.L.R. 646, [1926] O.J. 

No. 505, [1927] 1 D.L.R. 765 (C.A.); Phinny v. Macaulay, [2008] O.J. No. 3629, 75 R.P.R. (4th) 

66, 170 A.C.W.S. (3d) 661 (S.C.J.); Roop v. Hofmeyr, [2016] B.C.J. No. 1502, 2016 BCCA 310, 

70 R.P.R. (5th) 56, [2016] 12 W.W.R. 83, 88 B.C.L.R. (5th) 223, 268 A.C.W.S. (3d) 677; 

Seaman v. Vawdrey (1810), 33 E.R. 1032; Shklar v. Kwiecien, [1972] 3 O.R. 245, [1972] O.J. 

No. 1843, 28 D.L.R. (3d) 23 (H.C.J.); Tehidy Minerals Ltd. v. Norman, [1971] 2 All E.R. 475; 

Ward v. Ward (1852), 155 E.R. 1189, 7 Ex. 838; Weidelich v. De Koning (2014), 122 O.R. (3d) 
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545, [2014] O.J. No. 5062, 2014 ONCA 736, 325 O.A.C. 344, 384 D.L.R. (4th) 332, 62 R.P.R. 

(5th) 58, 246 A.C.W.S. (3d) 914 

 

Statutes referred to 

 

Conveyancing and Law of Property Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. C.34, ss. 15(1), 61(1) [as am.] 

[page111] 

 

Land Titles Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. L.5, s. 119(5) 

 

Property Law Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 377, s. 35(2) 

 

Authorities referred to 

 

Gaunt, J., and P. Morgan, Gale on Easements, 20th ed. (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 2016) 

 

Harpum, C., S. Bridge and M. Dixon, Megarry & Wade: The Law of Real Property, 7th ed. 

(London: Sweet & Maxwell, 2008) 
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Wendy J. Earle, for appellant. 

 

David Cherepacha and Kyle Gossen, for respondent. 

 
 

The judgment of the court was delivered by 

PEPALL J.A.: — 

 

A. Introduction 

[1] These appeals involve competing claims for relief relating to an easement. The easement 

is located on land situated north of railway tracks that currently service GO Trains and the newly 

established Union Pearson Express. The contested easement leads to another, uncontested 
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easement that runs along a rail corridor. Together, the easements provide access for 

maintenance of the railway tracks. 

[2] The appellant Metrolinx sought a declaration that the contested easement was valid and 

an injunction requiring the respondent, Remicorp Industries Inc., to remove certain 

encroachments on it. Remicorp, who owns the lands on which the easement is situate, sought a 

declaration that the easement had been abandoned or extinguished or, in the alternative, that it 

be relocated. 

[3] The application judge accepted Remicorp's position. He dismissed Metrolinx's application 

and found that the easement had been abandoned. Although Remicorp had sought relocation 

as alternative relief, the application judge ordered that the easement be relocated. Metrolinx now 

appeals on the basis that the application judge erred in concluding that the easement had been 

abandoned, and in ordering it to be relocated. [page112] 

[4] For the reasons that follow, I would allow Metrolinx's appeals. 

 

B. Facts 

 

The property 

[5] The Canadian National Railway Company ("CN") owned the Mimico railway station in the 

west of Toronto. The station property consisted of a small building surrounded by a parking lot 

and vegetation (the "property"). The property lies west of Royal York Road and borders on 

Judson Street to the north with railway lands and tracks to the south. On a survey dated 

November 26, 2002, the property is divided into nine parts. The significant parts for the 

purposes of this appeal are Parts 1, 2, 3 and 5, highlighted below: <graphicname:p112.jpg> 

[6] The easement under dispute in these appeals is shown on Part 5. Part 5 is a curved, 

uphill, unpaved laneway running from Judson Street to the parking lot providing access to the 

station and to the uncontested easement. This laneway is described by the parties as the 

"access easement". It is approximately 6.1 to 11 metres wide and about 45 metres long. 

[7] The uncontested easement is shown on Parts 2 and 3, and is described as the 

"maintenance easement". Part 3 is a strip of land, 3 metres wide and 70 metres long, running 

west to east [page113] immediately north of the rail corridor. At its eastern end, Part 3 is met by 

the access easement. At its western end, it meets Part 2, a small quartile of land that is met by 

Part 1 on the survey. 

[8] Part 1 is on the western side of the property. It is a strip of land, 6.1 metres wide and 60 

metres long, that runs from Judson Street in the north to Part 2 in the south. 

 

The easements 

[9] In 2002, CN sold its property to Remicorp, a concrete manufacturing company. Remicorp 

intended to build a concrete factory on the property. 

[10] CN conveyed the property to Remicorp, reserving the access and maintenance 

easements to itself. Remicorp also agreed to build a 6-foot fence and gates acceptable to CN 
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along the southern boundary of the property that would abut the railway lands that CN continued 

to own. 

[11] Both the access easement and the maintenance easement reserved to CN, its 

successors and assigns "an exclusive, free, uninterrupted and unobstructed right and easement 

in the nature of a right-of-way" that extended to use by vehicles and equipment. The sale 

transaction closed and the deed was registered on December 11, 2002. The deed included the 

Part 5 access easement and the Parts 2 and 3 maintenance easement in favour of CN. The 

access easement was for the purpose of accessing CN's adjacent and abutting lands and the 

lands on which the maintenance easement was situate. The maintenance easement was for the 

purpose of maintenance of CN's railway tracks and other related railway operations. Both 

easements were for the benefit of CN and its successors and assigns. The relevant portion of 

the deed is attached as an appendix to these reasons. 

[12] Sometime in 2002 or 2003, Renato Silva, the owner of Remicorp, contacted Ernie Longo, 

CN's manager of business development and real estate, about relocating the access easement 

from the eastern side of the property along Part 5 to the western side of the property along Part 

1. The possibility of moving the access easement had been discussed at the time of the sale of 

the property but nothing had been documented. No direct evidence from Longo or evidence of 

his authority to bind Metrolinx was tendered, but Silva deposed that Longo liked the relocation 

because it was "in a straight line and fairly flat". 

[13] In June of 2003, Remicorp moved the Judson Street entrance to the property from Part 5 

in the east, where the access easement is located, to Part 1 in the west. [page114] 

[14] On September 19, 2003, Remicorp and CN entered into an "easement agreement" in the 

nature of an option agreement in favour of CN. CN and Remicorp agreed that upon the written 

request of CN, Remicorp was to (i) apply for and use its best efforts to obtain consent to the Part 

1 easement from the City of Toronto Committee of Adjustment, (ii) grant the Part 1 easement to 

CN and (iii) register the Part 1 easement on title. 

[15] The parties to the easement agreement expressly acknowledged the access easement 

on Part 5 and described it as the "original access easement". The easement agreement 

provided that on the registration of the Part 1 easement (described as the "permanent 

easement") in accordance with the terms of the agreement, on Remicorp's written request, CN 

was to release the original access easement. The easement agreement was registered on title 

on November 6, 2003. 

[16] CN never made any written request of Remicorp and hence never exercised its option; 

the Part 1 easement was never registered on title; and there is no evidence of the Committee of 

Adjustment's consent or a release of the access easement from CN. 

[17] Nonetheless, Remicorp used Part 1 for ingress and egress to and from the property. It 

also erected certain structures in the path of the access easement, including a sheet metal wall, 

a garage/shed and concrete troughs. In 2014, it erected a 6.5-metre high acoustical barrier that 

encroaches on the maintenance easement. Remicorp erected some of the structures without 

obtaining the necessary permits. 
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[18] For its part, after entering into the sale transaction in 2002, CN did not use either the 

access easement or the unrealized Part 1 easement. 

 

Sale to Metrolinx 

[19] In April 2010, CN transferred its interest in the rail corridor lands to Metrolinx, an agency 

of the Ontario Government. Metrolinx's mission, among other things, is to develop and 

implement an integrated transportation system for the Greater Toronto Area. It operates the GO 

Train network that facilitates passenger movement by rail to and from the Greater Toronto Area 

and beyond. It is also responsible for the new Union Pearson Express. 

[20] The transfer from CN to Metrolinx included CN's rights to the access easement and the 

maintenance easement. Despite its transfer to Metrolinx, CN retained responsibility for the 

planning, design and installation of the signal system for the rail corridor. In 2012, it erected a 

signal bridge, part of which sits on [page115] the south side of the maintenance easement. 

Using the maintenance easement, Metrolinx is able to drive its usual maintenance vehicle past 

the signal bridge on the south with about 10 cm to spare on the north. 

[21] Metrolinx has never exercised any rights it may have to the access easement or the 

prospective easement on Part 1. 

[22] The only repair and maintenance facility for the entire GO Train network, Willowbrook, 

sits to the southwest of the property. The future needs of Metrolinx appear to be increasing. 

Over the years, Willowbrook has been expanded and two additional tracks have been installed 

on the northern edge of Metrolinx's property. Metrolinx can gain access to Willowbrook using the 

maintenance easement and from the south and west of its railway lands. 

[23] In 2014, Remicorp obtained an environmental compliance approval which permitted it to 

make intense use of Part 1 for ingress and egress to and from its property. Remicorp is now 

allowed to operate 16 trucks per hour between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. using Part 

1. 

[24] Remicorp and Metrolinx have had unsuccessful discussions about the sale of the 

property to Metrolinx. The application judge noted that the outcome of the parties' court 

proceedings will likely have an impact on the value of the property. 

 

Court Proceedings 

[25] This brings me to the particulars of the court proceedings commenced by each of the 

parties. 

[26] Remicorp sought a declaration that the access easement over Part 5 was abandoned, 

obsolete, redundant and/or extinguished or, in the alternative, asked for an order that it be 

relocated to Part 1. 

[27] Metrolinx sought a declaration that the Part 5 access easement is valid, in force, and 

binding on Remicorp. It also sought injunctive relief requiring Remicorp to stop obstructing the 

access easement and to remove certain encroachments. Metrolinx argued that use of the area 

attendant to the rail corridor has intensified in recent years. Absent use of the access easement, 
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track protection for the safety of trains and workers would result in tracks being taken out of 

service, delays and additional costs. 

[28] The other parties to the applications, and in particular, CN, have taken no position in 

either of the two proceedings. 

 

Reasons of the application judge 

[29] The application judge dismissed Metrolinx's application and granted Remicorp's. 

[page116] 

[30] The application judge focused on whether Metrolinx had abandoned the access 

easement. He explained that abandonment can occur through express release, implied release 

or by operation of law: Lywood v. Hunt  (2009), 97 O.R. (3d) 520, [2009] O.J. No. 2101 (S.C.J.), 

affd [2011] O.J. No. 1286, 2011 ONCA 229. 

[31] The applications judge noted that Remicorp did not argue there was an express release. 

[32] He went on to hold that while the legal documents did not support an implied release of 

the access easement by Metrolinx, its non-use of the easement did. 

[33] In his view, the key factors supporting the implied release were (1) the existence and 

description of Part 1 on the survey; (2) the non-use of the Part 5 access easement; (3) Silva's 

evidence of Longo's acquiescence to moving the Part 5 access easement; (4) the drafting and 

registration on title of the September 2003 easement agreement; and (5) a December 2014 

Metrolinx photograph of 12 large concrete blocks that blocked the south end of Part 1. The 

application judge held that these blocks undermined Metrolinx's submission on the importance 

and need for any easement. 

[34] That said, he noted that neither party was suggesting that the easement be taken away; 

Remicorp was only proposing that it be moved. He rejected Metrolinx's submission that the Part 

5 access easement was preferable to an easement over Part 1. 

[35] The application judge concluded, at para. 21: "In all of the circumstances, if necessary, I 

would conclude there is sufficient evidence of an implied release. However, I also conclude the 

operation of law is the basis on which Remicorp should succeed." 

[36] Relying on Weidelich v. De Koning (2014), 122 O.R. (3d) 545, [2014] O.J. No. 5062, 2014 

ONCA 736, he stated that the holder of an easement "does not own the right of way but only 

enjoys the reasonable use of that property for its granted purpose". In the application judge's 

view, "the purpose [here] was to pass over for access to the tracks when or if required, not to 

place or build anything permanent on that land": at para. 21. Metrolinx was entitled to its access 

easement, but the facts and circumstances of the case required that it be moved to Part 1. 

[37] The application judge went on to hold that Remicorp was required to give "reasonable 

priority" to Metrolinx over its own 16-truck hourly allocation over Part 1. 

 

[38] The application judge stated, at para. 24: 

Under subsection 61(1) of the Conveyancing and Law of Property Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. C.34 

["CLPA"], the Access Easement is moved to [Part 1]. Similarly, if there is a distinction, 
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subsection 119(5) of the [page117] Land Titles Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. L.5 ["LTA"] applies. I 

conclude the modification is beneficial to the parties interested and the existing easement is 

to be discharged while the alternate Access Easement registered on title. 

[39] Although the reasons were silent on extinguishment, the judgment allowing Remicorp's 

application provides that the Part 5 access easement is extinguished by operation of law and by 

abandonment, and that pursuant to s. 61(1) of the Conveyancing and Law of Property Act, 

R.S.O. 1990, c. C.34 ("CLPA") and s. 119(5) of the Land Titles Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. L.5 ("LTA"), 

the Part 5 access easement is relocated to Part 1. The application judge also dismissed 

Metrolinx's request for injunctive relief to remove certain structures on the access easement and 

encroachments on Metrolinx's lands. 

 

C. Issues 

[40] Metrolinx appeals from the judgments. Its appeals raise the following issues: 

 

(i) Did the application judge err in concluding that the Part 5 access easement had been 

abandoned by implied release? 

(ii) Did the application judge err in concluding that the Part 5 access easement was 

extinguished by operation of law? 

(iii) Did he also err in concluding that the Part 5 access easement could be moved to Part 

1? 

(iv) Is Metrolinx entitled to a remedy for Remicorp's encroachments on the access 

easement and Metrolinx's lands? 

[41] Metrolinx also argues that the application judge erred in ordering that Metrolinx was to 

have "reasonable priority" over Remicorp's use of Part 1. However, as I have found in 

Metrolinx's favour on the other issues, it is unnecessary to address this submission. 

 

D. Discussion 

 

Issue one: Abandonment by implied release 

(a) Parties' positions 

[42] Metrolinx submits that the application judge made three errors in finding that the Part 5 

access easement had been abandoned by implied release: (i) he failed to recognize that the 

three registrations on title between 2002 and 2010 contradicted any suggestion of 

abandonment; (ii) he failed to apply established case law on the need to demonstrate an 

intention to [page118] abandon in the face of an express grant of easement; and (iii) he 

improperly considered extraneous issues in considering whether there was an implied release of 

the access easement. 

[43] Remicorp disputes these submissions and states that the application judge considered 

the three registrations on title but found that they were outweighed by the factors that 

demonstrated an implied intention to abandon. Furthermore, Remicorp argues that although the 

application judge did not make express reference to intention, his reasons clearly imply that he 
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found an intention to abandon. In any event, argues Remicorp, the weighing of the factors in the 

applications judge's analysis of abandonment is discretionary and his decision is entitled to 

deference. Lastly, he did not improperly consider any extraneous issues. 

 

(b) Analysis 

[44] The application judge was dealing with an express grant of easement. CN asserted its 

rights to the access easement in the 2002 deed from CN to Remicorp, in the 2003 easement 

agreement between CN and Remicorp, and in the 2010 deed from CN to Metrolinx. All were 

registered on title. 

[45] Subsection 15(1) of the CLPA provides that, absent an exception, a conveyance includes 

all easements. Here, the access easement and the maintenance easement were expressly 

included, and not excepted, in both the conveyance from CN to Remicorp and the conveyance 

from CN to Metrolinx. Put differently, CN maintained its rights to use and transfer the 

easements. There is no question that paper title to the enjoyment of the Part 5 access easement 

remained with CN and was then transferred to Metrolinx. 

[46] One must therefore then consider whether there was any derogation from Metrolinx's 

right to the access easement by implied release. 

 

Abandonment by release: General principles 

[47] An easement may be abandoned by release which may be express or implied. The onus 

of proof is on the party asserting a release: Liscombe v. Maughan (1928), 62 O.L.R. 328, [1928] 

O.J. No. 44 (C.A.), at p. 335 O.L.R. In Gale on Easements, 20th ed. (London: Sweet & Maxwell 

(U.K.), 2016), the authors warn, at para. 12-26: "Unless the easement is granted for a term of 

years, the rights conferred by an easement are perpetual and, accordingly, are actually or 

potentially valuable rights. Therefore it is not lightly to be inferred that the owner of such a right 

should give it up for no consideration." [page119] 

[48] An easement can be expressly released by the dominant owner, that is, the party who 

has received the grant of easement -- in this case CN and then Metrolinx. As noted by the 

application judge, there was no express release. This was undisputed. 

[49] An easement can also be released impliedly. Non-use coupled with an intention to 

abandon the easement may demonstrate implied release. On its own, non-use is insufficient. As 

this court explained in Liscombe, at p. 335 O.L.R., non-use may arise because an owner of an 

easement had for the time no occasion to use it as another more convenient means of 

employing the land was available. However, this lack of use did not prove that the owner of the 

easement intended to abandon it. See, also, Ward v. Ward  (1852), 155 E.R. 1189, 7 Ex. 838 

and Crossley and Sons Ltd. v. Lightowler (1867), L.R. 3 Eq. 279. Indeed, in Liscombe, at p. 335 

O.L.R., this court cited Seaman v. Vawdrey (1810), 33 E.R. 1032, where, despite non-use for 

over 100 years, an intention to abandon was not established. To reiterate, intention to abandon 

must be proven. 

[50] Intention to abandon will be found where "the person entitled to it has demonstrated a 

fixed intention never at any time thereafter to assert the right himself or to attempt to transmit it 

to anyone else": Shklar v. Kwiecien, [1972] 3 O.R. 245, [1972] O.J. No. 1843 (H.C.J.), at p. 247 
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O.R., citing Tehidy Minerals Ltd. v. Norman, [1971] 2 All E.R. 475, at p. 492. See, also, Almel 

Inc. v. Halton Condominium Corp. No. 77, [1997] O.J. No. 824, 98 O.A.C. 72 (C.A.), at para. 7. 

To establish intention to abandon, the surrounding circumstances may be examined: Liscombe, 

at para. 28. 

[51] Inclusion of an easement in a conveyance supports the absence of an intention to 

abandon: Liscombe, at p. 335 O.L.R. As stated in Halsbury's Laws of Canada -- Real Property 

(Toronto: LexisNexis, 2016 Reissue), at HRP 316: "Where title has been perfected an 

extinguishment will usually require either an express release or aecircumstances so cogent as 

to preclude a quasi-releasor from denying the release'; an intention to release aewill be less 

readily presumed where the title to the easement has been perfected than where the title still 

remains inchoate'": citing Baker v. Harris (1929), 64 O.L.R. 513 at 514, [1929] O.J. No. 77 

(C.A.), at p. 516 O.L.R. Suspension of the exercise of a right is insufficient. An intention not to 

exercise a right may differ from an intention to abandon it. See Kileel and Kingswood Realty Ltd. 

(Re), [1979] N.B.J. No. 307, 108 D.L.R. (3d) 562 (C.A.), at p. 567 D.L.R. [page120] 

 

Application to this case  

[52] In my view, the application judge erred in finding an implied release. There are several 

reasons why. 

[53] First, in considering whether the application judge's conclusion that the access easement 

had been impliedly released may be sustained, three registrations on title are relevant. The 

access easement and the maintenance easement were in the 2002 grant from CN to Remicorp. 

The access easement was then expressly addressed in considerable detail in the easement 

agreement of September 2003 between CN and Remicorp. Lastly, both easements were 

included in CN's transfer to Metrolinx in 2010. 

[54] While the application judge was aware of these three documents in that he states that the 

legal documents do not support the position of Remicorp, I agree with Metrolinx that he failed to 

consider that the registrations on title represented evidence of the absence of an intention to 

abandon the Part 5 access easement by CN. In fact, the evidence to the contrary was both 

strong and unequivocal. The parties deliberately turned their minds to the treatment of the 

easement rights held by CN. The easement agreement contemplated an option by CN that was 

never exercised. CN's subsequent transfer of its easement rights to Metrolinx is consistent with 

the absence of any such exercise. There is no evidence that any of the steps contemplated by 

the easement agreement to effect a release of the Part 5 access easement ever took place. For 

instance, there is no evidence of CN making a written request, no evidence of Remicorp having 

applied for or using its best efforts to get the Committee of Adjustment to consent to the Part 1 

easement, and no evidence that the Part 1 easement was ever registered on title as an 

easement. Had the application judge considered this evidence, he would not have concluded 

that the requisite elements in support of an implied release were present. 

[55] Second, as mentioned, easement rights may have value. There was no evidence as to 

why CN, or indeed Metrolinx, would have intended to abandon such rights and there was no 

evidence of any consideration that flowed from Remicorp to CN in exchange for any release. 

The application judge failed to consider this as a factor that supported the absence of any such 

intention. 
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[56] Third, the access easement was an express grant that was registered on title. As Aitken 

J. stated in 2108133 Ontario Inc. v. Kabcan Foods Ltd., [2009] O.J. No. 951, 80 R.P.R. (4th) 194 

(S.C.J.), at para. 8, the intent to abandon means that the person entitled to the easement has 

knowingly, and with full [page121] appreciation of his rights, determined to abandon it. The 

application judge made no finding in this regard. Indeed, although the onus of proof was on 

Remicorp, the application judge was silent on the absence of any evidence being elicited from 

CN. 

[57] Fourth, the application judge concluded [at para. 21] that Metrolinx was entitled to "its 

easement but the facts and circumstances of this case require the easement to be moved to . . . 

Part 1 . . .". The easement was not being taken away but was being moved. His finding that 

Metrolinx was entitled to an easement is inconsistent with his finding that Metrolinx impliedly 

abandoned the access easement. 

[58] Lastly, Metrolinx also submits that the application judge erred in considering certain 

extraneous factors. It submits that he erred by justifying his conclusion in part on the basis that 

the access easement was not used and that an alternative route was available, and by inferring 

that CN had acquiesced in moving the access easement. 

[59] Lack of use, alternative access and acquiescence are factors to consider in assessing the 

cogency of the circumstances. However, as mentioned, non-use on its own is insufficient. 

Further, as will be addressed below in my discussion of extinguishment by operation of law, 

alternative access becoming available is on its own insufficient to establish abandonment. 

Finally, any potential acquiescence by CN was overtaken by the express terms of the easement 

agreement that addressed the very subject matter of the access easement in clear and 

unambiguous language and which the application judge failed to meaningfully address. 

[60] In light of these errors, to the extent the application judge rested his decision on a finding 

of implied release, his decision cannot be sustained. 

[61] Having addressed abandonment by implied release, I will now turn to the application 

judge's reliance on operation of law. 

 

Issue two: Operation of law 

(a) Parties' positions 

[62] On appeal, the submissions of the parties conflated abandonment by implied release and 

extinguishment by operation of law. In that regard, their arguments on operation of law were 

subsumed in their discussion of abandonment by implied release. However, for the purposes of 

analytical clarity and consistent with the terms of the judgment allowing Remicorp's application, 

it is helpful to address the concepts separately. [page122] 

 

(b) Analysis 

Extinguishment by operation of law: General principles  

[63] As I have explained, in addition to holding that the access easement had been 

abandoned by implied release, the application judge also rested his decision on operation of 

law. And while the application judge did not declare that the access easement was 
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"extinguished" in his reasons, he did so in his judgment. This raises the knotty question of 

nomenclature in this area of law, and the components of extinguishment by operation of law. 

[64] Anne Warner La Forest, in Anger & Honsberger, Law of Real Property, looseleaf, 3rd ed., 

vol. 2 (Toronto: Canada Law Book, 2016) states, at para. 17:20.60, that an easement may be 

extinguished by express release, implied release, or operation of law. She treats abandonment 

as a form of implied release. Certain cases have used a comparable classification. For example, 

see Roop v. Hofmeyr, [2016] B.C.J. No. 1502, 2016 BCCA 310, 88 B.C.L.R. (5th) 223, at paras. 

30, 41;1 Lywood v. Hunt (S.C.J.), supra, at para. 27, affd (C.A.), supra; and Phinny v. Macaulay, 

[2008] O.J. No. 3629, 75 R.P.R. (4th) 66 (S.C.J.), at para. 119. 

[65] Anger and Honsberger states, at para. 17:20:60(a), that at common law, an easement will 

be extinguished by operation of law where 

 

(a) the purpose for which it was created has come to an end; 

(b) the period for which the easement was created terminates; 

(c) the right is abused; or 

(d) the same person comes to own the dominant and servient lands in fee simple. 

[66] In contrast, at pp. 29-007 to 29-016 of Megarry and Wade, The Law of Real Property, 8th 

ed. (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 2012), the authors describe the mechanisms for extinguishment 

as being by statute, express or implied release, and by unity of ownership and possession of 

both the dominant and servient tenements. [page123] 

[67] The authors of Gale on Easements describe extinguishment as falling into three 

categories: by operation of law, statute and release. Operation of law is stated to encompass 

unity of ownership, merger of interests, expiration of a time-limited easement, and 

disappearance of the purpose of an easement. 

[68] Yet another classification is found in Halsbury's, at HRP 315-322. It classifies the 

methods of extinguishment as being by statute, express or implied release, unity of ownership, 

or destruction of either tenement. Halsbury's states, at HRP 319, that an easement will be 

extinguished if it was granted with a time limit, or for a purpose, that has expired or come to an 

end. However, the authors include extinguishment resulting from expiry of time or end of 

purpose as a subset of extinguishment by release. 

 

[69] What is to be drawn from all of these descriptions? 

[70] A reasonable conclusion is that an easement may be extinguished by operation of law in 

two ways. First, it may be extinguished by statute. A good example is found in British Columbia's 

Property Law Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 377, s. 35(2), which allows the court to modify or cancel an 

easement where there is, inter alia, a material change in the character of the land such that the 

easement is obsolete. Ontario's legislation does not mirror that of British Columbia. In 

extinguishing an easement by statute, some caution may be required. As the authors of Gale on 

Easements note, at para. 12-12: "An Act should not, however, be construed so as to interfere 

with somebody's property rights without compensation unless the court is obliged so to construe 

it", citing Jones v. Cleanthi, [2007] 1 W.L.R. 1604, at para. 82. 
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[71] Second, an easement may be extinguished by operation of the common law. Examples 

include unity of ownership and possession of the dominant and servient lands or destruction of 

either the dominant or servient lands. As seen from Anger & Honsberger, Gale on Easements, 

and Halsbury's, extinguishment by operation of law also includes expiry of a time-limited 

easement and disappearance or expiry of the purpose for which the easement was created. It 

seems to me that the former would more properly be the subject matter of an express or implied 

release. If an easement is granted for a limited time, it follows that it must have been the subject 

of an express grant that expressly or impliedly provided for a release on the expiration of the 

time limit. 

[72] As for expiry of the purpose for which the easement was granted, an easement is not 

typically extinguished by temporary events that impact its use. Some permanence must exist. 

[page124] In "Easement Caselaw Update" (paper presented to the Ontario Bar Association, 

Continuing Legal Education Program, Easements for Real Estate and Municipal Lawyers: Level 

II, October 6, 2016), Craig Carter writes that "[a]n easement can be extinguished as a matter of 

law when some event occurs that makes the easement unusable or unnecessary. Some 

permanence must exist. A flood that washes over an easement is not extinguishment. But global 

warming causing a sea to cover a right of way will be." 

[73] A further example is found in National Guaranteed Manure Co. v. Donald (1859), 157 

E.R. 737, where the court held that an easement to take water to fill a canal ceased when the 

canal no longer existed and was converted to a railway. 

 

Application to this case 

[74] The application judge stated, at para. 21 of his reasons: "I also conclude that operation of 

law is the basis upon which Remicorp should succeed". His analysis on this point was limited. 

Moreover, as mentioned, at para. 23, he spoke of "abandonment" by operation of law, not 

extinguishment. His analysis seemed to focus on whether the reasonable use of the access 

easement for its granted purpose persisted. He noted [at para. 21] the description of the access 

easement as being "exclusive, free, uninterrupted and unobstructed" and that "the purpose was 

to pass over for access to the tracks when or if required, not to place or build anything 

permanent on that land". He concluded that Metrolinx was entitled to its easement, but it was to 

be moved to Part 1. 

[75] Read as a whole, the application judge's reasons suggest that he found abandonment 

based on operation of law due to evidence of lack of use by CN and Metrolinx and his 

perception that Metrolinx was not in immediate need of any easement because the Part 1 

pathway had been blocked by 12 large concrete blocks. In this regard, he analogized the case 

to Bost Properties Inc. v. Highland West Developments Inc., [2002] O.J. No. 477, 48 R.P.R. (3d) 

83 (S.C.J.). 

[76] With respect, lack of use and lack of need do not amount to extinguishment by operation 

of law. To the extent that lack of need reflects a lack of purpose, the application judge's 

substitution of the Part 1 easement is wholly inconsistent with a lack of purpose. Moreover, it 

runs counter to the express terms of the easement agreement. In addition, the application 

judge's reliance on Bost Properties was misplaced. That case involved property in the City of 

Kitchener that had once been rural but later became urbanized. The right-of-way at issue was 
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created by [page125] deed in 1954 to serve as a laneway to provide access to farm property. 

The farmhouse no longer existed and the farm had ceased operations many years before. What 

was once an area of agricultural use was now dormant land awaiting urban development. The 

trial judge decided that the easement in that case was for a limited purpose that had 

disappeared. 

[77] Assuming, without deciding, that the analysis in Bost Properties was correct, here the 

purpose associated with the access easement -- access to the railway lands -- cannot be said to 

have disappeared. Indeed, the application judge acknowledged as much by granting an access 

easement to Metrolinx over Part 1. 

[78] This case is more akin to Fyfe v. James, [2006] O.J. No. 325, 42 R.P.R. (4th) 221 

(S.C.J.), where the court held that an access easement was not extinguished after a new, 

alternate access road was built. The court distinguished the facts in Bost Properties, and 

rejected the respondents' argument that, because the new road provided full ingress and egress 

to the relevant properties, the right-of-way was no longer necessary and therefore extinguished. 

The grant did not provide for the easement to be extinguished by alternative access, nor did it 

stipulate a time limit. 

[79] Here, as in Fyfe, nothing in the three instruments registered on title suggest a time limit 

on the access easement. While relocation of the access easement is contemplated in the 

easement agreement, this relocation is solely at the option of CN. As the option was not 

exercised, the access easement was not extinguished. 

[80] The conclusion that the access easement had been abandoned or extinguished by 

operation of law was in error. 

 

Issue three: Relocation of access easement to Part 1 

(a) Parties' positions 

[81] Metrolinx also appeals the application judge's decision relocating the access easement 

from Part 5 to Part 1. It submits that the application judge made three errors in exercising his 

discretion to move the access easement: (i) the decision ignored Metrolinx's registered 

contractual right; (ii) having found that the access easement had been abandoned, the 

application judge lacked jurisdiction to modify the access easement under s. 61(1) of the CLPA 

or s. 119(5) of the LTA; and (iii) he failed to apply the proper legal test and failed to adhere to 

established legal principles. [page126] 

[82] Remicorp submits that the application judge properly interpreted the grant of the access 

easement and determined that the rationale for the original location and configuration no longer 

existed. Moreover, the parties to the easement agreement knew at the time it was registered 

that the access easement had already been relocated. 

[83] Remicorp submits that the application judge did not relocate an abandoned easement. 

Rather, he found that it had been relocated by operation of law and by statute and that there 

was sufficient evidence of an implied release, as well. It asserts that the easement was properly 

relocated under the CLPA and the LTA and the applications judge made no error in principle. 

 

(b) Analysis 
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[84] First, I agree with Metrolinx that while the application judge recognized the validity and 

effect of the easement agreement at paras. 5 and 15 of his reasons, his decision effectively 

deprived the easement agreement of any force or effect. In essence, the applications judge 

appropriated from Metrolinx the benefit of the easement agreement in the absence of evidence 

of any consideration including any allowance for compensation. 

[85] Second, I also agree with Metrolinx that s. 61(1) of the CLPA and s. 119(5) of the LTA 

require that a valid covenant exist over which the court can exercise its jurisdiction. Subsection 

61(1) of the CLPA states: 

 

61(1) Where there is annexed to land a condition or covenant that the land or a specified part 

of it is not to be built on or is to be or not to be used in a particular manner, or any other 

condition or covenant running with or capable of being legally annexed to land, any such 

condition or covenant may be modified or discharged by order of the Superior Court of 

Justice. 

[86] Subsection 119(5) of the LTA states: 

119(5) The first owner and every transferee, and every other person deriving title from the 

first owner, shall be deemed to be affected with notice of such condition or covenant, but any 

such condition or covenant may be modified or discharged by order of the court on proof to 

the satisfaction of the court that the modification will be beneficial to the persons principally 

interested in the enforcement of the condition or covenant. 

[87] According to the application judge, the access easement had been abandoned. He 

therefore erred in finding that there was a covenant over which the court could exercise its 

jurisdiction. 

[88] In any event, the application judge did not apply the correct legal principles in concluding 

that the access easement should be relocated. 

[89] Subsection 61(1) of the CLPA does not indicate how a court's discretion is to be 

exercised. Subsection 119(5) of the [page127] LTA requires proof that the modification will be 

"beneficial to the persons principally interested in the enforcement of the condition or covenant". 

[90] In George (Re) (1926), 59 O.L.R. 574, [1926] O.J. No. 72 (C.A.), this court considered 

whether a modification would be "beneficial to the persons principally concerned", a phrase 

previously contained in the CLPA and which is nearly identical to that found in the LTA. 

Middleton J.A. stated, at pp. 577-78 O.L.R.: 

 

The provisions of the statute (12 & 13 Geo. V. ch. 53) are not easy to interpret. A Judge is 

empowered to modify or discharge building restrictions "on proof to his satisfaction that the 

modification will be beneficial to the persons principally concerned." If this means beneficial 

to the applicant the provision is senseless, for the relief would not be sought unless the 

applicant deemed it a benefit. If it means beneficial to the respondents it is again 

meaningless, for the respondents would undoubtedly release any right they may have if for 

their benefit. The meaning that has been given to the expression in practice is that the Judge 

must satisfy himself that the balance of convenience is in favour of granting the application, 

having regard to the rights and interests of both parties, and I think it may safely be said that 
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the order should not be made unless the benefit to the applicant greatly exceeds any 

possible detriment to the respondents: Re Button (1925), 57 O.L.R. 161. 

[91] In Ontario Lime Co. (Re) (1926), 59 O.L.R. 646, [1926] O.J. No. 505 (C.A.), in discussing 

the CLPA, this court stated, at p. 651 O.L.R.: 

 

It has been more than once pointed out that under this statute there is no power to make 

compensation to a landowner who is prejudicially affected, and the jurisdiction is one to be 

exercised with the greatest caution, and an order should seldom, if ever be made which will 

in truth operate to the prejudice of the adjacent landowner who has any real rights. The true 

function of the statute is to enable the Court to get rid of a condition or restriction which is 

spent and so unsuitable as to be of no value and under circumstances when its assertion 

would be clearly vexatious. 

[92] The application judge did not apply these principles. Moreover, he ignored the warning 

given by this court in Ontario Lime that the jurisdiction be exercised with caution and that an 

order be seldom granted if prejudicial to the adjacent landowner. It is also difficult to see how the 

application judge could conclude that the modification was beneficial to the interested parties. 

The relocation deprived Metrolinx of its rights under the easement agreement and results in 

significant traffic flow at the site of the alternative easement on Part 1. With the exception of 

making certain adjustments such as the removal of structures erected without building permits, 

the benefits to Remicorp of relocating the access easement are not obvious. Indeed, they do 

[page128] not appear to have been considered or identified by the application judge. 

[93] For these reasons, the application judge erred in relocating the access easement to Part 

1. 

 

Issue four: Remedy 

[94] Based on my conclusions relating to the first and second issues, Metrolinx continues to 

have an easement over Part 5 of the property. It follows that any encroachment on the access 

easement should be removed. 

[95] In addition, as acknowledged at para. 2 of the parties' agreed statement of facts dated 

December 3, 2015, portions of a metal plate fence and a portion of a metal clad building and its 

canopy are encroaching on Metrolinx's lands to the south. The application judge failed to 

address Metrolinx's request that these encroachments be removed and I see no basis on which 

they should not be. These encroachments should therefore also be removed. Metrolinx has 

suggested a six-month time frame for removal, which appears reasonable under the 

circumstances. 

 

E. Disposition 

[96] For these reasons, I would allow Metrolinx's appeals, set aside the judgments of the 

application judge and substitute paras. 1, 2, 4 and 5 of the form of draft order found at Tab D of 

Metrolinx's factum. 
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[97] As agreed by the parties, Remicorp is to pay Metrolinx's costs of the applications and the 

appeal fixed in the amounts of $35,000 and $20,000, respectively, inclusive of disbursements 

and applicable taxes. 

 

  
 

 
Appeal allowed. 

 
 

 

APPENDIX 

 

The 2002 conveyance from CN to Remicorp describes the access easement and maintenance 

easement in this case as follows: 

 

Reserving unto the Transferor for itself, its successors and assigns, agents, employees, 

tenants and licensees, an exclusive, free, uninterrupted and unobstructed right and 

easement in the nature of a right-of-way for access and/or egress by the Transferor, its 

agents, employees, tenants, licensees, guests, servants and visitors and their respective 

vehicles and equipment over, across, along and upon the lands described as Part of Lot 20, 

Block C, Registered Plan 339 or 389, City of Toronto, designated as Part 5 on Reference 

Plan 66R-20057 (the "Access Lands") for the purpose of accessing the adjacent and abutting 

lands of the Transferor and the Maintenance Lands [page129] (as hereinafter defined) and 

for all purposes necessary for or incidental to the exercise and enjoyment of the rights 

therein reserved (the "Access Easement"); and 

Reserving unto the Transferor for itself, its successors and assigns, agents, employees and 

licensees, an exclusive, free, uninterrupted and unobstructed right and easement in the 

nature of a right-of-way by the Transferor, its agents, employees and licensees and their 

respective vehicles and equipment over, across, along and upon the lands described as Part 

of Lots 19 and 20, Block C, Registered Plan 339 or 389, City of Toronto, designated as Parts 

2 and 3 on Reference Plan 66R-20057 (the "Maintenance Lands") (the Access Lands and 

the Maintenance Lands hereinafter referred to as the "Burdened Lands") for the purpose of 

maintenance of the Transferor's railway tracks and other related railway operations and for 

all purposes necessary for or incidental to the exercise and enjoyment of the rights therein 

reserved (the "Maintenance Easement") (the Access Easement and the Maintenance 

Easement hereinafter referred to as the "Easements"). 

The benefit of the Easements shall be appurtenant to and run with each part of the abutting 

and adjacent lands of the Transferor as described below (the "Benefited Lands") and shall be 

for the benefit of the Transferor and its successors, assigns, agents, employees, tenants, 

licensees, from time to time of the Benefited Lands and others claiming under them. The 

burden of the Easement shall bind the Transferee and its successors and assigns and others 

claiming through it and shall be annexed to and run with every part of the Burdened Lands. 

 

Notes 
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1 Although that case relies on Megarry & Wade: The Law of Real Property, 7th ed. (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 2008), 

which does not actually use that classification. 
 

 
End of Document 
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Summary: 

When a landowner subdivided his property into two parts, he registered an 

easement over nearly 80% of the second part – that which was to be sold to a 
purchaser. The Easement Agreement provided that the owner of the dominant 

tenement had the right to exclusively, and without interference from the servient 
tenant: farm the land, and remove trees and gravel. Following a disagreement over 
the use of part of the easement area, a judge determined that the easement was 

invalid and ordered the registration of the easement to be cancelled. The owners of 
the dominant tenement appealed arguing that the judge misinterpreted the language 

of the Easement Agreement and incorrectly found that they had taken ful l 
possession of the easement area and excluded the owner of the servient tenement 
from any right to enter it for any purpose.  

Held: Appeal dismissed. The Easement Agreement effectively prevented any use of 
the easement area by the servient tenants thereby preventing any exercise of 

property rights over the land. 

Reasons for Judgment of the Honourable Mr. Justice Willcock: 

Introduction  

[1] On May 28, 1997, Alan Robinson and Marion Robinson, then the owners of 

lots 1 and 2 of section 33, Township 17, New Westminster District Plan LMP 31181, 

deposited an easement for registration in the Land Title Office. The easement 

granted to the registered owner of lot 1 (the dominant tenement) an extensive 

easement over lot 2 (the servient tenement). Lot 2 was then sold to a purchaser. The 

current owner of lot 2 purchased the lot in September 2007. On September 10, 

2013, for reasons indexed at 2013 BCSC 1670, Mr. Justice Truscott declared the 

Easement Agreement to be invalid. The Registrar of the Land Title Office was 

ordered to cancel the registration of the easement against the servient tenant’s 

property. This is an appeal from that order. 

[2] Lot 2, the servient tenement, is a long, narrow property with frontage on 

Cameron Avenue in the Silverdale community near Mission. It shares its western 

boundary with lot 1, the dominant tenement. The easement area extends over the 

full width of the property for approximately 80% of its length, from the northern edge 

to a point where it narrows as it approaches the frontage on Cameron Avenue, 
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which is its southern border. A relatively small portion of lot 2, comprising 

approximately 20% of its area, is excluded from the easement area. 

[3] The easement provides: 

The Grantor for himself and his successors in title hereby grants to the 
Grantee and his successors in title and his tenants, servants, licensees, 
workmen, contractors or sub-contractors or other persons acting for or on 
behalf of the Grantee or authorized by the Grantee in the exercise or 
purported exercise of the rights and liberties hereby granted a free and 
uninterrupted Easement for farm and recreational uses, and for the purposes 
aforesaid, to have free and uninterrupted access through, along and over the 
Easement at all times with or without workmen, vehicles, equipment, animals, 
materials and supplies, and generally to do all acts necessary or incidental in 
connection with the foregoing, but subject to the terms, conditions and 
restrictions hereinafter set out. 

[4] The Grantor agreed not to erect or maintain any buildings or structures on the 

easement that would obstruct farm and recreational uses or access to and from the 

property. 

[5] The easement also provided: 

The Parties agree that the Grantee shall have full rights to all timber in the 
Easement Area, including the right to remove timber and sell the same, and 
the Grantee shall retain any and all proceeds from the sale of such timber. 

[6] And: 

The Parties agree that the Grantee shall have full rights to all gravel and/or fill 
in the Easement Area, including the right of removal. 

[7] This litigation was initiated by the owners of the dominant tenement, on 

March 21, 2011. They sought: a declaration that they were entitled to exercise the 

easement on such terms as the court might order; an injunction restraining the 

servient tenant from interfering with the use and enjoyment of the easement; a 

mandatory injunction compelling the servient tenant to remove a structure that was 

erected on the easement area; and damages for the loss of use of the easement 

rights. By counterclaim filed May 4, 2011, the owner of the servient tenement, the 

defendant, sought a declaration that the grant in favour of the dominant tenant’s 

lands was not an easement and a declaration pursuant to s. 35 of the Property Law 
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Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 377, cancelling registration of the instrument; or, in the 

alternative, an order that the easement be modified.  

[8] That statutory provision reads as follows: 

(1) A person interested in land may apply to the Supreme Court for an order 
to modify or cancel any of the following charges or interests against the land, 
whether registered before or after this section comes into force: 

(a) an easement; 

… 

(f) a right to take the produce of or part of the soil; 

(g) an instrument by which minerals or timber or minerals and timber, 
being part of the land, are granted, transferred, reserved or excepted. 

(2) The court may make an order under subsection (1) on being satisfied that 
the application is not premature in the circumstances, and that 

… 

(e) the registered instrument is invalid, unenforceable or has expired, 
and its registration should be cancelled. 

(3) The court may make the order subject to payment by the applicant of 
compensation to a person suffering damage in consequence of it but 
compensation is not payable solely for an advantage accruing by the order to 
the owner of the land burdened by the registered instrument. 

[9] The order from which this appeal is brought was made on the application of 

the defendant, the servient tenant, for judgment on a summary trial pursuant to 

Supreme Court Rule 9-7.  

[10] Neither in reply to the counterclaim, nor in response to the motion for 

judgment, have the owners of the dominant tenement sought an order modifying the 

easement. Throughout, they have sought to have the court give the easement its full 

force and effect. 

Judgment Appealed From  

[11] On the summary trial, Truscott J. granted the servient tenant the order sought 

pursuant to the Property Law Act, declaring the easement to be invalid, and ordered 

its registration to be cancelled. After describing the relevant principles in the 

jurisprudence, the judge held: 
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[48] In my opinion this is not an easement known to law. 

[49] As Mr. Justice Upjohn said in Copeland v. Greenhalf [[1952] Ch 488], 
these rights to the owner of the easement go wholly outside any normal idea 
of an easement and amount to a claim for the whole beneficial use of the 
easement. It is virtually a claim to possession of the easement to the 
exclusion of the owner of the servient tenement. 

[50] As Mr. Justice Seaton in Grant v. MacDonald [(1992), 68 B.C.L.R. 
(2d) 332] quoted from Shelf Holdings Ltd. v. Husky Oil Operations Ltd. [[1989] 
3 W.W.R. 692, 56 D.L.R. (4th) 193], “an easement cannot amount to a claim 
quite at variance with the proprietary rights of the servient owner”. While an 
easement does to some extent detract from those rights the issue is “when 
the point has been reached that the right in question detracts so substantially 
from the rights of the servient owner that it must be something other than an 
easement”. 

[51] As he says “where this problem has been the most canvassed is in 
relation to the degree of occupation or possession of the servient tenement 
that is compatible with the existence of an easement”. 

[52] As Mr. Justice Slade quoted in Lund v. Miles Farm Ltd. [2000 BCSC 
275]: 

[T]o count as an easement, the grant cannot confer a right to 
possession or control of the servient lands to an extent that is 
inconsistent with the possessory rights of the servient owner: “[t]here 
is no easement known to the law which gives exclusive or unrestricted 
use of a piece of land. A grant of the exclusive or unrestricted use of 
land beyond all question passes the ownership of that land.” 

[53] These statements apply to the circumstances here in my view. 

[54] The plaintiffs have taken full possession of the easement area and 
excluded the defendant as Servient Tenement owner of any right to enter the 
property for any purpose whatsoever. 

[55] The plaintiffs have given to themselves by the Easement Agreement 
that only they signed free and uninterrupted access through, along and over 
the easement at all times. 

[56]  In my opinion this is a complete derogation of any rights to the 
proprietorship or possession of this area by the defendant as Servient 
Tenement owner. 

Grounds of Appeal 

[12] The appellants, the dominant tenants, submit that the judge incorrectly 

interpreted the Easement Agreement. They say he wrongly considered evidence of 

their intentions in concluding that the Easement Agreement amounted to a full 

derogation of the rights of the owner of the servient tenement to proprietorship or 

possession of the easement area. 
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[13] They say there was conflicting evidence with respect to how the parties 

exercised their rights under the easement and whether it was appropriate to 

consider the use of the easement, which they deny. Such conflicting evidence, they 

argue, could not be fairly addressed on a summary trial application. 

[14] Last, they say there was no evidence in support of the judge’s finding that the 

owners of the dominant tenement took full possession of the easement area and 

excluded the owner of the servient tenement from any right to enter it for any 

purpose.  

[15] The respondent, the servient tenant, says the judge’s conclusion that the 

easement was inconsistent with his rights of ownership was based exclusively on 

the words of the grant. He denies that the finding of invalidity arises from the conduct 

of the parties. He says the evidence adduced as to the parties’ conduct was not 

relied upon by the judge in concluding that the easement was invalid.  

[16] He says evidence of surrounding circumstances at the time of entering into 

the easement might properly have been considered but was not specifically 

addressed by the judge. Had those circumstances been considered they would have 

led to the conclusion that the Grantors intended to retain exclusive use of the 

easement area. 

[17] Finally, the servient tenant says both parties agreed to proceed by way of 

summary trial on the issue of the validity of the easement and there were no 

significant conflicts in the evidence in relation to the material facts to be decided. 

Analysis 

First Principles 

[18] This Court in Grant v. MacDonald (1992), 68 B.C.L.R. (2d) 332, adopted Lord 

Evershed’s description of the characteristics of an easement in Re Ellenborough 

Park, [1955] 3 All E.R. 667 at 673: 
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(i) There must be a dominant and a servient tenement:  

(ii) an easement must accommodate the dominant tenement:  

(iii) dominant and servient owners must be different persons: and  

(iv) a right over land cannot amount to an easement unless it is capable of 
forming the subject-matter of a grant. 

[The third requirement has now been abrogated by s. 18 of the Property Law 
Act, which provides that owners in fee simple may grant easements to 
themselves.] 

[19] Mr. Justice Seaton, for the court, addressing the last criterion in Grant, 

accepted the proposition that where no proprietary interest or right in the property 

described in the easement is reserved to the servient tenement, the agreement does 

not constitute an easement. Adopting the words used in Shelf Holdings Ltd. v. Husky 

Oil Operations Ltd., [1989] 3 W.W.R. 692, 56 D.L.R. (4th) 193 (Alta. C.A.), also cited 

by the judge in this case, he held that an easement cannot amount to a claim “quite 

at variance with the property rights of the servient owner.”  

[20] Every easement will, to some extent, exclude the servient owner from the 

property and prevent the servient owner from exercising some proprietary rights over 

the property reserved for the easement. The degree of occupation or possession, 

and the question whether that degree of occupation or possession is compatible with 

the existence of an easement, should be governed by the document conceding the 

grant. The conduct of the parties in the purported exercise of the rights granted 

under the easement is not helpful as a guide to interpreting the document; they may 

misapprehend their legal rights. 

[21] In their discussion of the essential characteristics of an easement, the authors 

of Gale on Easements ((17th ed.), London: Sweet & Maxwell, 2002) note that the 

grant of a right amounting to joint or exclusive occupation is not in the nature of an 

easement, but “the line is difficult to draw, and each new case would probably be 

decided on its own facts in the light of common sense.” 

[22] The parties, here and below, have not sought to challenge the well-settled law 

that an easement cannot give exclusive possession or unrestricted use of a parcel of 
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land.  The appellants have not sought to advance the argument accepted in 

Australia in Mercantile General Life Reassurance Co. v. Permanent Trustee 

Australia Ltd. (1988), 4 B.P.R. 97279 (Sup. Ct. N.S.W.), and Wilcox v. Richardson, 

[1997] NSWSC 281, and considered by the House of Lords in Moncrieff v. 

Jamieson, [2007] UKHL 42, to the effect that a right can be an easement 

notwithstanding that the dominant owner effectively enjoys exclusive occupation so 

long as the servient owner in some sense retains possession and control of the 

property. We are, therefore, in the position described by Lord Neuberger in 

Moncrieff: it would be dangerous to reconsider this well-settled principle, the 

displacement of which could result in unexpected consequences, in the absence of 

extensive argument. 

[23] The argument on this appeal is, rather, that this easement does not give 

exclusive possession and that the use that has been made of the easement does 

not change that. 

Use of Affidavit Evidence to Resolve Conflict 

[24] The appellants do not take issue with the judge’s description of the applicable 

principles. They say he recited the correct legal test for determining whether an 

easement is valid as described in Grant and Ellenborough Park; however, they say 

he fell into error by basing his conclusion with respect to the validity of the easement 

upon the conduct of the parties rather than the clear language of the Easement 

Agreement. On my review of the reasons for judgment, I do not believe he did so.  

[25] The judge made very limited use of the affidavit evidence before him and it 

cannot be said he erred in improperly using that evidence to interpret the scope of 

the easement. The background facts, set out in the judgment, are said to be 

uncontroversial. The only reference to parol evidence is to the dominant tenant’s 

intention to sell lot 2 for the purpose of reducing his debt. That is not post-agreement 

conduct and, in any event, the intention does not figure in the judge’s reasoning on 

the essential issue.  
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[26] The judge does not engage in a detailed examination of the evidence of the 

use that has been made of the easement. Reference is made to the evidence of the 

dominant tenant that the servient tenant had not been denied any reasonable 

access to the easement area and to their evidence that their use of the property had 

not been wholly exclusive. However, there is no apparent consideration of the weight 

of that evidence. 

[27] The terms of the grant and the interpretative arguments, on the other hand, 

are examined in detail. It is that examination of the Easement Agreement, not a 

weighing of the affidavit evidence, that apparently leads to the conclusion that the 

plaintiffs have taken full possession of the easement area and excluded the 

defendant of any right to enter the property for any purpose whatsoever. The 

dominant tenants are expressly said by the trial judge to have “given to themselves 

by the Easement Agreement that only they signed free and uninterrupted access 

through, along and over the easement at all times.” [Emphasis added.] 

[28] In my view, it is clear that when the judge said the plaintiffs had “taken full 

possession of the easement area,” he was referring to what they had accomplished 

by granting the easement. The “complete derogation of any rights” of the servient 

tenant referred to in the judgment was found in the Easement Agreement, not the 

dominant tenants’ conduct. 

The Nature of the Grant 

[29] The dominant tenants say the validity of the Easement Agreement would 

have been affirmed and it could have been given effect, if it had been interpreted in 

accordance with principles enunciated in Grant; Lund v. Miles Farm Ltd., 2000 

BCSC 1943; Vantreight v. Gray (1993), 33 R.P.R. (2d) 49, [1993] B.C.J. No. 175, 

aff’d (1994), 100 B.C.L.R. (2d) 275; Sherbinin v. Jackson, 2011 BCSC 74; Granfield 

v. Cowichan Valley (Regional District) (1993), 79 B.C.L.R. (2d) 303, rev’d in part 

(1996),16 B.C.L.R. (3d) 382; Avanti Mining Inc. v. Kitsault Resort Ltd., 2010 BCSC 

1181; and Wong v. Rashidi, 2011 BCCA 489. 
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[30] We have also been referred to: Kassell v. Probasco, 2007 BCSC 937; 

MacDonald v. Grant (1993), 85 B.C.L.R. (2d) 204 (S.C.); Prinsen v. Wickland, 2003 

BCSC 1795; Romspen Investment Corporation v. Chemainus Quay and Marina 

Complex Ltd., 2011 BCSC 768; Fisher v. Bosse et al., 2006 BCSC 674; and Beyer 

v. Clarke, 2010 BCSC 1190.  

[31] Some of the cases cited to us are descriptive of general principles of 

interpretation. Others consider the specific issue before us: whether the rights 

granted to the owner of a dominant tenement are so inconsistent with the servient 

owner’s rights as to make an instrument something other than an easement and 

invalidate the grant. None of the cases address the question whether the right to 

farm, cut forest, and remove gravel without restriction or limitation can constitute a 

valid easement.  

[32] The rules of construction of easements and rights-of-way are well-settled. 

They have been described by this Court on more than one occasion (see: Grant, 

Wong, Granfield and Vantreight) and the jurisprudence has been helpfully 

summarized in certain of the other cases cited by counsel (see: Avanti, Lund, 

Sherbinin, Fisher, and Beyer). To a great extent the rules address the primacy of the 

words of the easement in determining the intention of the parties. It is not necessary 

to enumerate or canvass the rules of construction here, given the restricted 

reference by the trial judge to extrinsic evidence. 

[33] The jurisprudence in relation to the permissible extent of the grant of rights in 

an easement reflects the view expressed in Gale on Easements: that the line is 

difficult to draw, and that each case must be decided on its own facts. The 

jurisprudence also reflects a tendency to interpret easement agreements in such a 

manner so as to ensure they do not effectively extinguish any rights that remain with 

the servient tenement. 

[34] In Granfield, this Court considered the argument that excessive use was 

being made of an easement providing a right of access to the dominant tenement 

and an argument that the easement had become obsolete as a result of change in 
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the use of and access to the dominant property. The Court referred to two “pillars” 

upon which any judgment in a matter of this kind must be founded, one of which is 

that the grantee of an easement has the right granted to him and no more. The 

Court cited with approval a passage from Halsbury’s Laws of England, vol. 14, 

4th ed., (London, UK: Butterworths, 1980) at 26 that reads, in part as follows: 

The nature and extent of an easement created by express grant primarily 
depend upon the wording of the instrument.  In construing a grant of an 
easement regard must be had to the circumstances existing at the time of its 
execution; for the extent of the easement is ascertainable by the 
circumstances existing at the time of the grant and known to the parties or 
within the reasonable contemplation of the parties at the time of the grant, 
and is limited to those circumstances… 

[35] In Grant, the trial judge determined that an easement providing for the 

construction of a swimming pool in the easement area, and its exclusive use by the 

dominant tenement, ought to be cancelled as a grant inconsistent with the 

proprietary rights of the owner of the servient tenement. On appeal, this Court set 

aside that decision. It was critical to this Court’s decision that the swimming pool 

would occupy only a portion of the easement area. Not only would the owner of the 

servient tenement have some right to possess and use the balance of the easement 

area, but the owner of the dominant tenement would have no right to occupy the 

substantial portions of the easement area not used for the construction of a 

swimming pool. Seaton J.A., for the court, held that the grant of the right of exclusive 

use of a swimming pool and “other improvements” was not so inconsistent with the 

rights of the owner of the servient tenement as to avoid the easement. In an often-

cited passage he noted: 

I do not think that we should struggle to conclude that an instrument is illegal 
or unenforceable. I think that in the light of the balance of the document we 
can interpret “other improvements” to mean things like a swimming pool that 
are constructed and can be described as “works”. No swimming pool has 
been built, but there is apparently a gazebo that would probably fall within 
“other improvements”. Lawns and gardens, which we have been told occupy 
the balance of the easement area, would not fall within this provision. 
Therefore, the owners of the dominant tenement not only do not have the 
exclusive use of the lawns and gardens but have no right of use at all. The 
easement area is for the exclusive use of the servient tenement owners 
except for that portion of the area upon which an improvement has been 
constructed. 
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[36] This Court held that the trial judge had erred in finding that the owner of the 

dominant tenement had a right to exclusive possession of the land within the 

easement area. The reasoning that flowed from that conclusion was, therefore, 

rejected. 

[37] In Vantreight, the owners of the servient tenement sought to have an 

easement set aside on the grounds that the exercise of the easement made it 

impossible for them to farm the easement area and therefore so substantially 

detracted from their rights that it must be something other than an easement. The 

court held: 

[12] The document at bar recognizes a right of way which is one of the 
best recognized kinds of easements. A right to wander freely, which this right 
of way resembles, has been held to be not unduly wide or uncertain: Re 
Ellenborough Park … and Dukart v. District of Surrey, [1987] 2 S.C.R. 1039. 
The easement document also contains a right to construct, remove or 
maintain paths and improvements. “Improvements” was not considered too 
vague a term in Grant … where it was held to include a gazebo as well as a 
swimming pool (which the easement had expressly contemplated). 

[38] On appeal, this Court noted that the principal issue was not whether the 

easement left any residual rights in the easement area in the hands of the owner of 

the servient tenement but, rather, whether the easement was void for uncertainty. 

Lambert J.A., for the court, held: 

[8] In my opinion it is not impossible to construe this clause. It does not 
seem to me to be a model of draughtsmanship but one can work away at it 
and reach conclusions about its application and effect by processes of legal 
reasoning. I would not set aside a grant that was so clearly part of the 
intention of the parties to the real estate transaction which occurred in 1989. 
Accordingly, I would not accede to the granting of the relief requested…  

[39] In Kassell, Hinkson J., as he then was, held that an easement permitting the 

owners of the dominant tenement to “fully use and to enjoy” an easement over the 

servient tenement “for their pleasure, for all purposes connected with the use and 

enjoyment” of the dominant tenement was not too broad. Although the easement 

contained no limitations, the express description of its purpose – to permit the 

owners of the dominant tenement to enjoy their property – limited the use that could 

be made of the easement. The principal purpose of the easement was held to be to 
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permit ingress to and egress from the dominant tenement. The uses contemplated 

did not preclude the owner of the servient tenement from continuing to make such 

use of the easement area as did not interfere with the permitted uses. 

[40] In Lund, the owner of the dominant tenement was seeking to enjoin the 

servient tenant from “trespassing” upon the easement area. The court did not look 

favorably upon an application, the effect of which would be to preclude the servient 

tenant from exercising rights ordinarily associated with ownership of the property. 

The nature of the permitted use of the land in the easement area was read so as not 

to exclude the owner of the servient tenement from that property. The court held that 

the easement agreement should be interpreted in light of the rule that an easement 

could not convey rights equivalent to a grant of exclusive or unrestricted use of land 

for all purposes. 

[41] In Prinsen, the court set aside the provision of an easement agreement that 

gave the owners of the dominant tenement the right to garden in and landscape the 

easement area, despite the fact the right was to be exercised together with the 

owner of the servient tenement. Vickers J. held; 

[25] … In this case, in the application by the respondents, the “right in 
question detracts so substantially from the rights of the servient owner, the 
petitioner, that it must be something other than an easement.” Albert S. 
MacLean, ‘The Nature of An Easement’, (1966) 5 W.L.R 32 at 51. I conclude 
that the provisions of sub paragraph (e) are not enforceable as an easement. 
There is no way in which the owners of the dominant and servient tenements 
can both garden and landscape the Easement Area and thus this cannot be 
an easement. 

[42] In Romspen, the applicant sought an order cancelling a statutory right of way 

over its property. Fitzpatrick J. considered this Court’s decision in Shaw 

Cablesystems Limited v. Concord Pacific Group Inc., 2008 BCCA 234, in relation to 

the question whether the right of way was “capable of forming the subject-matter of a 

grant” or whether it was void as conferring such rights as would amount to rights of 

joint occupation or would substantially deprive the owners of the servient tenement 

of proprietorship or legal possession. After considering Vantreight, Prinsen, Grant, 

MacDonald, Kassell, Granfield, and Shelf Holdings, the court held: 
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[76] It is apparent that there are various aspects to the rights granted 
under the SRW [Statutory Right of Way]. In the first place, it allows 
Chemainus Quay free and uninterrupted access for the purpose of placing 
certain utility services (referred to as the “Works”). These types of rights do 
not, in my view, result in the exclusion of Chemainus Properties from 
enjoyment of Lot A. In a similar situation, the Alberta Court of Appeal in Shelf 
Holdings held that these types of subsurface rights did not detract from the 
rights of the servient owner. In Prinsen, these types of utility services were 
acceptable, particularly since they were for the common benefit of both 
parties: see paras. 4, 15-18. 

[77] As argued by Romspen, the more difficult aspects of the SRW relate 
to the rights which provide that Chemainus Quay is allowed to use the land 
as an access driveway with or without concrete, pavement, or gravel or any 
combination thereof (referred to as the “Driveway”) for ingress and egress for 
general access over all of the land. In Vantreight, the easement in question 
also provided that the grantee had the right to, among other things, construct, 
maintain, pave, remove and replace the roadways, pathways, or any 
improvements on the easement area. While the paving does not appear to 
have been a specific issue raised in this case, the Court of Appeal concluded 
that the easement did not cross the necessary “line” so as to invalidate it.  

[78] Yet, these rights must, again, be construed within the context of the 
agreements in place between the parties. Despite the rights under the SRW, 
and in particular, the right to pave Lot A, Chemainus Quay was not to have 
exclusive rights to Lot A. Rather, Chemainus Properties was still able to use 
Lot A. This is specifically recognized in paragraph 5 of the SRW: 

No part of the fee of the Land shall pass to or be vested in the 
Grantee and the Grantor may use and enjoy the Land subject only to 
the rights and restrictions hereafter provided.”  [Emphasis in original.] 

… 

[80] In these circumstances, it must be concluded, when viewed 
objectively, that the SRW did not result in dispossession of Chemainus 
Properties, in that the parties clearly intended that Chemainus Properties 
would continue to have use and enjoyment of Lot A. In short, Chemainus 
Properties still enjoys substantial rights relating to Lot A. The same can be 
said in respect of any successor in interest of Chemainus Properties in that 
upon any transfer of Lot A, that person would have those same rights of use 
and enjoyment of Lot A, subject to the rights under the SRW. 

…  

[84] In conclusion, the SRW is not too wide and vague and does not result 
in a disposition of Chemainus Properties’ ownership or possession rights in 
Lot A. Accordingly, I reject the argument of Romspen on this point.  

[43] In Wong, this Court dismissed an appeal from a finding upholding the validity 

of an easement for reasons expressed as follows by Tysoe J.A.: 
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[37] … [T]he validity of an easement must be determined by the legal 
rights flowing from the document purporting to create it, and cannot be 
governed by the choice of the owner of the servient tenement not to exercise 
his or her legal entitlement to access the easement area.  In this case, the 
Easement did not give exclusive possessory rights over the easement area to 
the owners of the Benefitted Lands.  As found by the trial judge…there is 
nothing to stop the plaintiffs from using the easement area, and he gave the 
examples of walking on the easement area and putting a ladder to access the 
windows and gutters at the back of their house.  At the hearing of the appeal, 
my colleagues and counsel for the third parties gave several other examples 
of how the plaintiffs could put the easement area to use without interfering 
with the rights given under the Easement to the owners of the Benefitted 
Lands (including driving their own vehicle on the driveway and parking it at 
the top of the driveway). 

[44] As demonstrated by the jurisprudence cited by counsel and the decisions of 

this Court in Grant, Wong, and Granfield, in particular, the courts have been loath to 

invalidate instruments and have sought to interpret grants in such a manner as to 

preserve some proprietary rights in the hands of the owners of servient tenements. 

Where that cannot be done without doing violence to the easement agreement, 

grants that practically curtail any such interests will be set aside.  

Application of those Principles 

[45] Gale on Easements reminds us that common sense must play a role in our 

analysis. By granting to the dominant tenant the right to use all of the easement area 

for farming and recreational use, and by barring the servient tenant from making any 

inconsistent use of the property, the Easement Agreement permits the owners of the 

dominant tenement in the case at bar to plant crops over the entire easement area. 

It thereby grants them exclusive use of all of the easement area. 

[46] It is open to the owners of the dominant tenement to remove all timber from 

the easement area, without apparent restriction. By granting to the owners of the 

dominant tenement the right to all the timber, the Easement Agreement prevents the 

owner of the servient tenement from removing trees or making any use of the 

easement area that would interfere with the removal of trees. The owners of the 

dominant tenement, similarly, enjoy the right to remove all gravel from the easement 

area, without restriction. The dominant owners can prevent the owner of the servient 
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tenement from removing gravel or to making any use of the easement area that 

would interfere with the removal of gravel from any part of it. 

[47] The exercise of these rights and the right to restrain the servient tenant from 

any use of the property inconsistent with such uses would permit the owners of the 

dominant tenement to exercise dominion over the easement area inconsistent with 

the servient tenant’s proprietary interests. In the circumstances of this case, 

common sense supports the view expressed by the trial judge that by the Easement 

Agreement the dominant tenants gave to themselves such rights as to amount to a 

complete derogation of any rights to the proprietorship or possession of the 

easement area by the defendant as servient tenement owner. 

[48] That conclusion is consistent with the jurisprudence. In Clos Farming Estates 

Pty v. Easton (2001), 10 B.P.R. 97897 (discussed in Gale on Easements at p. 34), 

the Supreme Court of New South Wales held that the right to cultivate a vineyard 

was incapable of forming the subject-matter of a grant “because it neutralized the 

servient owners’ rights and left them powerless to control or influence what was to 

happen to their agricultural land.” The grant here clearly has the same effect. 

Suitability of the Issues for Summary Determination 

[49] In Edward Jones v. Mirminachi, 2011 BCCA 493, this Court held that whether 

to proceed summarily is a matter of discretion. At para. 25 the court noted: “This 

Court will not interfere with a judge’s exercise of discretion unless it is clearly wrong 

or the judge has misapplied the law.”  

[50] The discretion under Rule 9-7 ought to be exercised in accordance with the 

test set out in relation to the former Rule 18A in Inspiration Management Ltd. v. 

McDermid St. Lawrence Ltd. (1989), 36 B.C.L.R. (2d) 202 (C.A.), as subsequently 

considered by this Court on many occasions. The test is stated in Inspiration 

Management, in its shortest form, at 215 as follows: 

The test for R. 18A, in my view, is the same as on a trial. Upon the facts 
being found the chambers judge must apply the law and all appropriate legal 
principles. If then satisfied that the claim or defence has been established 
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according to the appropriate onus of proof he must give judgment according 
to law unless he has the opinion that it will be unjust to give such judgment. 

[51] Where, as here, the principal issue involves a question of law, or mixed 

questions, such as the interpretation of a contract, where there is little issue with 

respect to the factual matrix, summary trial may be most appropriate: Dixon v. B.C. 

Snowmobile Federation et al., 2003 BCCA 174; Dahl v. Royal Bank of Canada, 2006 

BCCA 369. 

[52] The appellants say the trial judge misdirected himself as to the suitability of 

the issues for summary trial. They say, in particular, that he should not have 

determined an issue of fact when credibility is a crucial factor and the parties had not 

been cross-examined on conflicting evidence in the affidavits. This argument is 

founded upon the proposition that the trial judge “appears to have relied upon the 

post-agreement conduct of the parties in his deliberations.” The appellants say 

“Insofar as he relied upon that evidence, credibility was a crucial factor.” [Emphasis 

added.] 

[53] As noted above, I do not consider the trial judge to have relied upon post-

agreement conduct in his deliberations. There is no attempt in the reasons for 

judgment to address credibility issues or resolve disputes between the parties. There 

is little reference to evidence with respect to the use that has actually been made of 

the easement. The appellants acknowledge that the reasons for judgment may be 

read in a manner that is consistent with the view that the trial judge did not attempt 

to weigh the evidence. It is for that reason that they do not say that the judge clearly 

weighed the evidence and assessed credibility, but say rather that he “appears” to 

have done so. The argument is founded upon a reading of the trial judge’s 

conclusion that the dominant tenants had “taken full possession of the easement 

area and excluded the defendant.” This is inconsistent with the manner in which I 

read the reasons for judgment. 

[54] I would not accede to the argument that the judge wrongly exercised his 

discretion in determining the validity of the easement on a summary trial. 
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The Weight of the Evidence on Summary Trial  

[55] Further, the appellants argue that the evidence at the summary trial does not 

support the conclusion that the respondent was excluded from the easement area. It 

would only be necessary to address this argument if we were of the view that the 

trial judge had weighed the evidence of post-agreement conduct; that he might 

properly have done so; and, consequently, that it would be appropriate to consider 

whether he had properly done so on a summary trial application. For reasons fully 

canvassed, it is not necessary for us to address these arguments. 

[56] I would dismiss the appeal. 

“The Honourable Mr. Justice Willcock” 

I agree: 

:The Honourable Madam Justice Garson: 

I agree: 

“The Honourable Mr. Justice Goepel” 
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[1] The issue in this action, set out in a consent order, is whether the title of Shelf 

Holdings Ltd. to a quarter section of land "is subject to a Grant of Easement by Peregrym 

Farms Ltd. and Husky Oil Operations Ltd. which Easement is validly registered as instrument 

number 2642 V.A. on the said lands." 

[2] The action was commenced by Shelf following construction of a pipeline across the 

land by Husky, wherein Shelf prayed for removal of the easement from its title to the lands 

and for damages. 

[3] The Inspector of Land Titles was made a party defendant it being alleged by Shelf 

that the Inspector wrongfully registered the Grant of Easement against the title to the lands at 

a date subsequent to Shelf becoming the registered owner thereof. 

[4] The learned trial judge held that the Grant of Easement filed by Husky in the Land 

Titles Office (prior to Shelf's acquisition of the land), did not qualify as an easement for the 

purpose of the Land Titles Act R.S.A. 1980 c. L-5. He construed the Grant of Easement as 

conveying "a grant of an interest in land" within the meaning of the Act by conferring upon 

Husky exclusive use of and proprietory rights over the pipeline strip which it failed to perfect 

by registration. Accordingly, Shelf took title free and clear of Husky's claim pursuant to the 

provisions of the Land Titles Act s.64. 

THE FACTS 

[5] On March 21, 1967 H.M. The Queen in Right of Alberta (The Crown) and Peregrym 

Farms Ltd. entered into an Agreement for Sale whereby the Crown agreed to sell certain 

unpatented lands to Peregrym. On May 23rd Peregrym gave Husky the Grant of Easement 

conferring upon Husky a right-of-way across a portion of the lands for the construction of a 

pipeline. The document was registered in the day book in the Land Titles Office for the North 

Alberta Land Registration District on October 28, 1974 and recorded in the system used to 

record unpatented lands. 

[6] On May 13, 1975 a Plan of Survey delineating the pipeline right-of-way was 

registered in the Land Titles Office. 

[7] A Certificate of Title to the lands was issued on August 2, 1977 in the name of the 

Crown without endorsements thereon giving notice of either the Grant of Easement or the 

Plan of Survey. This was followed by the registration of a transfer of the lands from the Crown 
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in favour of Peregrym and the issue of a Certificate of Title in Peregrym's name on November 

25, 1977 - again without endorsements relative to the Grant of Easement or Plan of Survey. 

[8] Peregrym sold the lands by agreement dated October 29, 1979 to Fernwood 

Construction of Canada Ltd. and on February 10, 1980 the latter assigned its interest in that 

agreement to Shelf. A transfer of the lands was registered from Peregrym to Shelf in March 

1980 and Certificate of Title issued accordingly. 

[9] On May 11, 1981 the Registrar of Land Titles endorsed Shelf's Certificate of Title 

with the Grant of Easement. In November 1981 Husky entered upon the lands to construct its 

pipeline and Shelf responded with the commencement of this action. 

[10] A man named Rusnell controlled both Fernwood and Shelf and although it is of no 

significance in this appeal, Rusnell, in the course of his investigation of the status of the 

lands, before purchase, became aware of the Grant of Easement. 

THE ISSUE 

[11] With due respect to the considered reasons delivered by the learned trial judge I 

am of the opinion that the interest conveyed in the Grant of Easement is a right-of-way in the 

form of an easement and not a grant of an interest in land yielding exclusive rights consistent 

with ownerhsip. I construe the Grant of Easement as merely conferring upon Husky certain 

rights of occupation of a corridor for the purposes of a pipeline without divesting the owner of 

the servient tenement of its proprietary rights. Moreover, the easement attaches to the land 

by implication and without endorsement on the Title by virtue of the provisions of the Land 

Titles Act s. 65(1)(g). 

[12] The Grant of Easement must be recognized as a contract reflecting the terms of the 

agreement made by the contracting parties. It is elementary that any contract is the primary 

source of reference to determine a dispute involving the rights and obligations of those 

parties. Where a dispute arises over rights involving the acquisition of lands those rights are 

also subjected to and governed by legislative enactments regulating land titles. 

[13] The Grant of Easement provides that in consideration of the payment of a sum of 

money by the grantee (Husky) to the grantor (Peregrym) "and the grantee hereby 

covenanting to perform and observe all of the terms and conditions hereinafter mentioned on 

the part of the grantee to be performed and observed," the grantor does 
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"GRANT, TRANSFER and CONVEY unto and to the Grantee, for itself, its servants, 
agents and contractors, the right, license, liberty, privilege and easement to use so 
much of the said lands as may be necessary for a right-of-way for the laying down, 
construction, operation, maintenance, inspection, removal, replacement, reconstruction 
and repair of a pipeline together with all such stations, drips, valves, fittings, meters and 
other equipment and appurtenances as may be necessary or convenient in connection 
therewith, for the carriage, conveyance, transportation and handling of petroleum or 
petroleum products, water and/or gas through or by means of the same, and the right of 
ingress and egress for all purposes incidental to this grant as and from the date hereof 
and for so long hereafter as the Grantee may desire to exercise the rights and privileges 
hereby given, on the following terms and conditions:" 

The relevant terms and conditions are as follows: 

"SECOND: The Grantor shall not without the prior written consent of the Grantee, 
excavate, drill, install, erect or permit to be excavated, drilled, installed or erected on or 
under the said right-of-way any pit, well, foundation, pavement, or other structure or 
installation, but otherwise the Grantor shall have the right fully to use and enjoy the said 
right-of-way except as the same may be necessary for the purposes herein granted to 
the Grantee. 

THIRD: The Grantee shall have the right to do whatever may be requisite for the 
enjoyment of the rights herein granted, including the right of clearing the said right-of-
way of timber. 

FOURTH: The Grantee shall compensate the Grantor and/or other interested parties, as 
their respective interests for the time being may appear, for damage done to any crops, 
pasture, fences or livestock on the said lands by reason of the exercise of the rights 
hereinbefore granted, and the Grantee will not at any time fence the said right-of-way, 
except as is hereinafter provided. 

SIXTH: The Grantee shall, as soon as weather and soil conditions permit, bury and 
maintain all pipelines so as not to interfere with the drainage or ordinary cultivation of the 
said lands. 

SEVENTH: Upon the abandonment of the said right-of-way and release of all of the 
rights hereby granted, the Grantee shall and will restore the surface of the said lands to 
the same condition, so far as may be practicable so to do, as the same were in prior to 
the entry thereon and the use thereof by the Grantee. 

NINTH: The Grantee, performing and observing the terms and conditions on its part to 
be performed and observed, shall and may peaceably hold and enjoy the rights, license, 
liberty, privileges and easement hereby granted without hindrance, molestation or 
interruption on the part of the Grantor or of any person, firm or corporation claiming by, 
through or under the Grantor." 

[14] The Land Titles Act s. 64(1) recognizes the indefeasibility of title and s. 65(1)(g) 

provides that an easement without registration is an implied exception to indefeasibility. 
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"64(1) The owner of land in whose name a certificate of title has been granted shall, 
except in case of fraud wherein he has participated or colluded, hold it, subject (in 
addition to the incidents implied by virtue of this Act) to the encumbrances, liens, estates 
and interests that are notified on the folio of the register that constitutes the certificate of 
title, absolutely free from all other encumbrances, liens estates or interests whatsoever 
except the estate or interest of an owner claiming the same land under a prior certificate 
of title granted under this Act or granted under any law heretofore in force and relating to 
title to real property." 

"65(1) The land mentioned in any certificate of title granted under this Act is, by 
implication and without any special mention therein, subject to 

(g) any right of way or other easement granted or acquired under any Act or law in 
force in Alberta." 

That the Grant of Easement was granted or acquired under an Act or law in force in Alberta is 

not in dispute. 

[15] Although "easement" is a term to be found in various statutes, the trial judge quite 

rightly made the observation that neither the word "easement" or the expression "right-of-way" 

is given a statutory definition. A right-of-way is a form of easement. A definition of right-of-way 

is to be found in Halsbury's Laws of England (4th ed., 1973) at page 144: 

"a right to utilise the servient tenement as a means of access to or egress from the 
dominant tenement for some purpose connected with the enjoyment of the dominant 
tenement, according to the nature of that tenement." 

[16] Gale in his text on easements 15th Edition at p. 6 is cautious about fixing a precise 

definition: 

"An easement was defined by Lord Esher M.R. in Metropolitan Railway v. Fowler as 
'some right which a person has over land which is not his own,' but this definition lacks 
precision, as not every right which one has over another's land is necessarily an 
easement, and perhaps no precise definition is possible." 

[17] The Court of Appeal of England in Re Ellenborough Park, Re Davies, Powell v. 

Maddison [1956] 1 Ch. 131 at 163, [1955] 3 All E.R. 667 at 673 approved the following 

characteristics proposed in Dr. Cheshire's Modern Real Property (7th ed., 456) to properly 

identify an easement. He said: 

"(1) there must be a dominant and a servient tenement; 

(2) the easement must accommodate the dominant tenement; 

(3) the dominant and servient owners must be different persons; and 

(4) the easement must be capable of forming the subject matter of a grant." 
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[18] The first three characteristics present no problem in this case. The issue at hand 

concerns the fourth characteristic as the trial judge concluded that this requirement had not 

been satisfied. Evershed, M.R. in Re Ellenborough dissected the fourth characteristic into the 

following three questions. 

1. Is the right too wide and vague? 

2. Is the grant inconsistent with the proprietorship or possession of the alleged 

servient owner? 

3. Is it a mere right of recreation without utility or benefit? 

The issue in this case can be narrowed to resolution of the second question. 

[19] The following statement by Lopes, L.J. in Reilly v. Booth (1890) 44 Ch. D. 12 at 26 

provides the premise upon which the learned trial judge proceeded. 

"There is no easement known to law which gives exclusive and unrestricted use of a 
piece of land." 

[20] This statement was quoted with approval in Metropolitan Railway Co. v. Fowler 

[1893] A.C. 416 (H.L.) to which I will refer in due course. For the reader to better apprehend 

the statement of Lopes, L.J. I will elucidate upon the context in which it was made. The report 

of that case reveals that certain land which embraced a large yard was conveyed absolutely 

to one W. A gateway gave access to the yard from a street known as Oxford Street. The 

conveyance to W was accompanied by the words "'Together with the exclusive use of the 

said gateway into Oxford Street' …" The Court examined the agreement to ascertain the 

intention of the parties and found the words "exclusive use" to be explicit and clear. The 

conveyance was therefore construed as saying that the rights of W to the gateway was to be 

exclusive and consistent with ownership. The comments of Mr. Justice Lopes contained this 

passage from which the foregoing extract as to exclusivity was lifted: 

"I think ownership passed. The exclusive use of the said gateway was given. The 
exclusive or unrestricted use of a piece of land, I take it, beyond all question passes the 
property or ownership in that land, and there is no easement known to law which gives 
exclusive and unrestricted use of a piece of land. It is not an easement in such a case, it 
is property that passes. Again, a mere easement can be conveyed, or may be 
conveyed, by words other than these, and would pass under general words." 

[21] In Re Ellenborough Park characteristic number 4 provided the issue. Unlike Reilly 

v. Booth no express intention could be found in the Ellenborough grant. At page 681 of the Re 
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Ellenborough Park report, Lord Evershed discussed the elements required to satisfy Dr. 

Cheshire's fourth condition. He said: 

"We turn next to Dr. Cheshire's fourth condition for an easement - that the right must be 
capable of forming the subject matter of a grant. As we have earlier stated, satisfaction 
of the condition in the present case depends on the consideration of the questions, 
whether the right conferred is too wide and vague, whether it is inconsistent with 
proprietorship or possession of the alleged servient owners, and whether it is a mere 
right of recreation without utility or benefit." 

[22] In reaching his decision in this action the learned trial judge was persuaded by the 

decision of the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal in Re Interprovincial Pipeline Co. [1951] 2 

D.L.R. 187, 1 W.W.R. (N.S.) 479 where the document before the Court was similar to that 

under consideration in this appeal. The Court there construed the terms of the document to 

mean that the rights conveyed went beyond the grant of an easement by giving the grantee 

exclusive use of a portion of the substratum in which the pipeline was buried - thereby 

conveying an interest in land sufficient to vest title. 

[23] The judgment in Re Interprovincial Pipeline relied on the decision handed down by 

the House of Lords in Metropolitan Railway Co. v. Fowler (supra) which adopted the principle 

expressed by Lopes, L.J. in Reilly v. Booth (supra). The learned trial judge also cited 

Canadian authorities which applied the same principle. In my opinion Metropolitan Railway 

and other cases cited by the learned trial judge to support his conclusions are not applicable 

as they deal with absolute rights to land authorized by statute and can be distinguished. 

[24] The Metropolitan Railway litigation was taken to determine the validity of a land tax 

assessed against the Railway in respect of a tunnel it constructed under a highway for an 

underground rail line. The Railway resisted the assessment contending that it merely 

acquired an easement. The House of Lords held that the Railway was vested with more than 

an easement. It acquired a hereditament for its exclusive use and on that account it was liable 

for the tax assessed. To be precise, I distinguish this case from Metropolitan on the ground 

that Husky acquired its grant by private agreement which defines the rights of the parties 

whereas Metropolitan Railway acquired land for its railway by appropriation pursuant to a 

statute authorizing the construction of the railway. The "appropriation" vested the land in the 

railway company for its exclusive use. Herschell, L.C. defines the Railway's position in this 

way, at page 423: 
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"Now, my Lords, the language used is this, that "the two companies may appropriate 
and use the subsoil and undersurface of any such roadway or footway." The word 
"appropriate" is one which seems to me clearly to point to a right of property becoming 
vested in the companies; they were to "appropriate and use"; and it seems to me that 
when they have thus made their appropriation and constructed the tunnel, that tunnel is 
as much their property as if it had been constructed upon land which they had 
purchased and paid for, and being their property held by them to the exclusion of any 
other person, it is as much a hereditament as if it had been constructed on land which 
they had purchased in the ordinary way …". 

And at page 426 Lord Watson expressed the same view. He said: 

"To appropriate, according to its natural meaning, is to take and keep a thing by 
exclusive right; and, as I construe their Act, the authority which it confers upon the 
company is, to take and exclusively possess as much of the subsoil below highways as 
may be required for the purposes of the undertaking. There is no substantial distinction 
between the interest which they get by appropriation, and that which they acquire by 
purchasing in terms of the Lands Clauses Act." 

[25] The Consumer Gas Co. of Toronto v. The City of Toronto (1897) 27 S.C.R. 453 at 

457 is another tax assessment case. The validity of an assessment for taxes of the mains and 

pipes to supply gas laid under a highway was challenged and taken to the Supreme Court of 

Canada. The gas company was given the authority by statute to lay the gas pipes. Citing the 

Metropolitan Railway case Chief Justice Strong interpreted the governing statute at p. 457: 

"I am of the opinion that the gas pipes of the appellants laid under the streets of the city 
were under this Act real property belonging to them, and as such liable to assessment. I 
regard the case of The Metropolitan Railway Company v. Fowler (1), as conclusively 
showing that these pipes are not to be considered chattels placed beneath the public 
streets and highways, in the exercise of a mere easement, but being affixed to the land, 
as actual real property within the meaning of the interpretation clause." 

[26] Jarvis v. The City of Toronto (1894) 21 O.A.R. 395 at 400 is also a case of a 

compulsory acquisition by statute. Osier, J.A. delivering the judgment of the Ontario Court of 

Appeal again cited the Metropolitan Railway case for the principle that exclusive use of land 

cannot be equated with an easement. In that case a provincial statute empowered the 

municipal corporation to pass a by-law authorizing it to take land by compulsion for a sewer. 

A predecessor in title to the owner of the land through which the sewer was constructed gave 

his permission to the municipal corporation to acquire the land without the passing of a by-

law. The Court in these circumstances concluded that the corporation had acquired exclusive 

use of the land. Osier, J.A. said at page 400: 
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"What may thus be compulsorily taken from the owner by means of a by-law duly 
passed, may, of course, be acquired by agreement of the parties, and may be granted 
and assigned to the corporation by an appropriate conveyance." 

Property thus acquired for the permanent and exclusive use of the municipality for 
the construction thereon of a sewer is not properly described as an easement: …" 

[27] It is worthy of note that six months after the release of the judgment in this action 

MacPherson, J. gave judgment in the the Court of Queen's Bench in the case of Card v. 

Transalta Utilities (1988) 57 Alta. L.R. 155 where a similar issue arose. Mr. Justice 

MacPherson described the issue there as: 

"… whether an unregistered easement can be enforced and if so is there a proper 
easement in this case." 

The defendant Transalta pursuant to an agreement with a landowner constructed a power 

line across the owner's land. The plaintiff subsequently purchased the land and acquired title 

free and clear of an endorsement for an easement. The plaintiffs contended firstly that the 

agreement did not create an easement and secondly that in any event it was ineffectual for 

lack of registration. 

[28] Mr. Justice MacPherson, rejecting the plaintiff's stand, held that the agreement did 

provide for an easement as it met the criteria set out in Ellenborough Park (supra). At the 

same time he also rejected the proposition that the right granted to Transalta (supra) involved 

exclusive and permanent occupation to create a proprietory interest in the land. Moreover, he 

said that notwithstanding lack of registration the title was subject to the easement by 

implication pursuant to the exception provided by s.65(1)(g). 

[29] Belanger v. C.P. Ltd. (1978) 93 D.L.R. (3d) 734, [1979] 1 W.W.R. 734; rev'g (1976) 

65 D.L.R. (3d) 726, [1976] 3 W.W.R. 235, like Interprovincial is a decision of the 

Saskatchewan Court of Appeal and in that instance gave recognition to the implied exception 

to indefeasibility according to s. 71(c) of the Land Titles Act of that Province, the provisions of 

which are similar to s. 65(1). 

[30] I have had the opportunity of perusing two articles from which I have derived 

assistance in the preparation of these reasons. I allude firstly to an article entitled "The Nature 

of An Easement" 5 Western Law Review 32 by Albert J. McClean. The second article "The 

Road Not Taken: Important Questions About the Nature of Easements" 57 Alta. L.R. (2d) 326, 

authored by M.M. Litman and B.H. Ziff, is a commentary on the judgment subject of this 
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appeal. The influence of these articles will be reflected to some extent in the remarks which 

follow. 

[31] The key to resolving the issue at hand is to look at the Grant of Easement to 

assess the extent of the rights relinquished by Peregrym as opposed to the rights it reserved. 

[32] The simple test applied by Lindley, L.J. in Reilly v. Booth at p. 25 is this: 

"Now if we look at the matter we must see what has been granted and what has been 
reserved." 

[33] The author Gale in his book (15th ed.) at 139 describes the modern interpretive 

approach: 

"The modern tendency, as has been seen, is to rest the right to an easement on the 
supposed intention of the parties to the contract, or, if there was no contract, on the 
intention of the testator or grantor, irrespectively of the presence of general words in the 
conveyance." 

[34] In his article "The Nature of an Easement", Mr. McClean at p. 51 puts into 

perspective the quality and extent of the limitations a grant will impose upon the servient 

tenement and the balancing process to be engaged to ascertain whether the grant is an 

easement or something more. I adopt these general observations: 

"As was pointed out earlier, it follows from the general nature of the recognized interests 
in property that an easement cannot amount to a claim quite at variance with the 
proprietary rights of the servient owner. On the other hand, it is also quite obvious that 
an easement does to some extent detract from those rights. A right of way cuts down 
the servient owner's right to exclude people from his property or to develop it as he 
pleases; and a negative ease-ment such as light, also hinders development. The issue 
in fact is the perennial one of the drawing the line, of deciding when the point has been 
reached that the right in question detracts so substantially from the rights of the servient 
owner that it must be something other than an easement. 

Where this problem has been the most canvassed is in relation to the degree of 
occupation or possession of the servient tenement that is compatible with the existence 
of an easement." 

[35] The degree of occupation or possession will be governed by the document 

conceding the grant. I mention this simply to point out that Mr. McClean's approach, in effect, 

falls within the test adopted by Lindley, L.J. 

[36] By the very nature of an easement it is inevitable that some measure of occupation 

by the easement taker is present in all cases - and that the dominant tenement will to some 
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extent, at least, interfere with the servient tenement. Moreover, because of the rights it carries 

an easement, for its limited purpose, is an interest in land. 

[37] By the character of its utility the purpose of an easement is to confer a benefit on 

the dominant tenement. At p. 17 of his text Gale reminds us that "An easement must 

accommodate the dominant tenement". This easement accomplishes that aim. 

[38] Examination of the Grant in this case discloses, in my view, that the privileges 

granted to Husky do not detract from the servient owner's rights of ownership. 

[39] The tenor of the Grant is such that it reflects the intention of the parties that the 

grantee Husky acquire a benefit subject to its compliance with certain terms and conditions. 

The right of Shelf as the servient owner to use the land free from interference has been 

curtailed to the extent only of prohibiting it from interfering with the subsoil or to erect works 

on the strip comprising the right-of-way "but otherwise the Grantor shall have the right fully to 

use and enjoy the said right-of-way except as the same may be necessary for the purposes 

herein granted to the Grantee." 

[40] I infer from the material filed and the comments of counsel that the lands are farm 

lands. It is apparent from the literal construction of the second term that curtailment of the 

appellant's use of its land does not deprive it completely of use of the surface of the right-of-

way. All conventional rights-of-way will, to some degree, impair the use of the land. 

[41] The fourth term requires Husky to compensate the grantor (Shelf) for damages to 

crops, pasture, fences and livestock occasioned by the exercise of its rights and prohibits 

Husky from fencing the right-of-way thereby leaving Shelf free to cultivate and run cattle over 

the surface. This in effect allows Shelf full use of the entire parcel subject only to those 

limitations prescribed in the second term. Moreover, Husky in burying and maintaining its 

pipeline is prohibited from interfering with the drainage or ordinary cultivation of the lands. 

[42] The seventh term obliges Husky upon abandonment of the right-of-way to restore 

the lands to the same condition as they were prior to its use and entry thereon. This 

contemplates that the right-of-way will revert to Shelf after it has served Husky's purposes. I 

read this as confirmation that the parties intended the grant to create nothing more than an 

easement. 

[43] The ninth term is not consistent with the conveyance of an interest in land to Husky. 

It recognizes the mutual undertakings of the parties and it is explicit in providing that Husky is 
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entitled to enjoy the rights it received under the Grant subject to its "performing and observing 

the terms and conditions on its part to be performed and observed". I construe this paragraph 

to say that the rights conferred on Husky under the Grant will be subject to termination in the 

event of its failure to perform and observe. 

[44] Husky acquired from Peregrym the privilege of using a corridor across a parcel 

consisting of 150 acres, and nothing more. The document reserves to the servient tenement a 

high degree of possession and control with only a low level of interference from the dominant 

tenement. The rights granted to Husky do not detract from the rights of the servient owner 

with the force required to raise the grant above the status of an easement. The grant is free of 

the words "appropriate" and "exclusive use" or words of that connotation. I view the document 

as having been devised to ensure that servient owner's proprietary rights in the corridor are 

preserved. 

[45] It is common knowledge that Grants of Easements for pipelines have been widely 

used in the development of the petroleum industry and accepted and operate as easements. 

[46] Accordingly in my judgment the grant to Husky is an easement valid and 

enforceable within the scope of s. 65(1)(g). 

[47] I would allow the appeal with costs to Husky here and at trial. 

DATED AT EDMONTON, ALBERTA THIS 

16TH DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1989 
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REASONS FOR DECISION 

SANFILIPPO J. 

 

A. Overview 

[1] This application was brought by Square-Boy Limited (“Square-Boy”) for a declaration 

that a certain right-of-way granted by the City of Toronto (the “City”) as part of the purchase of 

land by the City from Square-Boy in 1971 (the “City Property”) included a right on the part of 

Square-Boy to park on the City Property. The City’s submission is that rights-of-way are 

intended to provide access and egress, the right to “pass and repass”, but are by their very nature 

not intended to be parked on. 

[2] In my view, rights-of-way do not allow for parking when to do so would defeat or 

obstruct the purpose for which the right-of-way was granted. However, a right-of-way can 

include a right to park if that was one of the purposes for which the right-of-way was granted. 
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[3] The right-of-way in issue is not a routine right-of-way. It does not occupy a portion of the 

land conveyed by Square-Boy to the City; it does not run discretely along a boundary or dissect 

narrowly the City Property. The right-of-way does not connect two properties and would never 

be mistaken for a laneway. Rather, it applies to the entire parcel of land that was conveyed by 

Square-Boy to the City. This parcel was used by Square-Boy as a parking lot when transferred to 

the City in 1971 and has been continuously used as a parking lot by Square-Boy in the 46 years 

since.  

[4]  For the reasons set out herein, I have determined that the right-of-way granted by the 

City to Square-Boy in 1971 includes an entitlement to permit parking on the City Property to 

access commercial premises on the Property provided that the parking does not impede any right 

of access or egress over the City Property, is non-exclusive in nature and is not of a duration or 

character that constitutes occupation of the City Property.  

[5] The applicant also claimed injunctive relief to prevent the City from impeding or 

interfering with Square-Boy’s use of the right-of-way. The City agreed to take no such steps 

while this application was pending and submitted that an injunction is not required to ensure the 

City’s compliance with any declaration ordered. The applicant has not established a basis for 

injunctive relief such that this component of the application is dismissed.   

B. Background  

[6] Square-Boy is an Ontario corporation that was, in the late 1960s, directed by the late-

Sidney Sitzer and his brother Paul, both Ontario lawyers. In 1968, Square-Boy purchased a 

property known municipally as 3038 and 3040 Danforth Avenue, Toronto, Ontario (the 

“Property”). The Property’s fronting on Danforth Avenue made it prime commercial space.  

[7] After the purchase of the Property, Square-Boy constructed a building that housed a 

restaurant (the “Initial Building”). A restaurant has been operated from the Initial Building since. 

From the time of construction of the Initial Building, parking stalls were marked at the 

Property’s edge abutting and parallel to Danforth Avenue, with space for approximately 12 

vehicles (the “Front Parking Lot”). 

Square-Boy’s Front Parking Lot 

[8] The timing of the construction of the Initial Building is important because this pinpoints 

when the Front Parking Lot was first put into use. Paul Sitzer testified that the Front Parking Lot 

is precisely the same today in location and configuration as it was in 1968. The City disputes that 

the Initial Building was constructed in 1968 but is unable to establish the precise date of 

construction as the City’s building department records are no longer available.  

[9] The City submits that the Initial Building had not been built as at September 20, 1970 on 

the basis that an internal City document, being a Report No. 14 of the City’s Transportation 

Committee dated September 20, 1970, refers to the Property as “vacant land”. That report is 

ambiguous, however, as to whether the reference to “vacant land” refers to the Front Parking Lot 
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or the entirety of the Property. In any event, the determination most important to the analysis is 

whether the Front Parking Lot was established as at the date of its conveyance to the City on 

June 7, 1971 and the City’s best evidence is simply that the Property was vacant land a year 

earlier. 

[10] While the City has a basis on which to call into question Paul Sitzer’s testimony that the 

Front Parking Lot was in place since 1968, it has no evidence to counter Paul Sitzer’s 

unchallenged testimony that the Front Parking Lot was in place in the time leading to the events 

of June 1971. Having considered and weighed all available evidence, I have determined that as at 

June 1971, the Initial Building and the Front Parking Lot had been constructed on the Property.  

The Creation of the Right-of-Way 

[11] In 1971, the City planned to expand Danforth Avenue in the area between Eldon and 

Victoria Park Avenues to accommodate the construction of a new ramp onto the Gardiner 

Expressway. This expansion required the acquisition of strips of land from properties abutting 

and parallel to Danforth Avenue as necessary to allow for the anticipated lane expansion. The 

City’s expropriation initiative came to focus on the Property. 

[12] Sometime prior to June 7, 1971, the City notified Square-Boy of its intention to 

expropriate the strip of the Property that abutted and was parallel to Danforth Avenue. The 

portion of the Property proposed to be acquired by the City was the Front Parking Lot. 

[13] A Sketch of the Property is annexed as a Schedule to these Reasons. Although prepared 

by the City in 2003, this Sketch allows for an understanding of the state of the Property in 1971. 

The Sketch’s reference to the “Square-Boy Property” is to an additional building that was 

constructed adjacent to the Initial Building after 1971, and which will be addressed later in these 

Reasons. The Initial Building is the middle building in the Sketch immediately below the label 

“Square-Boy Property”. Most important to the present analysis, the parcel labelled on the Sketch 

as “Parking Lot” was the Front Parking Lot and is the property that the City sought to 

expropriate.  

[14] It can thereby be readily observed that the expropriation proposed by the City would 

cause the Initial Building, and the restaurant operated from it, to lose its parking lot. Also, unless 

some provision was made by way of easement, after conveyance of the Front Parking Lot the 

Initial Building would become land-locked as there would be no access from Danforth Avenue 

without traversing what would become City property. 

[15] Sidney Sitzer was then the secretary-treasurer and director of Square-Boy and he 

addressed the City’s expropriation initiative in 1971. There is no evidence regarding these 

negotiations due to Sidney Sitzer’s passing and as the City is unable to produce any evidence of 

any representative of the City involved in the negotiations. The record establishes, however, that 

a deal was struck whereby the entirety of the Front Parking Lot was sold by Square-Boy to the 

City for $50,000 as a market sale rather than through expropriation. The City produced Item 16 
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from Report 22 of the Transportation Committee of Metro Council, which was adopted on June 

4, 1971, (the “1971 City Committee Report”) and which makes clear that the strip of land to be 

conveyed would be across the entire frontage of the Property abutting Danforth Avenue. It states 

as follows: 

Included in the requirements is a portion of the above-mentioned property, located 

on the north side of Danforth Avenue between Eldon and Victoria Park Avenues. 

The land required is an irregular strip 32.3 foot in average depth across the full 

frontage of about 152.6 feet, of the property. [Emphasis added.] 

[16] A Deed dated June 7, 1971 evidences the transfer of the Front Parking Lot from Square-

Boy to the City (the “Deed”). At that time, the Front Parking Lot became what will be referred to 

in these Reasons as the “City Property”, it being recognized that for all purposes of 

measurement, physical description or visual identification, the “Front Parking Lot” and the “City 

Property” are, and always have been, one and the same. 

[17] On its third page, the Deed engrafts the requirement set out in the 1971 City Committee 

Report that the property be free from all encumbrances: 

AND THAT the said Grantee shall have quiet possession of the said lands, free 

from all encumbrances. 

[18] On its first page, the Deed contains the right-of-way in favour of Square-Boy (the “Right-

of-Way”): 

RESERVING UNTO THE GRANTOR its successors and assigns a right-of-way 

in, over, along and upon the lands herein described and being conveyed to the 

Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto for all purposes until the same is 

dedicated by the Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto as a public road. 

[Emphasis added.] 

[19] Considerable submissions were made concerning the interpretation of the wording of the 

Right-of-Way, and most specifically whether it allows for parking on the City Property to access 

commercial premises, focusing sharply on two issues. First, the import of the term “for all 

purposes”. Second, the seeming ambiguity resulting from an encumbrance being featured so 

prominently in a Deed that specifically disclaims the existence of any encumbrance. Both issues 

must be addressed as a matter of contract interpretation. 

C. Is Parking an Included Right in the Right-of-Way? 

[20] There are four characteristics of an easement: (i) there must be a dominant and a servient 

tenement, the owner of the easement being the dominant tenement and the owner of the land on 

which the easement is located being the servient tenement; (ii) the easement must accommodate 

the dominant tenement; (iii) the dominant and the servient tenements must be different persons, 

and; (iv) a right over land cannot amount to an easement unless it is capable of forming the 
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subject-matter of a grant: Re Ellenborough Park, [1955] 3 All E.R. 667 (Eng. C.A.), at p. 673, as 

quoted in Robinson v. Pipito, 2014 BCCA 200, 373 D.L.R. (4th) 129, at para. 18. 

[21] The Supreme Court of Canada has long-defined an easement as “being the privilege of 

imposing certain burdens on the land of the grantor for the benefit of the adjoining land of the 

grantee”: Ross v. Hunter (1882), [1884] 7 S.C.R. 289, at p. 316. This is precisely what the Right-

of-Way does. It grants to Square-Boy “benefits of the adjoining” City Property. The question is 

to determine whether one such benefit is the right to permit parking to access commercial 

premises. 

[22] The applicant contends that the Right-of-Way includes a right to permit parking on the 

City Property in order that invitees can access the commercial premises on the Property. 

[23] The City contends that a right-of-way ought not to include the “benefit” of parking on the 

grantor’s land. In support of this submission, the City relies upon case law that has addressed 

disputes in use of rights of easement between grantors (servient tenements) and grantees 

(dominant tenements) as well as between parties jointly entitled to use of the right-of-way. 

[24] In Soares v. Café Regional Bar and Grill Inc., 2013 ONSC 7939, 40 R.P.R. (5th) 140, the 

court addressed the competing interests of residential and commercial landowners who shared 

entitlement to pass and repass over a right-of-way to access their properties. The residential 

homeowner sought injunctive relief to bar the commercial landowners and their customers from 

parking on the right-of-way on the basis that the parking was obstructing the homeowner’s 

ability to access her garage. Greer J. determined that the right-of-way constituted a right to pass 

and that any parking of less than 15 minutes was permissible but that parking in excess of 15 

minutes would constitute parking and interfered with the use of the right-of-way by the other 

right holders. 

[25] The Soares decision referred to Anthony v. F.W. Woolworth Co., [1962] O.R. 1005, 35 

D.L.R. (2d) 82 (Ont. H.C.), wherein Grant J. issued an injunction preventing joint right holders 

using a common right-of-way from “placing, parking, leaving or permitting” any vehicle to 

remain on the laneway in circumstances in which doing so had an adverse effect on the other 

homeowners entitled to use the laneway. I read this decision, as well as Soares, as addressing 

more the need to balance competing uses of a common laneway amongst those entitled to 

passage than, as submitted by the City, a statement that parking cannot intrinsically be an 

element of a right-of-way. 

[26] A right will be determined to be ancillary to an easement if it is necessary for the purpose 

for which the easement was granted. Comment on the analysis for determination of an ancillary 

right in an easement is contained in Fallowfield v. Bourgault, 235 D.L.R. (4th) 263 (Ont. C.A.), 

at para. 11, as follows:  

In interpreting the meaning and intent of an express easement, the concept of 

ancillary rights arises. The grant of an express easement includes such ancillary 
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rights as are reasonably necessary to use or enjoy the easement. However, to 

imply a right ancillary to that which is expressly granted in the easement, the right 

must be necessary for the use or enjoyment of the easement, not just convenient or 

even reasonable. 

[27] Indeed, in Lafferty v. Brindley / Boone v. Brindley (2001), 8 RPR (4th) 279 (Ont. S.C.J.), 

parking was found to be an ancillary right in interpreting a right-of-way that was silent on any 

entitlement to park. Here, a right-of-way held by cottagers over a farmer’s property was required 

to access their lakeside properties but the right-of-way did not speak to any express right to park. 

The evidence lead by the cottagers was that they had, for some forty years, parked on the right-

of-way because the topography, with its steep slope to the lake, did not allow for level parking 

on their properties. The owner of the farm resisted any use of the right-of-way beyond the bare 

access and egress. At para. 41, Donohue J. held that parking was an ancillary right to the right-

of-way: 

In these circumstances, I am satisfied that the parking of vehicles is an ancillary 

right included within the granted right of way. The matter is so obvious that the 

Hunter brothers probably took it for granted and considered it unnecessary to be 

spelled out. The 40-year history between the early 50’s and the early 90’s 

indicates no objections to parking by the cottagers. Clearly it was simply accepted 

by the succeeding farmers that the vacationers had a right to park at the edge of 

their lots on the right of way itself. 

[28] On appeal, this determination was upheld: 13 RPR (4th) 181 (Ont. C.A.). At paras. 1-2, 

the Court of Appeal highlighted the factors that are pertinent in determination of the scope of a 

right-of-way: 

The trial judge relied upon clear evidence that for over forty years, the Hunter’s 

Beach cottages including the respondents and their predecessors in title, used the 

disputed area for parking of their vehicles. He was fully justified in concluding 

that the parking of the vehicles along the right of way was an ancillary right 

included with the grant of the right-of-way to the cottages. 

In determining that parking is an ancillary right, the trial judge properly 

considered those factors relevant to determining what is reasonably necessary to 

the enjoyment of the right of way, including a consideration of the language of 

the conveyance creating the easement, the purpose and circumstances 

surrounding the creation of the right of way, the history of its development and 

the circumstances of its use. [Emphasis added.] 

See also: MacKenzie v. Matthews (1999), 46 O.R. (3d) 21 (Ont. C.A.), at para. 12; Muir v. 

Drozdoski (2003), 16 R.P.R. (4th) 279 (Ont. C.A.). 
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[29] Interestingly, the factors identified by the Court of Appeal in 2003 as material to the 

interpretation of the right-of-way to determine whether parking is an included or ancillary right 

foreshadow the principles identified as material to contract interpretation by the Supreme Court 

11 years later in Creston Moly Corp. v. Sattva Capital Corp., 2014 SCC 53, [2014] 2 S.C.R. 633. 
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Interpreting the Language of the Right-of-Way 

[30] The modern-day statement of contract interpretation is set out in Sattva Capital Corp. 

which directs that the interpretation must be conducted “giving the words used their ordinary and 

grammatical meaning, consistent with the surrounding circumstances known to the parties at the 

time of formation of the contract” (para. 47). In its full context, the court stated as follows: 

Regarding the first development [the adoption of an approach to contract 

interpretation which directs courts to have regard for the surrounding 

circumstances of the contract – often referred to as the factual matrix], the 

interpretation of contracts has evolved towards a practical, common-sense 

approach not dominated by technical rules of construction. The overriding 

concern is to determine “the intent of the parties and the scope of their 

understanding”. … To do so, a decision-maker must read the contract as a whole, 

giving the words used their ordinary and grammatical meaning, consistent with 

the surrounding circumstances known to the parties at the time of formation of the 

contract. Consideration of the surrounding circumstances recognizes that 

ascertaining contractual intention can be difficult when looking at words on their 

own, because words alone do not have an immutable or absolute meaning. 

[Citations omitted.] 

[31] The common-sense approach to contract interpretation set out in Sattva builds upon the 

Supreme Court’s statement in Eli Lilly & Co. v. Novopharm Ltd., [1998] 2 S.C.R. 129, that 

contractual intention of the parties is to be ascertained by reference to the words used in the 

contract read in light of the surrounding circumstances, with the objective of achieving a contract 

interpretation that is a fair and sensible commercial result but without reliance on subjective 

intention. 

[32] The parties submitted that the principles specifically applicable to the interpretation of a 

grant of easement are those stated in Anger & Honsberger, Law of Real Property, 3
rd

 edition, at 

17.20.30(a). I am guided by the statement on this issue by the Court of Appeal in Fallowfield at 

para. 10, where the Court of Appeal for Ontario set out the principles applicable to the 

construction of an easement as follows: 

Where an easement is created by express grant, the nature and extent of the 

easement are to be determined by the wording of the instrument creating the 

easement, considered in the context of the circumstances that existed when the 

easement was created. This principle is set out in Halsbury's Laws of England, 

vol. 14, 4
th

 ed. (London: Butterworths, 1980) at p. 26, para. 54: 

The nature and extent of an easement created by express grant primarily 

depend upon the wording of the instrument. In construing a grant of an 

easement regard must be had to the circumstances existing at the time of its 

execution; for the extent of the easement is ascertainable by the 
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circumstances existing at the time of the grant and known to the parties or 

within the reasonable contemplation of the parties at the time of the grant, 

and is limited to those circumstances. 

[33] Consideration of the circumstances that existed when the easement was created is 

necessary to give effect to the intentions of the parties, particularly where the express grant 

contains an ambiguity as to the nature and extent of the rights conveyed. In this regard, the 

Supreme Court of Canada in Laurie v. Bowen (1952), [1953] 1 S.C.R. 49, at p. 56, has held as 

follows: 

With respect to the nature and extent of the easement granted, it is to be observed 

that the grant is one of a right-of-way simpliciter with no express restriction as to 

use. Just as the circumstances existing at the time of the grant may be looked at 

for the purpose of ascertaining the intention of the parties as to the dominant 

tenement and as to the location and termini of the way, the circumstances may 

also be looked at for the purpose of construing the conveyance as to the nature and 

extent of the rights conveyed. 

[34] Square-Boy tendered testimony by Paul Sitzer of the details told to him by the late 

Sidney Sitzer of the negotiations conducted in 1971 with a representative of the City, of Sidney 

Sitzer’s intentions on behalf of Square-Boy and of the City’s stated position concerning the use 

of the City Property as a parking lot. This evidence has little, if any, probative value. First, it is 

unreliable hearsay: Ontario v. Rothmans Inc., 2011 ONSC 2504, 5 C.P.C. (7th) 112, at para. 111, 

citing R. v. Khelawon, 2006 SCC 57, [2006] 2 S.C.R. 787. I agree with the statement of the law 

on this point made by Brown J., as he then was, in Beach v. Toronto Real Estate Board, 2010 

ONSC 30001, 97 C.P.C. (6th) 127, at para. 5: “[a]lthough the rules permit a party to include 

evidence based on information and belief in an affidavit in support of a motion, the inclusion of 

hearsay evidence on a key point is not proper.” Second, evidence of subjective intention has a 

limited role, if any, in contract interpretation: Eli Lilly & Co., at paras. 54, 58.  

[35] The surrounding circumstances present in 1971 must be constructed objectively from the 

context in which the City Property was acquired and the Right-of-Way granted. The City was 

purchasing an operational parking lot and was granting a right-of-way over the entirety of that 

very parking lot. The restaurant that the parking lot served was not a “drive-through”. In order to 

access the restaurant by car and to enter to dine the customer had to park. It is clear, then, that 

Square-Boy needed two rights by way of easement if it was going to convey its Front Parking 

Lot to the City while still operating a restaurant: namely, the ability of motoring customers to 

access the restaurant and the ability for them to park in order to transact business there. 

[36] At the same time, the City had no immediate use for the parking lot that it was acquiring. 

Rather, its use by the City was necessary only in the event of an expansion of Danforth Avenue 

for access to the Gardiner Expressway. These plans had not been finalized in 1971. 
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[37] Last, in the event that Danforth Avenue should be expanded, and the City Property 

converted to use as a road allowance, the Initial Building and its restaurant would have no 

parking but would not have been landlocked. It would be accessible by foot by those in the 

neighborhood or arriving by transit or by parking off-site. The issue faced by the late Sidney 

Sitzer and the City was how to allow for the conveyance of the Front Parking Lot to the City, 

whether by expropriation or by negotiated sale, without rendering the Initial Building and the 

restaurant land-locked in the period before the City’s proposed expansion of Danforth Avenue. 

[38] There was a potential detriment to Square-Boy of being land-locked in the period before 

the expansion of Danforth Avenue. There was no benefit to the City in excluding parking from 

the property that it was seeking to acquire from Square-Boy prior to needing this strip of land as 

part of its projected road expansion. There was a benefit to Square-Boy in being able to continue 

to park on the strip of land before it was needed by the City and there was nothing to be gained 

by the City in excluding parking. 

[39] It was in this factual context that the draftspersons of the Right-of-Way prepared wording 

that granted “a right-of-way in, over, along and upon the [City Property] … for all purposes until 

the [City Property] is dedicated … as a public road.” This wording reflected a broad grant of 

easement that was time-limited to last until the City Property is used as part of the expansion of 

Danforth Avenue. Whatever value Square-Boy would be receiving in this parking entitlement 

prior to road development can be inferred to have been a factor in the negotiation of the sale 

price of the Front Parking Lot. 

[40] There is no dispute that the easement was time-limited and would expire upon the 

expansion of Danforth Avenue. As such, this element of the Right-of-Way (“until the same is 

dedicated”) requires no interpretation. Also, this explains the apparent ambiguity in the Deed 

between the granting of an easement and the qualification that the City Property would have no 

encumbrances. The easement was an encumbrance on the City Property but was time-limited 

until the City needed to use the property for the purpose for which it was acquired, at which time 

it would for all time thereafter be free of any encumbrance. 

[41] Turning to the interpretation of the phrase “for all purposes”, principles of contract 

interpretation mandate that the court strive to attribute a meaning and thereby give effect to all 

words in a contract: National Trust Co. v. Mead, [1990] 2 S.C.R. 410, at p. 425. A contract ought 

to be construed so that no clause, sentence or word is superfluous, void or insignificant: Elliott v. 

Billings (Township) Board of Education, [1960] O.R. 583 (Ont. C.A.), at p. 587. 

[42] The parties disagree about the meaning of the term “for all purposes”. The parties submit 

that the phrase “for all purposes” can mean one of two things: (i) for all the purposes for which 

the City Property was used at the time the easement was granted in 1971, as is submitted by 

Square-Boy; or (ii) for all the purposes related to a right-of-way which, in the City’s submission, 

does not include a right to park but rather includes only a right to pass over to gain access or 

egress, otherwise known as a right to “pass and repass”. 
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[43] I do not accept Square-Boys’ submission on this point, as to do so would entitle Square-

Boy to all the vestiges of ownership that it enjoyed over the Front Parking Lot before it became 

the City Property. This cannot be the case. Even a robust right-of-way does not provide rights 

that are tantamount to ownership.  

[44] Rather, I accept the City’s submission to the extent that “for all purposes” was intended 

to describe the Right-of-Way which always remains a right-of-way. I find, however, that the 

term “for all purposes” means that the Right-of-Way is to be interpreted in a manner that 

includes all of the purposes for which it was agreed upon, created and granted to encompass 

which, in the context of this case, includes the right to permit parking to access commercial 

premises of the Property. 

[45] In applying the interpretative factors identified by the Court of Appeal in Brindley, the 

contract interpretation principles stated by Sattva and Eli Lilly, and mindful of the parties’ 

submissions on the interpretation of easements based on real estate law commentators in Anger 

& Honsberger, Law of Real Property, I have determined that the Right-of-Way includes, as an 

included or ancillary right, the right to permit parking on the City Property to access commercial 

properties on the Property. 

Qualifications on the Included Right to Park 

[46] Although the Right-of-Way includes the right to permit parking on the City Property to 

access commercial premises on the Property, it does not convey rights to Square-Boy that are 

tantamount to the rights of an owner. The City forcefully submitted that even if the Right-of-

Way includes a right to park, the Right-of-Way cannot be used in a manner that overtakes the 

City’s entitlements as owner. These submissions are well-founded on applicable authority. 

[47] In Bibieffe International Holding B.V. v. York Region Condominium Corp. No. 838, 

[2000] O.J. No. 3579 (Ont. C.A.), the Court of Appeal considered an easement that allowed a 

right-of-way “for the purposes of pedestrian and vehicular access and egress and for the purpose 

of parking vehicles.” The holder of the right-of-way contended that this easement provided it 

with the exclusive right to park on the land governed by the easement. The owner of the land on 

which the easement attached, submitted that it had a right to use its lands for access and parking. 

The trial judge’s determination that the easement did not provide the right holder with 

exclusivity was upheld by the Court of Appeal, at paras. 4-5, as follows: 

The grant of an easement does not amount to the grant of title to the lands and 

easements are ordinarily interpreted in a manner that does not deprive the servient 

owner of its proprietary rights. We agree with the trial judge that there is nothing 

in the language of this easement that would amount to a grant to the appellant the 

exclusive right to access and park vehicles on the land. 

On the other hand, it is clear that the respondent must exercise its residual rights 

as owner of the servient tenement in a manner consistent with the rights accorded 

by the easement. [Emphasis in original.] 
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[48] The Right-of-Way does not, and cannot at law, grant to Square-Boy exclusivity over 

parking on the City Property and cannot allow Square-Boy to occupy the City Property. This is 

fundamental to an easement which must, by its nature, preserve a proprietary interest or right in 

the owner (the servient tenement) notwithstanding the grant of certain entitlements to the right 

holder (dominant tenement): Re Ellenborough Park. These principles are stated by the British 

Columbia Court of Appeal in Robinson v. Pipito, at paras. 20, 22, as follows: 

Every easement will, to some extent, exclude the servient owner from the property 

and prevent the servient owner from exercising some proprietary rights over the 

property reserved for the easement. The degree of occupation or possession, and 

the question whether that degree of occupation or possession is compatible with 

the existence of an easement, should be governed by the document conceding the 

grant. The conduct of the parties in the purported exercise of the rights granted 

under the easement is not helpful as a guide to interpreting the document: they 

may misapprehend their legal rights. 

… 

The parties, here and below, have not sought to challenge the well-settled law that 

an easement cannot give exclusive possession or unrestricted use of a parcel of 

land. 

[49] Square-Boy has a right that parking be permitted on the City Property of a duration and 

character necessary for access to and use of the commercial and retail premises on the Property, 

currently a restaurant and other retail outlets. Square-Boy does not own the City Property. As a 

result, Square-Boy’s entitlements with regard to the City Property ought never to be confused 

with the rights of ownership. This manifests in several ways: 

a) Square-Boy’s entitlement to park is not exclusive. Square-Boy cannot bar others from 

parking, cannot charge for the parking and cannot lease the parking spaces. These are 

rights of ownership of the land and not ownership of an easement. 

b) Square-Boy cannot occupy the City Property. Square-Boy cannot intrude upon the 

City Property by physically altering it in any way.  

c) Square-Boy cannot impede the City’s use of the City Property.  

[50] At the same time, the City’s use of the City Property must be in a manner that respects 

the right included or ancillary to the Right-of-Way to permit parking to access commercial 

premises on the Property. Particularly, the City cannot interfere, impede, block or in any manner 

prevent the use of the Right-of-Way by Square-Boy and its invitees. 

The Parties’ Subsequent Conduct as Validating the Interpretation of the Right-of-Way 

[51] Assessment of the use of the Right-of-Way since its creation in 1971 is necessary both in 

accordance with the factors listed by the Court of Appeal in Brindley and also because doubt 

concerning the intention of the contracting parties can be clarified by considering how the parties 
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acted under the Right-of-Way: 2123201 Ontario Inc. v. Israel Estate, 2016 ONCA 409, 130 O.R. 

(3d) 652 (Ont. C.A.). Referring to Montreal Trust Co. of Canada v. Birmingham Lodge Ltd. 

(1995), 24 O.R. (3d) 97 (Ont. C.A.), at p. 108, the Court of Appeal stated, at para. 41: 

The way parties act under an Agreement may be helpful in determining its 

intended meaning when there is doubt about the appropriate interpretation. The 

parties’ later conduct may show what meaning they gave to the Agreement after it 

was made, which in turn may show the parties’ intent when the Agreement was 

made. 

[52] As previously discussed, the grant of an easement includes a grant of ancillary rights that 

are reasonably necessary to the use and enjoyment of the easement and which were contemplated 

by the grantor. When determining what ancillary rights were contemplated by the grantor, it may 

therefore be necessary to go beyond the precise language of the grant and, as in this case, 

consider the subsequent conduct of the parties: Brindley; Mackenzie; Muir. 

[53] The largest component of the record on this Application was directed to the parties’ 

conduct after the grant of the Right-of-Way in 1971. This evidence may be summarized as 

follows: 

a) In the thirteen-year period from June 1971 to 1984, the City raised no issue with 

parking on the City Property by Square-Boy and its customers to access the restaurant 

on the Property. 

b) In the mid-1980s, Square-Boy planned an expansion of the retail use of the Property 

by the addition of buildings on either side of the Initial Building. Section 8.5.1 of City 

By-Law 6752 required 28 on-site parking spaces for the additions sought. Square-Boy 

had 17 parking spaces at the rear of the Property and sought, by way of minor 

variance, to count the 12 parking spaces on the City Property. By decision rendered 

on February 15, 1984, the Committee of Adjustment granted a minor variance on the 

condition that Square-Boy enter into a five-year lease with the City of Toronto for the 

leasing of the 12 parking spaces on the City Property and that this lease be renewed 

for further terms as the land is required (the “1984 Committee of Adjustment 

Decision”). 

c) Square-Boy entered into a lease with the City of Toronto for the 12 parking spaces on 

the City Property for the time period from September 1984 to September 1989 (the 

“1984 Square-Boy/City Lease”). 

d) The Property was developed into a commercial plaza, with a building constructed on 

the west side and the east side of the Initial Building (the “Additional Buildings”), 

housing retail food and service outlets. These are seen on the Schedule attached to 

these Reasons. 
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e) In September 1989, Square-Boy refused to renew the 1989 Square-Boy/City Lease on 

the basis that it was otherwise entitled to use the 12 parking spaces on the City 

Property. This dispute continued from 1989 to 1992 through exchange of positional 

letters between Square-Boy and the City. However, September 1989 marked the last 

time that Square-Boy paid the City any rent for the use of the City Property for 

parking to access its retail outlets. 

f) On July 15, 1992, the Committee of Adjustment granted to Square-Boy a minor 

variance to validate as sufficient the use of the parking spaces located at the rear of 

the Property for the purposes of the municipal by-law, thereby alleviating the 

necessity for Square-Boy to lease the 12 parking spaces on the City Property (the 

“1992 Committee of Adjustment Decision”).  

g) In 2004, the City declared that the City Property was surplus to its needs: Declaration 

of Surplus, Administration Committee, City Council, dated January 27, 28 and 29, 

2004 (the “2004 Declaration of Surplus”). As there are no plans for expansion of 

Danforth Avenue, and therefore no use by the City for the City Property, the time 

limitation contained in the Right-of-Way is now functionally redundant. 

h) In the thirteen-year period from 1992 to 2015, the City raised no issue with parking 

on the City Property to access the commercial premises on the Property. 

i) In or about 2015, the City approached Square-Boy regarding its plan to expropriate a 

strip at the rear of the Property behind the Initial Buildings and Additional Buildings 

(the “Rear Parcel”). The negotiations included the possibility of exchanging the Rear 

Parcel with the City Property and have continued from 2015 to 2017. 

j) On January 27, 2017, the City delivered a Notice of Application for Approval to 

Expropriate the Rear Parcel. 

k) On February 3, 2017, the City notified Square-Boy of its intention to barricade the 

City Property to prevent any parking on the City Property including any right to park 

to access the commercial premises, as follows: 

Therefore, please be advised that around March 9, 2017, the City will 

be installing concrete curbs on the portions of the City Lands that are 

currently used for parking to ensure that the City Lands are no longer 

used for this purpose. Square-Boy will continue to have the benefit of 

its right-of-way over the City Lands. 

l) The City agreed to postpone its barricading of the City Property until the scope of the 

Right-of-Way was determined. The Notice of Application was issued by Square-Boy 

on March 17, 2017. 
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[54] The conduct of the parties in the thirteen-year time period from the time of the grant of 

the Right-of-Way in 1971 to 1984 supports a determination that Square-Boy had a right that 

parking would be permitted on the City Property for the purpose of accessing the commercial 

premises on the Property. This is the most formative time period for analysis of the parties’ 

conduct as it is most proximate in time to the grant of the Right-of-Way. 

[55] Even in 1984, it was the Committee of Adjustment that raised the issue of Square-Boy’s 

entitlement to permit parking on the City Property, not the City. The City was the beneficiary of 

the Committee of Adjustment’s work, in this regard, which was manifested in the form of the 

1984 Square-Boy/City Lease. 

[56] In 1989, the City took issue with Square-Boy’s use of the City Property to permit parking 

to access the commercial premises: 18 years after the Right-of-Way was granted. 

[57] Interestingly, the 1984 Square-Boy/City Lease provided Square-Boy with what it now 

seeks: the ability to use the City Property with rights tantamount to an owner. For an annual lease 

cost of $4,500, the 1984 Square-Boy/City Lease provided Square-Boy with the rights of 

exclusive use and occupation that are the hallmarks of ownership and capable of being achieved 

by leasing as well as by ownership. 

[58] The City submitted that the 1984 Square-Boy/City Lease established that Square-Boy 

knew that it did not have an entitlement to permit parking on the City Property and could only 

acquire this through leasing. Square-Boy submits that its leasing of the City Property in 1984 

was purely for ease of advancing its greater priority, being the development of the Property into 

a retail plaza, wherein it was cost-efficient to simply pay the $4,500 in annual lease cost rather 

than engage in a lengthy process to establish entitlement and thereby delay its development 

project. I accept Square-Boy’s submission that the leasing of the City Property in 1984-1989 was 

not as much about recognition of an entitlement on the part of the City, particularly as the 

Committee of Adjustment had imposed the requirement to lease, as it was to achieve expediency 

in achieving Square-Boy’s development objectives. 

[59] However, the period of tenancy may well have led to confusion concerning Square-Boy’s 

rights under the Right-of-Way, conflating its rights as a dominant tenement with its rights as a 

tenant. Manifestations of this continue to date, with the City’s complaint of conduct on the part 

of Square-Boy that would have been proper during the period in which it was a tenant but not so 

as a dominant tenement under the Right-of-Way. For instance, much was said of signage erected 

by Square-Boy on the City Property without clarity in the record concerning whether this is over-

holding from the period of tenancy or was installed on the basis of the Right-of-Way.  

[60] A lengthy letter campaign between the City and Square-Boy in the period from 1989 to 

1992 raised the possibility of the City selling the City Property to Square-Boy, or perhaps a 

further lease. These exchanges produced nothing and the City’s dealing with the City Property 

again went dormant for a further 12 years from 1992 to 2004. 
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[61] The 2004 Declaration of Surplus caused the City to inquire of Square-Boy concerning its 

interest in purchasing the City Property, without result. The City’s dealing with the City Property 

again went silent for a further 12 year time period from 2004 to 2016. 

[62] The City’s 2016 notification to Square-Boy of its desire to acquire Square-Boy’s Rear 

Parcel, through expropriation if necessary, proved to be the catalyst leading to this application. 

The inability to negotiate a market sale of the Rear Parcel resulted in the City’s 2017 Notice of 

Application for Approval to Expropriate. 

[63] Square-Boy submitted that the decision by the City to exert “self-help” by threatening to 

erect barricades on the City Property was all about exerting pressure on the negotiations of a 

market sale of the Rear Parcel. The City contended that it was in keeping with the Right-of-Way 

to erect barricades that would allow vehicles to enter one of the two entrance points into the City 

Property and have only the ability to drive past the front of the retail stores before exiting, 

without stopping, through the other entrance point into the City Property. In other words, a form 

of round-about allowing for a view of the front windows of the commercial outlets but without 

ability to stop to shop. Alternatively, the City submitted, on the basis of Soares, that stopping for 

less than 15 minutes would be permissible. However, Soares dealt with a laneway affecting a 

small number of property owners and not a commercial plaza wherein issues of managing a 15 

minute parking allowance would abound. 

[64] The City considers that it has an obligation to contest Square-Boy’s use of the City 

Property as Square-Boy cannot receive a “bonus” or benefit to which a ratepayer is not entitled. 

The City rejects Square-Boy’s contention that the timing of addressing this “bonus” issue is 

tactically related to the City’s 2017 Notice of Application for Approval to Expropriate. 

[65] That being said, this Application was framed narrowly. The only materiality of the 

conduct of the parties after the grant of the Right-of-Way is to assess whether it validates or calls 

into question the interpretation of the Right-of-Way to include a right to permit parking to access 

commercial premises. It does. The City’s conduct in permitting parking of this nature on the City 

Property in the 13-year period from 1971 to 1984 shows an intention on the part of the City that 

this was permitted. To a lesser but nonetheless meaningful way, this is also seen in the City not 

taking any steps in the 12-year period from 1992 to 2004 and in the 12-year period from 2004 to 

2016.    

[66] The business motivation of the parties in their current dispute is not material to the issue 

before the court. Each side criticizes the other for opportunism and seeking tactical advantage in 

dealing with the Rear Parcel. The City submits that Square-Boy is acting beyond its rights as 

dominant tenement and consistent with assertions of ownership, such as erecting a sign on the 

City Property and entering into leases where exclusive control is said to be asserted over the 12 

parking spaces. No remedy was sought in relation to these issues on this application such that 

these elements were meaningful only as informing post-contractual conduct. It is expected, 

however, that the determinations made herein will be applied by the parties reasonably to resolve 
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issues that were not presented on this application but which can now be addressed and resolved 

on the foundation of the determinations made herein. 

D. Disposition 

[67] The Notice of Application was narrowly framed for a determination of whether the 

Right-of-Way includes the right to park on the City Property to access the commercial premises 

on the Property. I have determined that it does.  

[68] The parking permitted on the City Property must be of a duration and character necessary 

for access to the commercial/ retail outlets situated on the Property. Square-Boy cannot use the 

City Property for parking on an exclusive basis and cannot occupy the City Property. Consistent 

with Bibieffe International Holding, the right of Square-Boy to park on the City Property cannot 

deprive the City of its entitlements as owner. To have rights tantamount to ownership, Square-

Boy would have to purchase or lease the City Property. 

[69] A declaration is granted that the right-of-way, in, over, along and upon the City Property, 

as legally described in the Notice of Application, as contained in the Deed between the applicant 

and respondent dated June 7, 1971, includes the right to permit parking to access the commercial 

premises on the Property, provided that the parking does not impede any right of access or egress 

over the City Property, is non-exclusive in nature and is not of a duration that constitutes 

occupation of the City Property. 

[70] Minute details that may emerge in managing the co-existence between Square-Boy and 

the City on the City Property were not framed for determination by the court in this application. 

This is similar to Bibieffe International Holding, where the Court of Appeal commented at para. 

3 that the general and abstract manner in which the case was framed for consideration by the 

court did not allow the trial judge “to make anything approaching a definitive or exhaustive 

pronouncement of the rights of the parties”. This applies equally to this application. Operational 

issues that arise on a micro level as a result of the parties’ use of the City Property can be 

addressed by them in a manner consistent with the findings herein. 

[71] The elements required to be established for injunctive relief have not been established, 

such that the applicant’s claim for injunctive relief is dismissed, without prejudice to the right to 

seek relief in the event of non-compliance with this decision.  

E. Costs 

[72] The parties are encouraged to discuss and attempt to resolve the issue of costs. 

[73] In the event that the parties are not able to reach agreement on the issue of costs, the 

applicant shall deliver written cost submissions of no more than five pages within seven days of 

the release of this decision. Counsel for the respondent shall deliver written submissions of a 

similar length within fourteen days of release of this decision. I will then consider and deliver an 

endorsement on the issue of costs. 
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October 24, 2014 
 

122 O.R. (3d) 545   |   2014 ONCA 736 

Case Summary 
 
 

Real property — Easements — Encroachment on private right-of-way not actionable in 

absence of substantial interference with use of right-of-way as granted — No exception 

to that principle existing where encroachment is by permanent structure. 

The respondents built an addition to their property which encroached on a private right-of-way 

which was granted "for the purpose of vehicular ingress and egress". However, the right-of-way 

remained at least 4.4 metres wide wherever the addition encroached on it. The applicants 

applied for a declaration that the respondents not obstruct the right-of-way and sought an order 

requiring the respondents to remove all structures built on the right-of-way. The application 

judge dismissed the application. The applicants appealed.  

 

Held, the appeal should be dismissed.  

 

An encroachment on a private right-of-way is actionable only if there is a substantial interference 

with the dominant owner's ability to use the right-of-way for a purpose identified in the grant. 

That is the case even when the encroachment is by a permanent structure. The application 

judge's unchallenged finding that the laneway remained as accessible and passable as it was 

before the construction compelled dismissal of the applicants' claim.  

 

Celsteel Ltd. v. Alton House Holdings Ltd., [1986] 1 All E.R. 608, [1986] 1 W.L.R. 512 (C.A.), 

revg [1985] 2 All E.R. 562, [1985] 1 W.L.R. 204, 49 P. & C.R. 165 (Ch.); Chester v. Roch, [1975] 

N.S.J. No. 524, 20 N.S.R. (2d) 536, 27 A.P.R. 536 (S.C. (T.D.)); Clifford v. Hoare (1874), L.R. 9 

C.P. 362; Devaney v. McNab (1921), 51 O.L.R. 106, [1921] O.J. No. 16, 69 D.L.R. 231 (C.A.); 

Spencer v. Salo (2013), 114 O.R. (3d) 226, [2013] O.J. No. 676, 2013 ONCA 98, 303 O.A.C. 

374, 29 R.P.R. (5th) 1, 223 A.C.W.S. (3d) 891 [Leave to appeal to S.C.C. refused [2013] 

S.C.C.A. No. 174], consd  

 

Albiston v. Liu, [2013] O.J. No. 3685 (S.C.J.), not folld  

 

Other cases referred to 

 

B & Q Plc. v. Liverpool and Lancashire Properties Ltd., [2000] E.W.H.C. 463, 81 P. & C.R. 20 
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(Ch.); Donohue v. Robins, [2012] O.J. No. 2133, 2012 ONSC 2851 (S.C.J.); Fallowfield v. 

Bourgault (2003), 68 O.R. (3d) 417, [2003] O.J. No. 5206, 235 D.L.R. (4th) 263, 180 O.A.C. 101, 

14 R.P.R. (4th) 208, 127 A.C.W.S. (3d) 778 (C.A.); Keefe v. Amor, [1965] 1 Q.B. 334, [1964] 2 

All E.R. 517, [1964] 3 W.L.R. 183, 190 E.G. 301 (C.A.); Lester v. Bond, [2013] O.J. No. 6006, 

2013 ONSC 7888 (S.C.J.); Pettey v. Parsons, [1914] 2 Ch. 653 (C.A.); Voye v. Hartley, [2002] 

N.B.J. No. 54, 2002 NBCA 14, 247 N.B.R. (2d) 128, 47 R.P.R. (3d) 227, 112 A.C.W.S. (3d) 170; 

West v. Sharp (1999), 79 P. & C.R. 327 (C.A. (Civ. Div.)) 

 

Statutes referred to 

 

Land Titles Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. L.5 [page546] 

 

Authorities referred to 

 

Gaunt, Jonathan, and Mr. Justice Morgan, Gale on Easements, 19th ed. (London: Sweet & 

Maxwell, 2012) 

 

La Forest, Anne Warner, Anger & Honsberger Law of Real Property, looseleaf, vol. 2, 3rd ed. 

(Aurora, Ont.: Canada Law Book, 2006) 

 

APPEAL from the judgment of Stinson J., [2013] O.J. No. 5544, 2013 ONSC 7486 (S.C.J.) 

dismissing an application with respect to an encroachment on a right-of-way.  

 

Harvey J. Ash, for appellants. 

 

Rahul Shastri and David Winer, for respondents. 

 

 

The judgment of the court was delivered by 

[1] DOHERTY J.A.: — This litigation arises out of a dispute between neighbours over a right-

of-way that runs behind a block of six row houses on the south side of Cottingham Street in 

Toronto. Cottingham Street runs east to west. The respondents own the easternmost house in 

the block (no. 69). The appellants own four of the other houses (nos. 71, 73, 77 and 79). The 

owners of the sixth home (no. 75) are not parties to the litigation. 

[2] Each of the six properties backs onto a private laneway. Six garages (one for each home) 

stand on the south side of the laneway. Entrance to the laneway runs south from Cottingham 

Street directly to the east of the respondents' home. The laneway traverses lands owned by 

each of the six homeowners, and those lands are subject to a right-of-way described in each 

property's title documents. For example, the respondents' deed provides that their ownership is 

 

SUBJECT to a right-of-way in favour of the owners and occupants from time to time of [the 

other five properties] . . . over, along and upon . . . Part 19 . . . for the purpose of vehicular 

ingress and egress. 
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[3] The part of the laneway that passes over the respondents' property, identified as Part 19 in 

the deed, is 3.6 metres at its narrowest point. The laneway continues west onto the appellants' 

properties where its narrowest point is 3.5 meters. 

[4] In 2012, the respondents began a home renovation (the "addition"). They intended to add 

a three-story structure, an outdoor balcony on the second floor of the new structure, a ground-

floor patio and an outdoor planter. The addition was largely complete when this application was 

heard in November 2013. [page547] 

[5] The addition encroaches upon Part 19. However, the right-of-way remains at least 4.4 

metres wide wherever the addition encroaches on it. Schedule B of the application judge's 

reasons depicts the right-of-way and the encroachment (the cross-hatched section). I have 

appended a copy of that schedule to these reasons. 

[6] The appellants applied for a declaration that the respondents not obstruct the right-of-way 

and sought an order requiring the respondents to remove all structures built on the right-of-way. 

They also sought a declaration that they had certain ancillary rights -- for example, the right to 

use the right-of-way for snow removal. 

 

[7] The application judge found, at para. 11: 

[T]he Encroachments caused by the Addition do not create a real or substantial interference 

with the use of the laneway for vehicular access: it remains as accessible and passable now 

as it was before the construction, subject to the obvious result that the portion of Part 19 on 

which the Addition has been constructed can no longer be driven over. Despite that 

limitation, however, it is still possible for vehicles (including delivery trucks) to traverse across 

the remainder of Part 19 unimpeded for purposes of accessing the remainder of the laneway. 

 

(Emphasis added) 

[8] The appellants do not challenge the finding that the respondents' addition does not affect 

the appellants' ability to drive to and from their garages along the laneway. Counsel contends, 

however, that the encroachment is actionable even if it does not interfere with the appellants' 

ability to use the right-of-way for the purpose identified in the deed. Counsel submits that the 

appellants have a right to use the right-of-way's entire width for the purpose of vehicular ingress 

and egress. He maintains that the erection of a permanent structure on any part of the right-of-

way necessarily compromises the right granted because the appellants cannot pass over that 

part of the right-of-way. In counsel's submission, the encroachment's practical effect on the 

appellants' ability to use the right-of-way for its granted purpose is irrelevant. 

 

A: Is There an Actionable Encroachment?  

[9] The application judge, referring to Canadian and English authority, found that there was 

not an actionable encroachment. He held that an encroachment on a right-of-way is actionable 

only if there is a substantial interference with the use of the right-of-way as granted. Quoting 

from West v. Sharp (1999), 79 P. & C.R. 327 (C.A. (Civ. Div.)), the application judge said, at 

para. 24: [page548] 
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There is no actionable interference with a right of way if it can be substantially and practically 

exercised as conveniently after as before the occurrence of the alleged obstruction. 

[10] I agree with the reasons of the motion judge. The authorities he cites and others fully 

support the conclusion that an encroachment on a private right-of-way is actionable only where 

the encroachment substantially interferes with the dominant owner's ability to use the right-of-

way for a purpose identified in the grant. Gale on Easements, 19th ed. (London: Sweet & 

Maxwell, 2012), the leading English text on the topic, puts it this way, at para. 13-06: 

 

As regards the disturbance of private rights of way, it has been laid down that whereas in a 

public highway any obstruction is a wrong if appreciable, in the case of a private right of way 

the obstruction is not actionable unless it is substantial. Again, it has been said that for the 

obstruction of a private way the dominant owner cannot complain unless he can prove injury; 

unlike the case of trespass, which gives a right of action though no damage be proved. In 

Hutton v Hamboro, where the obstruction of a private way was alleged, Cockburn C.J. laid 

down that the question was whether practically and substantially the right of way could be 

exercised as conveniently as before. 

 

(Emphasis added) 

[11] Lord Cockburn's language echoes through the English and Canadian case law: see, e.g., 

Clifford v. Hoare (1874), L.R. 9 C.P. 362; Pettey v. Parsons, [1914] 2 Ch. 653 (C.A.), at pp. 662, 

665-66, 667-68 Ch.; Keefe v. Amor, [1965] 1 Q.B. 334, [1964] 2 All E.R. 517 (C.A.), at p. 347 

Q.B.; Celsteel Ltd. v. Alton House Holdings Ltd., [1985] 1 W.L.R. 204, [1985] 2 All E.R. 562 

(Ch.), at pp. 216-18 W.L.R., revd on other grounds [1986] 1 W.L.R. 512, [1986] 1 All E.R. 608 

(C.A.); B & Q Plc. v. Liverpool and Lancashire Properties Ltd., [2000] E.W.H.C. 463, 81 P. & 

C.R. 20 (Ch.); Devaney v. McNab (1921), 51 O.L.R. 106, [1921] O.J. No. 16, 69 D.L.R. 231 

(C.A.); Voye v. Hartley, [2002] N.B.J. No. 54, 2002 NBCA 14, 247 N.B.R. (2d) 128, at para. 25; 

Donohue v. Robins, [2012] O.J. No. 2133, 2012 ONSC 2851 (S.C.J.), at para. 58; Lester v. 

Bond, [2013] O.J. No. 6006, 2013 ONSC 7888 (S.C.J.), at paras. 30-33. 

[12] The requirement that the dominant owner prove substantial interference to maintain a 

claim reflects the nature of the dominant owner's right. He or she does not own the right-of-way 

or the land upon which the right-of-way runs, but only enjoys the reasonable use of that property 

for its granted purpose. The dominant owner may only sustain a claim predicated on substantial 

interference with that reasonable use. The distinction is between the rights of ownership and the 

right of reasonable use for an identified purpose. [page549] 

[13] Lord Brett, in Clifford v. Hoare, focused on the distinction between the rights of ownership 

and the right of reasonable use for an identified purpose in explaining why a dominant owner 

had no claim even though a building encroached some two feet onto the 40-foot right-of-way: 

 

[T]hat which is granted to the plaintiff by the conveyance of the 2nd of August, 1872, was, 

not a forty-foot road, nor the exclusive use of a forty-foot road; but a right to use it in common 

with others. He was to have an easement in the nature of an access or right of way over the 

road, by himself and his friends and servants, and nothing but an easement. If this were a 

grant of the road itself, any interference with the plaintiff's enjoyment of it would, no doubt, 

give a right of action. But all that is granted here is a right to a reasonable use of the road by 
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the plaintiff in common with others, who have equal rights with him; and I am of opinion that 

no substantial interference with his exercise of that easement has been made out. 

[14] A court, when deciding whether an encroachment results in a substantial interference 

with the claimant's use of the right-of-way, will have regard to the terms of the grant and the 

nature of the encroachment. The determination is a factual one and will turn on the specific 

circumstances of each case. 

[15] The significance of an encroachment depends on its impact on reasonable use. The 

dominant owner is entitled to every reasonable use of the right-of-way for its granted purpose. I 

would adopt as correct the inquiry captured in the following passage in B & Q Plc., at 257: 

 

In short, the test, . . . is one of convenience and not necessity or reasonable necessity, 

Provided that what the grantee is insisting on is not unreasonable, the question is: can the 

right of way be substantially and practically exercised as conveniently as before? 

[16] The facts of Celsteel Ltd. provide an excellent example of the proper application of the 

substantial interference test. In Celsteel Ltd., the defendant lessee of the property decided to 

build a car wash that encroached on a right-of-way the plaintiffs used to access their parking 

garages. The defendant argued that the encroachment was not substantial as it related to one of 

the plaintiffs because, although the plaintiff would have to drive into and reverse out of the 

garage, contrary to his habit of reversing into and driving out of the garage, the plaintiff could still 

access his garage. 

[17] Scott J. acknowledged that either approach to garage entry and exit was reasonable. He 

went on, however, to hold that the encroachment was actionable. He said, at p. 217 W.L.R.: 

 

In the present case the test is not, in my view, whether the means of access still possible is a 

reasonable means of access. The correct test is whether [page550] insistence by the third 

plaintiff [the holder of the right-of-way] on being able to continue to use the other means of 

access is reasonable. In my opinion, it is. I do not think it is open to the defendants to deprive 

the third plaintiff of his preferred means of entry to garage 52 and then to justify themselves 

by arguing that most other people would prefer some other still available means of entry. 

Such an argument might avail the defendants if the third plaintiff's preference was 

unreasonable or perverse. But, in my view, it is neither of these things. 

[18] The application judge's unchallenged finding that the laneway "remains as accessible and 

passable now as it was before the construction" compels dismissal of the appellants' claim. 

Counsel for the appellants, however, makes three valiant attempts to escape the substantial 

interference requirement. 

[19] First, counsel submits that an encroachment by a permanent structure is a substantial 

interference whether or not the encroachment actually interferes with the dominant owner's 

reasonable use. The case law does not support that proposition. Several of the cases that have 

set down and refined the substantial interference requirement involve encroachments by 

permanent structures: see, e.g., Clifford; Celsteel Ltd.; B & Q Plc.; Devaney. Moreover, the 

authors of the current edition of Gale on Easements do not distinguish between encroachments 

by permanent structures and other forms of encroachment onto private rights-of-way. 
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[20] The appellants rely on Albiston v. Liu, [2013] O.J. No. 3685 (S.C.J.), which does draw the 

appellants' desired distinction. In that case, the trial judge held a trivial interference by a 

permanent structure may not be substantial if the defendant inherited the encroaching structure, 

but a trivial interference by a permanent structure is substantial if the defendant deliberately built 

on the right-of-way. This decision stands alone in relying on the deliberateness of the 

defendant's conduct, rather than on the degree of actual interference, to define substantial 

interference. I think Albiston was wrongly decided. 

[21] The appellants also rely on Chester v. Roch, [1975] N.S.J. No. 524, 20 N.S.R. (2d) 536 

(S.C. (T.D.)), at para. 8, and, in particular, the trial judge's reference on an extract from the text 

Anger & Honsberger Law of Real Property. The quoted reference supports the appellants' 

contention that an encroachment by a permanent building is per se actionable. 

[22] Counsel has, however, fairly included the latest version of the same text in his materials: 

Anne La Forest, Anger & Honsberger Law of Real Property, looseleaf, vol. 2, 3rd ed. (Aurora, 

Ont.: Canada Law Book, 2006), at 17:20.30(b). In the latest edition, the author accepts that 

interference with a private right-of-way is actionable only if substantial. She notes that [page551] 

if an obstruction is permanent, it may substantially interfere with the use of the right-of-way even 

if the actual interference is not great. I have no quarrel with this observation, insofar as it 

identifies the nature of the obstruction as relevant to the "substantial interference" inquiry. 

However, given the application judge's finding that the addition does not interfere with the 

appellant's use of the right-of-way for its granted purpose, the commentary does not assist the 

appellants. 

[23] Counsel's second argument rests on Middleton J.'s reasoning, at p. 237 D.L.R. in 

Devaney v. McNab. His Lordship commented [at para. 24]: 

 

Where the thing that is complained of is the erection of a substantial and permanent 

structure upon the land over which the grantor has already given a right of way, it appears to 

me to be almost impossible to say that there is not a real and substantial interference with 

the right conveyed. 

[24] Anything said by Middleton J. deserves careful attention. In the sentences immediately 

before the appellants' cited passage, he writes: 

 

It is well settled that the rights of the parties must be determined according to the true 

construction of the grant; and it is to be observed that the grant here is in the widest possible 

terms. It follows, I think, that the grantor must not derogate in any way from his grant. 

 

(Citation omitted) 

[25] The right-of-way in Devaney was granted "at all times and for all purposes". Middleton J. 

had to measure the effect of the encroachment on the right-of-way in the light of that very broad 

grant. Given the broad purpose of the grant, he could not say that the obstruction (a fire escape 

projecting some three feet four inches into a 20 foot right-of-way) did not substantially interfere 

with any potential reasonable use of the right-of-way. 

[26] In my view, the analysis of Middleton J. is consistent with the substantial interference test 

described in the authorities cited above. Indeed, Middleton J. (and Latchford J. in a concurring 
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judgment) relied on Clifford v. Hoare, one of the seminal cases in the "significant interference" 

line of authorities. 

[27] The third argument advanced by counsel relies on this court's judgment in Spencer v. 

Salo (2013), 114 O.R. (3d) 226, [2013] O.J. No. 676, 2013 ONCA 98, leave to appeal to S.C.C. 

refused [2013] S.C.C.A. No. 174. Spencer involved a motion brought by a land surveyor to 

rectify a misdescription of a right-of-way contained in a reference plan registered on title under 

the Land Titles Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. L.5. The appeal turned on the appellant's right to a 

rectification order. [page552] 

[28] At para. 50 of his reasons, the chief justice observed that the territorial limits of 

easements, including rights-of-way, are boundaries in every sense of that word. Counsel relies 

on this passage to support the contention that the encroachment in this case was actionable. 

[29] I have no difficulty accepting the chief justice's observation about the nature of a right-of-

way's boundaries. However, this case is not about defining the boundaries of the right-of-way. 

They are clearly delineated in the deed and are not in dispute. Nor is there any dispute that the 

respondents' addition encroaches over the boundary line onto the right-of-way. The sole issue 

here is whether that encroachment is actionable. Nothing in Spencer assists in that 

determination. 

[30] The appellants have not persuaded me that encroachment by a permanent structure is 

actionable absent actual, substantial interference with the granted right. On the trial judge's 

factual findings, the appellants cannot meet that burden. 

 

B: The Ancillary Rights Claim 

[31] The application judge indicated, at para. 28, that the only ancillary right pressed by the 

applicants at argument concerned snow removal and that the respondents had conceded a right 

to use the right-of-way for the purpose of snow removal. Although the application judge 

indicated he would make a declaration to that effect, the judgment makes no reference to any 

ancillary rights, but simply dismisses the application in its entirety. 

[32] In their factum, the appellants reasserted a claim to various ancillary rights. The 

respondents argued against any declaration concerning ancillary rights in their factum. Neither 

party said much about ancillary rights in oral argument. 

[33] Ancillary rights are those that are reasonably necessary to the enjoyment of the right-of-

way granted: Fallowfield v. Bourgault (2003), 68 O.R. (3d) 417, [2003] O.J. No. 5206 (C.A.), at 

para. 11. The determination of the existence and scope of any claimed ancillary right is a factual 

one. This record does not admit of the kind of factual inquiry necessary to essay a definitive 

declaration as to any ancillary rights associated with the appellants' use of their right-of-way. If 

disagreements arise in the future, hopefully common sense and neighbourly goodwill will find a 

solution. If not, the court will have to settle the dispute by reference to the specific facts revealed 

by the evidence. [page553] 

 

C: Conclusion 
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[34] For the reasons set out above, I would dismiss the appeal. As agreed between the 

parties, the respondents, as the successful party on appeal, are entitled to their costs fixed at 

$12,000, inclusive of disbursement and relevant taxes. 

 

  
 

 
Appeal dismissed. 
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